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Abstract
This thesis examines some sources of psychological contracts and the impact of employees'
and employers' fulfillment on employees' work outcomes. Belief theory suggests employees'
obligation attitudes are likely to corne from direct sensory experience and external authority sources.
Direct sensory experience was operationalized as employees' work values. Extemal authority was
operationalized through societal obligations and employers' attitudes about employee and employer
obligations. This thesis proposed that societal obligations, employers' attitudes about obligations
and employees' work values would influence the development of ernployees' psychological
contracts. It was found in this study that there is a significant relationship between employees'
psychological contracts and their work values. Significant relationships were found between
employees' work values and al1 four employer obligations and between two of the four ernployee
obligation factors. The specific work value involving the work environment was particularly
significant in these relationships. The relationship between employees' psychologicd contracts and
both employers' obligation attitudes and societal obligations would appear to be minimal.
This thesis proposed that both employers' and employees' fulfillment of psychological
contract terms would influence employees work outcomes. Two forms of measurement of employee
and employer obligation fulfillment were used in the study. The first was a single item or overall
measure of fulfilIment. The second was a calculated measure. Both measurement forms appeared
to be satisfactory methods for this measurement. It was found that both employees' and ernployers'
fulfillment was ~ i ~ f i c a n trelated
ly
to a number of work outcomes. Fulfillment of obligations by
employers was significantly and positively related to positive affectivity, job satisfaction, affective
cornmitment, intention to remain and trust. It was significantly and negatively related to negative
affectivity. Employee fulfillrnent of their own obligations was significantly related to positive
affectivity, job satisfaction, affective cornmitment civic vïrtue, performance, and tmst in a positive
direction and negatively related to negative affectivity.
It was further proposed that there would be an interaction between employees' and
employers' obligation fulfillment. Although this proposition could not be tested as conceived. the
interaction between higher and lower fulfillment of obligations by employers and employees was
examined- It was found that only two interactions occurred using the single item measure and no
interactions using the calculated measure. It would appear that there are minimal interaction effects
between the fulfillment of employees and employers portions of employees' psychological contracts.
A number of recornmendations are made in this thesis for future work. Further development
is required on psychological contract measurement instruments. Further exploration of potential
individually based and extemal sources of psychological contract is needed. In addition, hrther
research is necessary to ven@ a number of the findings of this study.

Chapter 1

Introduction

By its nature, eqloyment has been seen as a contract between employers and employees.
Employers contract with employees to provide the effort, skills and abilities that employers need for
the fulfïllment of the organization's purpose. In exchange, employers provide remuneration and

other benefits that employees need to Wrm their aspirations in Me.

Many aspects of the

employment contract have been codified through statutes enacted m federal and provincial
legislatures such as employment standards acts. Other aspects of the contract have been established
in forma1 written documents such as union contracts or explicit employnient contracts between

employers and employees. Stïil other aspects of the contract have b e n established m the courts such

as the generally accepted rules regarding justified and unjustified termination. There is an extensive
body of work desmiing these aspects of the employment contract.

Many aspects of the ernployment contract, however, are no t written or f o d y established

but are based on employees' perceptions of niles, n o m and principles, employees' mterpretation
of communication between employees and the agents of employers, and the needs and wants of
employees and ernployers. This portion of the emplo-nt

contract, effectively, is in the minds of

employees and has been referred to as a psychological contract.

Importance of Psychologicai Contracts

Over the past decade, psychological contracts have Increasingly become of interest to
researchers. This mterest has developed as researchers considered the response of employees to
restnicturing and the new demands m the work place that have k e n prevalent in North American
organizations throughout the 1980's and 1990's (Rajan, 1997; Ebadan and Winstanley, 1997)Restnicturing is purported to have caused significant changes m the ernplloyment environment of
many employees and potential employees.

For example, Hendry and Jenkins (1997) state that

employees can no longer anticipate the traditional career path of long service and promotional
opportunities in an organization. E m p l o p n t has now becom much more contingent m nature as
employers attempt to match their organizations to chmging market places. Numerous books and
articles have been written to heip employers and employees understand and cope with these changing
conditions (see for examples Goman, 1997; and Hirsch, 1988). Both employees and employers are
being told that they must divest themselves of the "old deal" and adopt and restructure beliefs about

obligations and expectations around a new empoyment contract. Employees are king told that they
must take responsïbility for their own careers- They c m no longer rely on their current or future
organizations to provide for their long term needs

and aspirations. Employers are king told they

must firid new ways to attract, motivate and achieve loyalty and commitnient kom employees
without comrnitti. to extended tenure or career development.
The conceni is that, as the 'old deai' is chauged by employers, employees feel their contracts
with their employers have k e n violated. Violation of psychological contracts is believed to cause
strong negative emotional reactions in,and anti-organizationalbehaviours by, employees (Rousseau,

1989; McLean Parks and Kidder, 1994, Morrison and Robmson, 1997). In sonie cases those
behaviours may become destructive involvhg retribution by employees against their employer.
However, the shifk from an "old deal" to a "new deal" may actually only affect a segment of the

working population. It is primarily a portion of the employees m large bureaumatic organizations
that appear to have been affected (Hendry and Jenkins, 1997). Even within these organizations,

many employees, such as production workers, have k e n traditionally ernployed on a contmgent

basis. In addition, many employees in organizations involved in a variety of segmmts of the
economy never had the benefit of the "old deal" (Hendry and Jenhs), if Hendry and Jenkins are
correct, psychological contracts may appear to apply to only a portion of employees and may not
appear to be a tembly important construct.
The psychological contract construct should have greater relevance to organizational

behaviour studies than simply considering violations to the contract by employers changîng the
employment relationship to a 'hew deal". A pri-

benefit of the cwrent interest in psychological

contracts is likely to be the recognition that all employees, contingent and secure, hold psychological
contracts. The term obligation, m the definition of a psychological contract, implies employees
believe they and their organizations are duty bound to act m certain ways that fdfïll those
obligations. As such, there should be a strong connection between employees' psychological
contracts and their attitudes toward their employer and their work, how they behave and how they
respond to the behaviour of their employer. This constnict should, therefore, provide a good
t heoretical basis for explaining both positive

emotions at work.

and negative ernployee' attitudes, behaviour and

Purpose and Brganization of this Thesis

Although the term Psychological Contract was coioed by Argyris (196û), its development
has p r i m d y corne h m the theorizmg of a number of authors (Levinson et al., 1963; Scheïn, 1965,

1980; Rousseau, 1989, 1990, 1995; Kotter, 1973; Baker, 1985: Dunahee and Wangler, 1974;
Robinson and Morrison, 1995; Lucemo and Allen, 1994; Mdarlane Shore and Tetrick, 1994; Hemo t
and Pemberton, 1996; Robmson and Rousseau, 1994; Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994;
Morrison and Robinson, 1997; Rousseau and McLean Parks, 1993; McLean Parks and Kidder, 1994;
Robinson, 1996; Ebadan and Wmstanley, 1997; Guest, 1998; McLean Parks, Kidder and Gallagher,
1998; Shore and Barksdale, 1998). From the early 1960's until1989, this theory development was

primaxily influenced by Levinson et al. (1963) and Schem (1965, 1980). These authors approached
psychological contracts fiom the perspective that the underlying and, in most cases, unstated needs
of employees, organizations and managers determine the sources, content, change and Muences of
the psychological contract. Sinçe 1989, theory development of this construct has been primarily

influenced by Rousseau (1989, 1990, 1995). She has taken a perspective where the exchange of

promised cornmitments determaies the development and operation of the contractAIthough psychological contracts have been discussed off and on over the past thirty-eight
years, empirical testing of the theory is still fairly lnnited. This research has mvolved a study on the
influence of employees' orientation to work (Rousseau, 1990), a study on the differentiation of

employees based on the perceived level of obiigations (Shore and Barksdale, 1998), a study on the
change m contracts of new recniits over tioie (Thomas and Anderson, 1998), two studies on the level
of ageerrient between employer and emplloyee perceptions of contract terms and employee outcoms

(Cavanaugh and Noe, 1999;Porter, Pearce, Tripoli and Lewis, 1998), a cornparison of psychological

contracts held by employees and contractors (Millward and Brewerton, 1999) and five studies on
employer contract violations (Robinson and Rousseau, 1994; Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994;
Robinson and Morrison, 1995; and Robmson, 1996; Tumley and Feldrnan, 1999). The dflerent
perspectives on psychological contracts and the Iimited testmg of the theory have Ieft a number of
questions unanswered on the sources, content, structure, change and effects of psychological
contracts.
The purpose of this thesis is to expand the psychobgical contract literature by c l m g a

number of issues related to the charactristics, developilient, and impact of these contracts and to test
the resulting propositions. 1 wïii begin the discussion by identifjing the parties to the contract for
the purposes of this thesis. I will then review the definition of psychological contracts and discuss

their characteristics. During this discussion, 1 will propose that psychologïcai contract te-

are

amtudes and are composed of solely relational terms. The latter point is a simiif?cantdeparture from
recent literature which has dichotomized psychological contract terms as either transactional or
relational m nature md has suggested that psychological contracts lie on a uansactiondrelational
continuum (Rousseau, 1990,1995;Robinson and Rousseau, 1994; Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau,
1994; Robinson and Morrison, 1995; and Robinson, 1996)- 1 will then use belief theory to clthe sources of psychological contracts. Although psychological contracts have been acknowledged

as a set of beliefs, belief theory has not been considered m the discussion of this construct. Belief
theory assists in our understandmg of the dispositional and situationai aspects that contriiute to the
formation of these contracts. Finally, 1 will propose that employees' emotional, attitudinal and
behavioural responses to the overall fulfïllrmnt or violation of their psychological contract are a

function of the fulfillmnt or violation of contract ternis and the degree of obligation to hi16IL the
tena

Chapter 2

Theory Development

Parties to the Contract
Schein (1965, 1980) suggests that psychological contracts exist between an employee and
the organization as well as others in the organization with which the persoo mteracts. Levinson et

al.(1963) suggest the psychological contract is primarily between the employee and the organization
but that secondary contracts exist between the eniployee and others. Rousseau (1989) and the
researchers who have followed her indicate the psychological contract is between the employee and

the organizatioe They are silent with regards to wbether or not people hold psychological contracts
with others inside or outside the organization. To-date no researcher has d e h e d what is meant by
the organization.
For purposes of this thesis, I wül only be considering the psychological conaact as it exists
between employees and their enpbymg organizations. Employees are defined as people at a 1 levels

in an organization who are hired to work for, and are remunerated by, an organization. Excluded

kom the study are people such as consultants or contract employees, who may regard themselves
as employed by another organization. The reciprocal pany to the conaact is the organization and
not organizational managers, althou& they serve as agents m the process. An oqanization is
defmed as the entity which each ernployee regards as his or her employer and the Party accountable
for the fulfillment of contract terms. As such, the organization is defmed m the minds of mdividual
employees. This defmition may be fairly fhid as it may difFer dependhg on the contract term m

question. For example, an employee may regard the local organization to be accountable for the fair
administration of personnel policies but the parent organization accountable for bonus payments.

mus, the organization may have a different meanïng between employees and within an employee
at dif'ferent tims and cïrcumstances, Throughout this thesis, 1 will use the terms organization and

employer mterchangeably to mean the s a m e entity.

Psychological Contracts
A psychological contract is the set of beiiefs mdividuais hold regardmg the unwritten,
reciprocal expectations (Levinson et al., 1963; Schein, 1980) or obligations (Rousseau, 1989) that
organizational members believe exist between themselves and their organkations. These contracts

are psychological in that they are constructed in the mbds of mdividuals. They are not written or
formalized, although some of the terms of the contract may be based on written documentation or
other formai communications. Psychological contracts are wholiy perceptual. They are beliefs about
objective facts but are not necessarily congruent with objective facts. The contracts are constructed

by individu& through their understanding and interpretation of information they have received fiom
a variety of sources. Psychological contracts, therefore, are a set of beliefs, based on perceptions and

held m the minds of individuals, about their obligations to other parties and other parties' obligations
to them.

Characteristics of Psychologieal Contracts

Psychological Contracts are Idiosyocratic
The contract is idiosyncratic m that it is an individual's unique understandmg or
interpretation of the agreed to obligations that makes up the psychologkal contract (Rousseau, 1995).
Information processmg mûdels indicate that mdividuals encode and categorize information in ways
unique to themselves (Calder and Schurr, 1981). Various factors w i t h mdividuals' minds increase
or reduce the salience of specific onn nation to them Preexisting information categones or
schemas Muence how information is mterpreted, encoded and stored m memory. These factors
cause distortion of information as it is processed and stored. Two mdividuals provided with the
S a n . lnforrnation are llkely to have different understandings and mterpretations of that information.

The terms of psychological contracts are csnstructed in the minds of mdividuals and are based on
iodividuals' mterpretations and understandmg of the information they have received- T'us, each

employee d l likely hold a dflerent psychological contract even though the circumstances of hiring
and employing a group of people may be similar.

The organization or organizational agents do not have to be m agreement with the employee' s
understanding of the contract (Robinson and Rousseau, 1994). Information, which is used to
CO nsrmct

contracts between individuals and

O

ther parties, is subject to distinct information

processing systems. Each party to the contract may have a different mterpretation of the information
used to construct the tenns of the agreenrent. In the rninds of b t h parties, however, their own
interpretation is believed to be correct. The fdse-consensus effect would suggest that the focus of
attention on preferred positions, as opposed to alternative positions, and active reasoning and rational

processes underlie peoples estimates of the sidarity of beliefs between themselves and others
(Marks and Miller, 1987). These contracts are considered by individuals to be bmdhg agreements

between themselves and the other party even though the tenns of these agreements, m the minds of
the parties, may be quite different (Robinson and Rousseau, 1994). In other words, employees may
believe the organization is obligated to khave in certain ways or do certain things even though no
agent of the orgaaization beiieves the orgmization has this obligation.

In sanie instmces, o h

employees or managers rnay hold some sEiilar beliefs to an individual employee- Organizational
culture, normative beliefs, written policies or union contracts and beliefs about societai obligations

may result in some contract beliefs king sirnilar. However, it is the individual's own perceptions
and interpretations of these obIigations that forms the basis of the psychologïcal contract.

Psychological Contracts as Promissory Contracts
Psychological contracts are conceptualised as promissory contracts flousseau and McLean
Parks, 1993; Rousseau, 1995). They are established through promises that are made, acceptance of
the terms, and payment king made, by the parties to the contract (Rousseau and McLean Parks,

1993; Robinson and Rousseau, 1994; Rousseau, 1995).

Promises: Promises convey a committment to s o m future course of action by the party

making the promise with respect to the party to whom the promise is given (Fridman, 1986;
Rousseau, 1995). The fornier agees to act, or refkain h m acting, in specific ways that are of benefit
to the latter. A contract consists of a promise, or set of promises, given by one party in exchange for
a promise, or set of promises, made by the other party (Fridman, 1986).
Promises which create the terms of an employnient contract corn fiom written or verbal

agreement and fkom the behaviour of the parties to the contract (Freedland, 1976). Written and
verbal agreement generally would occur during the hiring process. Behaviour which results in
promises may occur prïor to, during and d e r the hihg process. Psychological contracts are
employees' perceptions of the set of promises exchanged by themselves and other parties comïng
from employees' interpretations of written and verbal agreements and fkom the behaviours of
themselves and the other Party.
Written ageenmt which creates promises between the parties may involve formal offers and
acceptance of employment, union agreements or organizational policies.

agreements would appeat to be a relatively clear form of contract making, they c

Although written
mt cover every

situation or contingency which rnight arise or mterpretation of the lanpage that rnight be made
(Mcfarlane Shore and Temck, 1994). As a result, written agreements are open to dBerent
interpretations by the two parties to the apermnt. This can be observed m court or arbitration cases

involving written agreements. In the case of psychologicd contracts, it is solely employees'
interpretations of written agreements that creates their contracts.
Verbal discussions between organkational agents and eniployees during and followmg the
hÛ-ing process can lead employees to

believe that certain promises have been made. ûrganizational

agents rnay portray the organization in a favourable way to attract better employees. In domg so,
these agents rnay intentionally or unintentionally convey to employees that the organization is
committed to provide certain things or act in certain ways that are beneficial to employees. Employee
perceptions of the commitments made by organizationai agents rnay create expectations of the
organization that the organization cannot meet. The 'Realistic Job Preview' literature dixusses this
problem in some depth (see Wanous, 1976, 1977, 1980).

Employees' interpretation and

understanding of promises and commïtnients made by organizational agents resuIt m their believing
an agreement has been reached These understandmgs are used to constmct the te-

of the

psychological contract,
Terms of the contract resultmg fÎom behaviour come fÎom the parties' mterpretation or
understandmg of the other parties' and thei.own bebaviour. Behaviour cm be observed directly by
employees or be conveyed ind'trectly by third parties. Prior to employment, potential empioyees may
seek out niformation fiom cment employees or other sources suçh as the public press to determine

how spe&c organizattions bebave toward their employees. During the hinng process organizational
agents' behaviours, and statenrents related to organizational behaviour, conveys information to
ernpIoyees. The act of hiring suggests to employees that the employee's expectations of the
organization have been agreed to. Acceptance of the offer to hire wodd confirm to employees that
they have accepted employer expectations. Once employed, employees cm observe how the
organization, managers and others m the organization behave to ward them and Other employees.
These different sources of behaviour lead employees to develop beliefs about what they can expect
fiom the organkation and ultimately to the construction of a psychological contract with it.
Psycholo@calcontracts are constructecl m the minds of individuals (Xobinson and Rousseau,
1994). Et is the individuals perceptions of promises conveyed through written agreements, verbal

agreements and behaviour that determine the terms of the contract. Because the psychological
contract is constructed within mdividuals' min&, individuals delineate both their promises to the
organization and the organization's promises to them Levinson et al. (1963) suggest that some
contract terms may be clearly defhed in employees' minds whereas other terms may be quite vague.

Acceptance: A second important aspect of psychological contracts is that mdividuals have

to accept the contract (Rousseau, 1995). Acceptance is considered the essence of a contract, which
means that contracts are voluntary agreenients (Fridman, 1986). It is the mutual concordance
between the parties as to their rights and duties that is essential to a contract (Fridman, 1986)Acceptance &es

the te=

bmding and motivates individu& to comply with those tenns. If one

of the parties did not accept the te-

of the contract, that party would w t feel bound or obligated

to meet those terms. Tenns imposed on one of the parties through coercion or unilateral action by

the other party does not create a contract between the parties.

MacNeïi (1985) questions the vohmtariness of the acceptance of obligations. He States 'This
notion presumes the capacity to choose, but choice in exchange transactions and relations, as
anywhere else, is by its nature pressured, not voluntary: if-one does not assume the obligation, one
does not get what one wants.". In mmy employri-ient situations, the employer is dominant (Lawless,

1979) and there c m be power asymrrietries between the employer and employee (McLean Parks and
Kidder, 1994). McLean Parks and Kidder (1994) suggest that these power asyrmnetries affëct the

perceived volu11tariness of the contract. Employees may submit to the demands of the employer as
their alternative is to exit the relationship which they cannot easily do. Are psychological contracts
voluntary agreements or, are only parts of the contract voluntary whiie other parts are coerced? If
a n employee accedes to the demands of the employer, does that mean the employee believes a

contract exists related to those demands'?
McLean Parks and Kidder (1994) theorize that mvoluntary dernands lead to a reassesmnt
of the psychological contract by employees and a change in employees' behaviour. In some cases,
they suggest behaviours can become anti-role m nature with employees exacting a form of revenge

on the employer. in these cases, they suggest that employees reconstntct their psychologiçal

contracts eliminatiog te=

mvolving pro-role behaviours and socio-emotiooal obligations and focus

on more explicit mstrumental obligations between the parties.
As psychological contract terms are constructed m the minds of mdividuals, it is individuals

who are m control of detenninnig what obligations they believe exist between the parties. McLean

Parks and Kidder (1994) suggest that rather than incorporatixg into their contract demands which
employees view as unacceptable, employees nioci8y their psychological contracts in ways that reflect
their beliefs about fairness and justice. This appears to support the concept that psychological
contract te-

are agreed to voluntdyy The organization or a manager c m uoFlaterdIy set the

conditions of employment and expectations of employees. Eniployees may go dong with them It
is employees, however, who decide whether or not they incorporate those conditions and
expectations mto their psychological contract. They will do so only if they voluntarily accept them.
Any conditions or expectations with which employees disagreed would not be ïncorporated as part
of their psychological contract and employees would not feel they were obligated to meet them

Payment: A third aspect of promissory contracts is payment (Rousseau. 1995) or
consideration (Fridman, 1986). Payment is defmed by Rousseau (1995) as "somethhg of value
O ffered

in exchange for the promise." Psychological contracts mvolve an exchange of promises

whereby employees agee to obligations m exchange for obligations agreed to by the organization.
These reciprocal obligations involve current actions by one of the parties m exchange for future
actions by the other Party. Payment occurs when a Party fultiUs his or her obligation to the other
party. If contract ternis were agreed to but payment was not made by one of the parties, the

obligations impLied by the terms would not corn mto effect (Fridman, 1986). However, once one
of the parties has made payment by fulfiKng his or her obligation, the other party is expected to

complete the reciprocal obligation.
Not all promises lead to psychologïcal contract terms. For example, an employee planning
to leave an employer w i t h the next year would not likely consmict a psychological contract term

around an employer's promise to p r o d e He time employrnent. For promises to be incorporated
into psycholo@caicontracts, they must have meaning and relevance to employees.

Psychological Contracts are Attitudes
Two different approaches to attitudes have been discussed m the literature (Judd, Drake,

Downing and Krosnick, 1991). Beckler (1984) States that the tripartite model proposes that attitudes
have cognitive, affective and behaviour components. Within this =del an attitude is defmed as a

response to an antecedent sànnilant or attitude object The components are three classes of response
to that stimulus or object- The cognition component mvolves beliefs, knowledge structures,
perceptual responses and thoughts related to the stimuli. Affect refers to emotional responses and
behaviour to actions, intentions and statements regarding behaviour related to the stimuli. Beckler
goes on to suggest that the stimulus acts through the attitude to produce the three classes of response.
The second approach views attitudes from an mformation processing perspective. An
exemplar of this approach is the socio-cognitive mode1 of attitude (Pratkanis and Greenwald, 199 1).
According to this model an attitude is represented in memory by an object label, niles for applying
the labei., an evaluative summary of the object and a knowledge structure supportmg that evaluative
s m i a r y (Pratkanis and Greenwald,

1991). Pratkank and Greenwald (199 1) state that an attitude

is used by a person to rnake sense of the world The evaluative sumrnary serves as a strategy for
appraising an object and the knowledge structure serves to organize and guide memory for events

and complex action toward an objectPsychological contract te=

appear to fit these models of attitudes. The three components

of the tripartite mode1 cm be observed m psychological contract tenns. Each contract obligation is
characterized as a belief or expectation regardmg an obligation owed by one party to the other
(Schein, 1980; Rousseau, 1995)- The obligation mvolves som f o m of knowledge structure that
allows people to think about, and form perceptual responses to, stimuli related to the obligation.
This can be observed in peoples' judgenient as to whether or not their organization is fdfîlhg or
vio latîng their obligations (Robinson and Rousseau, 1994). Psychological contract violations are

aIso theorized to Ïnvoke strow exmtional and behavioural responses (Rousseau, 1990; Robinson and
Morrison, 1995). These responses suggest that contract temm have rneaning to, and are important
for, people. The reciprocal nature of psychologîcal contracts and their requirements for action
suggests a behaviour component.

Ln the case of the socio-cognitive mo&l, the object label stored m memory would likely be
a psychological contract term Psychologkal contract terms are used by people as the basis for
deterrriining if the obligated party is fdfjlhg or violaiing their contracts (Rousseau, 2990; Robinson
and Morrison, 1995). in order for people to make this determination, they wouid have to have a set

of niles defining the obligations, how obligations were to be acted upon, what constituted fulfillmennt
or violation, and other niles related to the terms. Research has measured psychological contract

terrns as a continuous variable ranging fiom 'hot at all obligated" to "very highly obligated"
(Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994) suggesting people hold a form of evaluative s9mmary of
psychological contract temis. One can assume that, m order for people to be able to judge the level
of obligation that existed for a psychological contract term, they would have to have s o m fonn of

knowledge structure which supported their evaluation.
Attitudes serve heuristic and schematic functions (Pratkanis and Greenwald, 1989). I€
psychological contract terms are attitudes, then they c m be used by people to appraise ongomg
events relative to their contracts. Certain events may be mterpreted as having a direct relationsbip
to the fulfillment or violation of contract terms- Other events may be appraised as having
implications as to the wïühqpess or abïi.ity of the parties to fulfill the contract. In addition, attitudes
provide a basis for people to organïze, store and retrieve information fkom memory. Thus, if
psychological contracts are attitudes, infonriation and mterpretations of past events should be readily
accessed fiom memory and utilwd in contemplating and iaterpretmg current events. It is Likely,
therefore, that events are not considered in isolation but in a boader context involving the
Ïnterpretation of past events. This suggests beliefs about psychological contract obligations and the
fulfiIlrnent or violation of contract terms develop over time based on numerous confinnatory events.

Ali Psychologicai Contracts are Relational

PsychoIogical contracts have been theorized as lyhg on a transactionaVrelationa1continuum
(Rousseau, 1995; Rousseau and McLean Parks, 1993). The theory states that the ends of the
continuum are anchored by purely transactional and purely relational contracts- Transactional
contracts have k e n characterized as shoa term, specific, and nmowly focused m nature, mvolwig
extrinsic economic te-

(Rousseau and McLean Parks, 1993). Both parties maintain the ability to

negotiate new arrangements. Aiternatively, relational contracts are characterized as open-ended,
general, subjective, comprehensive, and evolutionary in nature, hvolving economic and intrinsic
socio-emotional terms (Rousseau and McLean Parks, 1993). Each person's psycblogical contract

is theorized to lie somwhere on this contÏnuum A person with a contract near the tramactionai end

would be expected to hold a contract made up of primarily transactional terms with few relational
terms. A person near the relationai end would be expected to hold a contract made up of primarily
relational temis with few transactional ternis-

The Continuum: The concept of a continuum @lies a zero sum situation. A person who
had a psychological contract lykg at the transactional end of the contaiuum would have a contract

consistirtg of solely transactional terms (Rousseau, 1995). As one placed other employees dong the
continuum, the number of transactional terms Ïn a person's contract would be less relative to the
person 1-g

closer to the transactional end of the continuum and the number of relational terms

would be greater. A person at the relational end of the continuum would be expected to have no
transactional tenns in his or her contract as the person's contract would comprise only reIational
terms (Rousseau, 1995).
This does not seem consistent with reality for two reasons- First, assuming for the moment

that one can characterize psychological contracts and contract terms as either transactional or
relational, there has to be, at the core of every employment relationship, a set of transactional terms

in a person's contract. These would be s o m minimum set of obligations that the employee believes
are owed by the employee and employer to each other. There is no reason to believe these

obligations would disappear as relational obligations were added to the contract. Second, because
of the idiosyncratic nature of psychological contracts, even employees doing the same work m an
organization are likeIy to have different psychological contracts. It seems Likely that employees,
within an organization or across organizations, rnay have different numbers of transactional and
relational ternis m their contracts. How one would place the myriad of potentiaily different contract

combinations that might exist on a continuum is not clear. For example, if one employee had two
transactional terms and three relational tenm m his or her psychologïcal contract and amther
employee had five transactional and five relational temis m his or her contract, would the former
employee be deemed to have a more relational contract than the latter? Where might they be placed
on the continuum m relationship to each other? What Inference would one be able to draw fkom the
pIacement?

Transactional vernis Relational Terms: In conjunction with the continuum concept,
researchers have attempted to categorize specdk psychological contract terms as either transactional

or relational. Using factor analysis, they seem to have been able to group contract ternis into two
factors which they have Iabelled as transactional and relational (Rousseau, 1990; Robinson, Kraatz
and Rousseau, 1994). A primary difficulty with the concept of psychologïcal contract terms being

either transactional or relational is how one would delimit this temiinology. Transactions are an
exchange of goods, services or fünds (Meman Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 1997). Relations
are aspects or qualities that connect two or mire thmgs as workmg together, or, the state of behg
mutually or reciprocdy mterested (Merrian Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 1997).

Ail

employrnent exchmges are both transactional, as they involve an exchange of goods, services or
funds, and relational in that the parts of the exchange are connected and work together, and the

parties have a reciprocal mterest. The exchange of wages for hours worked is considered a
transactional term within the current concept i~ that it is shon term, specific and mvolving extrinsic
economic exchange. However, it is also relational as the exchange takes place over a period of time
and involves an ongomg relationship that extends mto the future. Does the exchange of wages for
labour driring a specific pay period make the obligations between the parties primarily a transactional

contract term? Or, is the speciflc exchange of wages for labour a part of the larger, on-gomg
exchange of wages for labour making this a relational contract tem? An exchange of cornmitment
between an employee and an organization or manager wodd be considered a relationai term in that

it is open ended, subjective, and involving socio-emtional t e m s It is also transactional as it
involves the exchange of service [useful labour that does not produce a tangi'ble commodity (Meman
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, l997)]. En deterrniining whether an exchange of cornmitment is
relational or transactional, does one focus on the specific acts that denionstrate commitriient
(transactions) or the ongoing pattern of acts (relations)? Whether the exchange of wages for labour

or the exchange of committment is more transactional than relational or more relationai than
transactional is in the eye of the beholder. There is no clear way of delineating the two.

AU Terms are Relational: Rousseau (1990) has stated that the concept of a transactiond
relational continuum and the characterizing of terms as transactional or relational cornes from the
work of MacNeil(1985). MacNeil, however, states that discrete or transactional exchanges are rare
and only occur at the interface between the parties where there is an mimediate exchange of good

and services. He states that a l l other exchanges are relational and he characterizes employmnt as

"extremely reIatioml." Ln the case of promise-centred contracts, which psychological contracts are
theorized to be, he states all contracts are relational (MacNeil, 1985, p- 497). This cornes fkom the

fact that promise-centred contracts mvolve a current action by one party in exchange for a future
action by the other party. Of necessity, these contracts mvolve an element of trust that the promised
friture action wiil be cornplleteci as pronased. Parties involved in current actions cannot recover what

they contïiiuted to the other parties if those other parties do not fulfill their promise. This ongoing
intercomection and mutual mterest that exist between the parties -lies

a relationship exists.

MacNeil is clearly suggesting that there c m be no transactional temis in psychological contracts nor
is there a transactional/relational continuum
Social exchange theory suggests that the specinc benefits exchanged by parties are primarîly
symbolic and are valued for the^ expression of underlying mutuai support (Blau, 1964). Discrete

acts by either party c m be seen as events that codkm or deny to employees that they, or their
organization, mtend to fülfYl or violate their obligations. An employee may use his or her
psychological contract as the bais for monitoring the actions of the organization and its agents,
interpreting acts, and decidbg their mean@ as they relate to the -nt

te-

or violation of contract

As in social exchange theory, these acts may be mterpreted by employees as symbok of the

underlyïng relationship between themselves and their employer. The exchange of wages for labour,
clearly part of the transactional contract for those who adhere to the TransactionaüRelational
dichotomy, is likely not as important to employees for its mstrumental value as it is for its symbolic
value and indicative of the ongomg relationship. 1 would axpe that, for employees, the exchange

of wages for labour is relational m nature, as are ail other psychological contract terrns.

Source of Psychological Contracts

An important aspect of understanding psychological contracts is understanding how they

develop. To date this aspect of psychological contracts have not been considered in Mcient depth.
Levinson et aL (1963) and Schein (1980) suggest psychological contracts come fiom the needs of
the parties. Employees consmict contract temis based on their understanding that employers have

accepted and agreed to meet employees' needs in exchange for employees' accepting and agreemg

to m t eqloyers7needs. The focus of these authors appears to be on an exchange of expectations
of the two parties. Rousseau (1989, 1990, 1995) suggests psychologïcal contracts c o r n fkom an
exchange of promises between employees and employers. Lawless (1979) and Rousseau (1995)

Suggest that the erriployer is fairly dominant m determinhg both employee and employer Obligations.
Rousseau (1995) indicates psychological contracts are "shaped by the organization." She Hnplies
that employer cornmitments determine the employer's obligations and employer's expectations as
to what is required fkom the employee that determine the employee' s obligations. Ko tter (1973), on
the other hand, suggests that employees have both expectations of what the organization should
provide to them and what they expect to provide to the organization Likewise, he suggests
organizattions have sets of expectations as to what they expect fiom employees and what they offer
employees. Kotter (1973) States that it is "these four sets of expectations and the matches and

mismatches that make up the psychological contract." Kotter does not atternpt to discuss how these
sets of expectations are sorted out m a person's mind to create a psychological contract as we would
define it. Are psychological contracts derived fiom a .exchange of needs as Levinson et al. (1963)
and Schein (1980) suggest? Are they denved fiom what organizations expect to give and receive
as Rousseau (1995) sugpsts? Or, do they corne fiom some cognitive resolution of Kotter's (1973)

sets of expectations of employers and employees?
The development of psycholo@cal contracts has been discussed m the literanue as a process
which begins prior to hiring and continues throughout a person's employment. Levinson et al.
(1963) alludes to the fact that sonri elements of the psychological contract predate a person's
employment in an organization.

Individuals seek out information about an organization's

characteristics durhg the recnùtf~entand selection process (Mcfarlane Shore and Tetrick, 1994).

Mcfarlane Shore and Temck suggest that this information seekmg and the development of
psychological contracts are goal-oriented processes m which mdividuals attempt to address theîr
employment goals. The term goal Ïmplies employees have fairly concrete concepts as to what it is

they wish to achieve in employment. Levinson et al. and Schein (1980) suggest people are trying
to sa*

ne&.

Many of these needs may not be clearly articulated m peoples' minds nor may they

be fully coC&ant

of them (Levinson et al.). This iack of clear articulation of temis is consistent

with Blau7s(1964) social exchange theory m which he States "The obligations mdividuals incur in

social exchange are defaied only m generd, s o ~ w h adiffuse
t
terms" (Shore and Barksdale, 1998).

Hemot and Pemberton (1996) indicate that it may be the individuals' identity or self-concept that
is instrumentd in d e t e m g what they offer an organization and what roles they wiU accept. It
seems iikely that, as with needs, people may not be W y cogûzant of the totality of their selfconcept.

Whether it is goals, needs or self-concept, these authors conjecture that, prior to

employment, people have some criteria whkh they use to seek and evaluate mformation about
organizations and to determine the attractiveness of a &en organization as a place of employment.
Employees' interpretation of the mformation received would fonn the bais for the development of
their psychological contracts.

During the hiring phase employees may negotiate the terms of their contracts in an attempt

to match their needs, wants and goals and what they are prepared to offer the organization, with the
organizations' goals and what the organization is prepared to offer hem (Herriot and Pemberton,
1996). Authors appear to differ on how active a role employees have m this negotiation. Some
authors suggest eniployees are active participants m negotiations (Schein, 1980; Mcfarlane Shore
and Tetrick, 1994; Hemot and Pemberton). Other authors indicate that individuals may be relatively

passive and adapt their psychological contracts to what organizations offer and expect (Rousseau,
1995). This difference may be pastïdy explained by the author's views on the symmetry or
asymrrietry of power between the parties. Lawless (1979) States that organizations are generally the

dominant party in the relationship and psychological contracts are a reflection of managemnt
philosophy. McLean Parks and Kidder (1994) note that where power is asymmetrical the çontract
d e r can largely impose the t e m of the contract.

Whether or not employees are active

negotiating participants, employers must satis6 some minimum employee requirements m exchange
for employees' acceptance of employer expectations in order for a funçtiond psychological contract
to develop.

Once working, employees may h d they have received mfonnation, fiom organizational
agents or O thers, that is inconsistent with work reality (Mcfarlane Shore and Tetrick, 1994). Louis
(1980) theurizes ho w new employees go through a process of surprise, conaast, change and sensemaking as they attempt to cope with their organizational experiences. Empioyees receive social cues
and other information Fom CO-workerand organizational agents regardmg employer actions which

they interpret and incorporate m their psychological contracts (Mcfarlane Shore and Tetrick;
Rousseau, 1995). This likely results m the clarification, modification, elimination or addition of
terms in their psychological contractS.
Researctiers have primarily relied on mformation processing models or observation of the
employment process to explain the development of psychological contracts (Rousseau, 1995;
Mcfxlane Shore and Tetrick, 1994; Sc-

1980; Levinson et al., 1963). This theory achowledges

that individuals have unique sets of requirements which they are trying to sa&@ through
employment. It only provides minimal assistance m understanding what those requiremnts are,

where they come from, and b w they influence the development of psychological contracts.

Mode1 of Relationships

Figure 2-1 depicts a d e l of the relationships that lead to, or are the source of, employees'
psychologicd contracts. Belief theory States that beliefs, values and attitudes originate fkom direct
sensory experience and extemal authority (Bem, 1970). Direct sensory experïence infiuences the
development of values, of which work values are a subset. The extemd authorities proposed are
those suggested by Rousseau (1995)- These are organizations and their agents, s h e d beliefs with

CO-w
o~kers,,lied

contracts, and societal obligations. Each of these sources provide information

to employees which they interpret and upon which they develop perceptions. The variables which
are of interest in this thesis are those which are enclosecl m heavy h e d boxes. It is proposed that
employees' work values, societal obligations and the obligation attitudes of the employees'
organization are direct sources of employees' psycholo@caIcontracts.

Figure 2- 1 Mode1 of Relationships Leadmg to Psychologïcal Contract Attitudes
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Belief Theory
Fundamentally, psycholo@calcontracts are a set of betiefs held by employees. To understand
how psychological contracts are acquired we need to look at how beliefs are acquired The theory

of beliefs indicates that beliefs come fkom two basic sources, direct sensory experience and extemal

authority (Rokeach, 1967; Bem, 1970).

Direct Sensory Experience: The first source of our beliefs is from our direct sensory
experience of the world and our environment. It is what we learn firom mteracting with people,

entities and things. We believe a ball is round because we have seen and felt round objects which
are named balis. We believe chocolate tastes good because we have tasted chocolate. Some
experiences evoke exnotional responses. The death of a pet or friend may cause feelings of sadness.

The loss of a job nÿiy result in feelings of anger and humiliation. The successful completion of a
task may cause feelings of joy or an mcreased sense of self-worth. Thus, we corne to have beliefs
about the consequences of certain events m our Lives. The experience of consequences from

behaviour can also shape our beliefs. Bemg punished for stealing may mvoke beliefs that it is
important to be honest or perhaps that it is important to ensure you are not caught- As a result of
direct sensory experience, people develop beliefs concernhg the nieaning and importance of thmgs,

expectations of themselves and others, the way thmgs are m the world, their status or station in Me,
consequences of behaviour, preferences and the me.
The direct and indirect experience of work wiü likely influence peoples' beliefs about the
obligations that exist between employees and e q l oyers. People c a . learn about work obligations
by directly experiencing work or throua the observation of others who work. For example, prior

to working themselves, people will have the opportunity to observe how work and work obligations
a&ct their parents and the* parents' behaviour. By experiencing work directly, belief theory would

suggest people will likely develop an understanding of what they like or disiilce about work, what
they desire fkom work, and what they are prepared to contribute to an organization. Sbndarly, they

should develop an under standing of what organizations expect from them and are willing to do for
them

These experiences should help lead to a set of beliefs about reciprocal obligations.

Psychological contracts are likely, therefore, to be partially a reflection of a person's p s t experiences
and development.

Values: Psycholo@calcontracts are also determined by personal dispositions of employees
(Rousseau, 1995). Direct sensory experience assists in the development of values (Hechter, 1993;
Dawis ,199 1). Values are a specaic subset of a person's total belief system (Bar-Tal, 1990). Values

are particularly important because "they enter as premises mto many syllo@ms, and accordingly,
many particular attitudes and beliefs derive fiom them" (Bem, 1970). Rokeach (1968) has defnied
values as preferred modes of conduct or end states of existence. Values not only influence how the
holder of the value believes he or she should behave but also how others should behave (Williams,
1979; Rokeach, 1979). Therefore, ifhonesty is a strong value, a person would believe that both he
or she and others should behave honestly. Of interest here are work values and how work values
lead to beliefs related to obligations of ernployees to their employer and employers' obligations to

employees.

Work values have been d e h e d as preferred work outcomes (Sagie, Elinir

audKoslowslq, 1996; Ryor, 1979). Work outcoms mvolve what people receive from work as well
as how they are treated Values go beyond how others behave toward the value holder, however.

They d s o would be expected to guide the behaviour of the value holder. As such, work values
should pro vide a guide to how employees believe they should behave toward their employers. In
O ther

words, employees' work vahies can be seen as their preferred modes of conduct and end states

of existence for both thernselves and their organizations. If values are the bases for beliefs, then
work values should directly mfluence employees' beliefs about employees' and employers' mutual
obligations to each other or employees' psychological contracts.
Values are arranged hierarchically in peoples minds (Rokeach, 1968). Because of this
hierarchy, each person holds a set of values that is unique to the individual. What distinguishes one
value from another in this hierarchy is the level of mtensity with which it is held. As work values

are expected to be related to psychological contract obligations, those obligations can be expected

to be held with a level of intensity s d a r to their comespondîng work value. In other words, a
strongly held value would be expected to result in a belief that its corresponding psychological
contract obligation or tenn would be very important, The value hierarchy should produce a s d a r
hierarchy of psycholo@cal contract terms.

It is tbis hierarchy of terms which may make

psychological contracts idiosyncratic.

Extemal Authority: The second source of beliefs is based on external authority (Bem,
1970). Many times our beliefs come fkom bemg told facts that we have not directly experienced.
Thus we may believe there is a God because we have b e n told this by a minister or fkom havhg read

the Bible even though we have not directly experienced the physical entity of God. We believe
certain f o m of social behaviour are correct because we have k e n infonrred of their correctness by

parents, comrnunity or business leaders, governri-iients or through laws even though we have not
experienced a society m which the opposite fomis of behaviour are the n o m These beliefs corne
fkom our acceptance of the knowledge, legitimacy and expertise of specific persons or entities In our
lives. Psychological contract theory mdicates that people will seek out and receive information on
what benefits organizations offer to them and what organizations expect of them E the sources of
this information are deemed reliable and credirble, potential employees will develop beliefs regarding

these benefits and expectations. During employment interviews they wïll likely be told, by
organizational agents, certain facts related to the organization and the job. Beliefs about the situation
will develop fiom these sources. Some of the information they acquire will involve organizational

policies and practices. Orgaaizational agents may make promises to employees during the m t e ~ e w
and hiring process. Lf the sources of this information are deemd reliable and credible, employees

will expect the organization to live up to the employees' beliefs. 0 t h information will relate to

eniployees' responsibilities to the job, the organization anci managers. This infomiation will lead
to beliefs about empIoyees' obligations. Cunent theory also suggests employees may receive
inconsistent information (Mdarlane Shore and Tetrick, 1994). Belief theory suggests that where this
occurs, employees will develop beliefs based on their beliefs about the credïbility, reliability or
authority of the sources. Information acquired from external sources, where that source is believed
to be an authority, wiil be used to establish beliefs about the obligations of the employee to the
employer and the employer to the enrployee.

Four Externaï Authonties: Rousseau (1995), has suggested that contracts held by
individuals are influenced by four extemal authorities.

They are: information conveyed by

orgmizations and organizational agents to employees; beliefs shared by CO-workers;ïmplied
contracts interpreted by third parties; and societal obligations. Rousseau contends that only contracts
fomied with infotmation conveyed by the organization and organizational Officials are psychological
contracts. The other sources create different types of contracts as there are other people or groups
mvolved This restriction of the dekition of psychoIogical contracts seems mappropriate. It would
preclude from the psychological contract, for example, the belief that the organization would not
layoff people if that belief was generally shared in the organization. The recent interest m
psychological contracts came about because of changes to commonly perceived employment
arrangements, not because of changes to specific mdividual arrangements.
The first external authority source is mfonnation conveyed by agents of the organization
directly to employees. This information would involve commitnients the organization d e s to
eniployees and expectations the organization has of employees. In effect, this portion of the contract

is "shapedby the organization" through statements, commitments and expectations conveyed to the
employee (Rousseau, 1995). The second source is the normative portion of the contract or beliefs
shared by all employees of the organizatioe This portion wodd develop fiom interactions between

employees resulting m a shared mterpretation of written policies, culture or actions of the employer.
The third source is Ïmplied contracts. These "are the attributions that people, w t party to the

conmact, make regardmg its terms, acceptance and mutuality" (Rousseau, 1995)- Rousseau (1989)
refers to Implied contracts as king "patterns of obligations arismg from interactions between parties
(e-g., individuals and organizations)".

Implied contracts would include such things as union

agreements, wrïtten or împlied empbyment contracts enforced in the courts and other p s t practices
which third parties might interpret as @vin? rise to mutual obligations. Although @lied contracts
are attnbuted to the parties by third parties, employees can be expected to bave their own

mterpretations or understandings of these contracts. Implied contracts would be an extemal authority
source as they would inform employees attitudes about obligations. The fourth source would be
societal obligations or universai nomis W s e d on employees and organizations within the society
in which they operate,
Each of these four extemal sources would be expected to Muence employees' beliefs about
the obligations of the parties to each other. It is not the objectively measured information from these

four sources which would be directIy related to employees' psychological contracts. Rather, it would

be employees' interpretations and perceptions of that mformation. In other words, employees'
beliefs about employer commitments and expectations, shared nonnative beliefs, implied contracts
and societal obligations would directly influence their psychologicd contracts.

Importance of Work Values: Of the various sources of psychological contract beliefs, work

values should be of particular importance- Fkst, work values are influenced by direct sensory
experience and, therefore, they likely lead to many of the sarrre contract beliefs that would come fiom
direct sensgry experience. One could argue that there is a reciprocal influence of work values on
direct sensory experience. A person's work values mïght result in that person experiencing specific
situations or behaviours and not others. Thus work values might indirectly influence a person's
direct sensory experience. This relationship is not as explicit as the direct sensory experience to
work values relationship, however.
Second, work vahies also can be expected to play a role in e q l oyee beliefs about employer

commitments and expectations. Vdues influence peoples' perceptions of information. Postman,
Bruner and McGinnies (1948) have found that values inçrease the perceptual selection sensitivity

people have to information that is congruent with their values and erect barriers to the selection of
information that is incongruent or threatening to thek values- Laformation on employer cornmitments
and expectations fiom organïzational agents that is congruent with a .employee's work values

should be used to formperceptionsof employer commitments and expectations. On the other hand,

eqloyees c m be expected to ignore or discount information fTom these sources that is incongruent
with their work values. One would expect, therefore, that there wïU be a direct relationship between

employees' work values and t heir beliefs about employer cornmitments and expectations.
Third, in a similar way to the above but perhaps to a lesser extent, work values might

influence employees' perceptions of shared beliefs and implied contracts.
information on shared beliefs and -lied
environment and salient over t

In many cases,

contracts is k e l y to be relatively pervasive in the

k as much of this information will come fiom CO-workerswith

whom employees routmely interact. Information that was incongruent with employees' values may

be harder to ignore.
Fourth, societd obligations and work values likely interact with each other- Employees
would be aware of societal obligations which impose specifïc obligations on ernployers and

employees. As these are obligations generally accepted and part of the culture m the society in
which most employees were raised, they kely Muence the values of the employee. At the sa=
tirne, employees have uaicpe sets of values which can be expected to influence their perceptions and

understanding of those obligations.

Fifth,work values play an indirect role on the development of employee Obiigations through
their m e n c e on acceptance of employer expectations. It was discussed -lier

that acceptance of

the terms of the contract was instrumental to the formation of a contract. Employee beliefs about
employer expectations of them would have to be accepted by employees M o r e these expectations
would be incorporated as obligations in employees' psychological contracts.

The issue of employee acceptance of employer expectations is similar to the issue of
acceptance of extemally imposed goals found m Goal Setting theory. in a review of the goal settmg
literature, Locke, Shaw, Saari and Latham (198 1) state that studies of goal setting assume that goals

m u t be accepted before they affect task performance. Acceptance acts as a mediating variable
between goals and performance. They also noted, however, that m goal setMg studies nearly all
subjects showed complete or substantial conmitment to the assiped goals- In an attempt to clarifij
this issue, Erez and Zidon (1984) manipulated acceptance and found that a positive hear

relationship between acceptance and performance where goals were accepted and a negative linear
relationship between acceptance and performance where goais were rejected Although Erez and
Zidon reported that acceptance moderated the goal-performance relationship, the mode1 they tested

treated acceptance as a mediahg variable.
Studies that have considered the antecedents to goal acceptance suggest that control over the
setting of goais, feedback on performance, information about the goal, whether or not goal
attainrnent Ieads to desirable results and the discrepancy between assigned goals and personal goals,

dl m y influence acceptance of assigned goals (Locke et al., 198 1;Erez and Kanfer, 1983; Earley,
1985; Austin, 1989; Vance and Colella, 1990).
Employer expectations of employees are simila.to assigned goals m that they are specific
demands placed on employees by their employer. As with goal s e t h g theory, acceptance of
ernployer expectations would mediate the relationship between ernployer expectations and

employees' intentions to comply with those expectations. In psychological contracts, intentions to
cornply wo uld take the form of employee beliefs about their obligations to their employers. Goal
setting theory suggests a number of factors that will influence acceptance. Acceptance of employer

expectations is likely greater where employees are able to negotiate those expectations or are
provided with relevant information as to why the expectation is important. Expectations which are
tied to desirable benefits for the employee are also more likely to be accepted. Desirable benefits
in the mode1 being developed for this thesis wodd be represented by employees' work values. It

would be expected, therefore, that acceptance would be directly related to the conpence between
employer expectations and q l o y e e work values. Work values are employees' personal goals and,
as with goal setting theory, will have an influence on the acceptance of employer expectations.
From the above discussion, there is likely to be a set of obligations that corne from societal
obligations and are universal across employees. in addition, employers' beliefs about obligations

are likely to influence employees' beliefs. Employee work values are also an miportant source of

obligations as they capture direct experience to çome degree, directly influence beliefs about
employee and employer obligations, and ninuence perceptions of obiigations emanating from
extemal authority sources-

Hypothesis 1. There wdl be a set of obligations that will be shared by most employees across a
variety of organisiations.

Hypothesis 2. There will be a si@cant
O blïgation

relationship between employers' attitudes about any @en

and employees ' attitudes about the correspondmg obligation.

Hypothesis 3. Employees' work values will be signïficantly related to ernployees' attitudes about
obligations beyond what can be accounted for by employers' attitudes about obligations.

The Impact of Psychological Contracts on Affect, Attitudes and Behaviour

Researchers have theorized that employer violations to psychological contracts result in
sigmkant negative e m tional, attitudmal and behavioural responses (Levinson et al., 1963; Schein,
1980; Rousseau, 1989, Kotter, 1973; Baker, 1985; Dunahee and Wangler, 1974; Robinson and
Morrison, 1995; Lucerno and Men, 1994; Mcfarlane Shore and Tetrick, 1994; Hemot and

Pemberton, 1996; Robinson and Rousseau, 1994; Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994; Momson
and Robinson, 1997; Rousseau and McLean Parks, 1993; McLean Parks and Kidder, 1994;
Robinson, 1996; Ebadan and Winstanley, 1997). In te-

of emotional responses, employer

violations to psychological contracts have k e n theorked to pioduce feelings of betrayal, moral
outrage, resenttment, mjustice, mger and grief (Momson and Robinson, 1997; Hemot and
Pemberton, 1996, Rousseau, 1989). These feelings conre fiom the relational and prornissory nature
of psychoIogica1 contracts. Underying all psychoIogical contracts is a degree of trust that if one
compIetes his or her part of the bargain the other party will do likewise. Violation of an employee's
contract is a violation of the employee's trust. This leads to feelings of betrayal or mistreatment
which in turn results m the negative ernotions disçussed above (Momson and Robinson, 1997).

These negative emotions can lead to congruent attitude and behaviour responses (Momson and
Robinson, 1997).
Researchers have f o n d that the attitude of trust acts as a mediator between employer
vio lations and employee behaviour (Robinson, 1996) and that employees' attitudes about their
obligations reduce over time while their attitudes about employers' obligations inaease (Robmson,
Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994). In addition, Kotter (1973) found that job satisfaction wiis related to

contract fulfillment and violation, Researchers have also theorized that attitudes such as trust,
loyalty and c o d t n i e n t are directly related to the fulfillrrient or violation of psychological contracts

(Hemot and Pemberton, 1996; Stiles, Gratton, Truss, Hope-Hailey and McGovem, 1997).
Mcfarlane Shore and Tetrick (1994) suggest that in the face of perceived employer violations

of employees' psychological contracts, employees may respond through voice, silence, retreat,
destruction or exit. Mc-

Parks and Kidder (1994) suggest that contract violations cause employee

behaviour to change fkom pro-role to anti-role m nature. In addition, researchers have found that
psycho logicd contract violations by e q l oyers are negatively related to employee reports of their
peIfomce, civic vimie, and intentions to remab with their employers (Robinson, 1996; Robmson

and Momson, 1995; Robinson and Rousseau, 1994; Kotter, 1973)-

Violations of the contract by employers are important to the study of psychological contracts
but are only part of the equation. 1 would propose that employees c m also violate their obligations

in their psychological contracts. As weU, both employees and employers c m fulfill contract t e m .
Employees cm, and probably do, simultaneously experience both fulfikmnt and violation of their
contract terms by their employer and by themselves. In order to understand employees' responses
influenced by psychological contracts, one needs to look beyond employers' violations.
There appears to be t h e factors which infiuence the nature of the emotional, attitudinal and

behaviour responses. E s t , the level of obligation would appear to be miportant. Violation or
fuifiUment of a conuaçt term for which an employee believes there is a hïgh obligation to fulfill is

likely to engender a much stronger reaction than the violation or f b E h e n t of a 10w Obiigation t e r n
Second, psychological contract t e m may be fulfilled or violated. It is unlikely ail contract tenns
are completely fulfilled or violated and employees may perceive a range of fulfillmentor violation

for each term, Third, it is the individual terms of the contract that are violated or IÙKdled, rather
than the contract as a whole. Perceptions of violation or fulfillrrient of employees' psychological

contracts corne fkom a sunmation of the violation or fdfllment of the individual terms m the
contract.
Robinson (1996) attempted to capture these three factors by subtractïng employees' reported
fûlfjhent scores for employer obligations at t h e 2 fiom employees' reported employer obligation

scores at time 1 for each contract term This r e d t s in a hi& score when a hïgh obligation is not
fulfilled (a violation) or a low obligation is fulfilled (fulfiunient) and a zero score when a hïgh
obligation is W e d or a low obligation not fulnlled. The sum of these scores was then related to

work outconies. This approach appears to be a problem because it resuits Ï n a hîgh hilfillment score
for employees whose organization fulliled obligations for which employees do not hold the

employer responsïble for fulfIUing. In addition, the employees may not even care about these
employer obligations. Employees, who beiieved the organization had important obligations which
the organization completely fidfiiled, would have a lower fulfillclkent score. Robinson does not

explain why iùlfillment of unimportant obligations versus miponant obligations should Iead to a
higher sense of fulfillment m employees.
Psychological contracts involve an exchange of obligations. Fdfillment of an obligation for
which an employee believes the employer has a high obligation to fulfill should lead the employee
to feel oblîgated to fuifill his or her reciprocal obligation. The outcome variables used in most
studies of psycholo@calcontracts (such as intentions to rem*,

chic virtue, performance) would

likely be related to employees' obligations. Given the reciprocal nature of psychological contract
obligations, there should be a positive relationship between full;illmnt of important employer
obligations versus unimportant obligations and employee outcome variables. Robinson's (1996)
study would suggest the opposite. Kotter (1973) indicates there may be as many problem for
eqloyers in over fulfilling obligations as there are in under f d f d h g them. This issue obviously
needs clarification.
Emtional, attitudmal and behaviour responses are Iikely to be a complex function involving
the level of obligation of the individual terms, the degree to which individual terms are fulfIUed or
Yolated, and the mteraction between the outcornes of the summation of both eniployee and employer
obligatory t e m . 1 would propose a four-stage process which results m these responses. The first
stage involves a work-related event Weiss and Cropa~lzano(1996) mdicate that positive or negative

work events impact on peoples' emotions, attitudes and behaviour- They state chat people judge
events on how those events touch on their desires, concerns and goals and whether the events are
judged positive o r negative. Events relevant to a person's weil bemg generate positive or negative
responses which are consistent with his or her judgement of the event. An event can be seen as a
stimulus which causes an employee to access a psychological contract term in memory. The
employee would appraise the stïrd.i m te-

of its impact on the retrieved term. This appraisal may

result in a judgement that the term is bemg fulf7lled, neither fulfilled nor violated, or violated. The
evahative summary attached to the term would mdicate the employee's attitude about the level of
obligation that existed for the term. Some form of calculation involvïng the level of obligation for
fülfïlhrent of the term and the fudeement on the obligation king fulfTUed or violated would be made
by an employee to determine the impact on that person's well being. This calculation may h o k e
a response in its own right.

The second stage of the process would &ely involve a consideration of how this particular
event and its assessrrient fit with an e q l oyee' s beliefs about the mvolved parties ongomg iÙlfihent
or violation of the psychological contract te=

As part of an employee's knowledge structure

related to psychological contract ternis, there would lïkely be some history of past events on which
an employee would have made assessments and judgements as to their implications for the
fùlfillment or violation of the contract term. These judgernents would be contained m mernory as

an overall belief as to the likely outcome for the term Introduction of this information rnay mod*
the initial response. Overall beliefs that were consistent with the judgement of the event may
reinforce the responses, whereas, belïefs which were mconsistent m t y temper the responses. For
example, an event that leads an employee to believe he or she will not receive the promotion that the

employer promised may be the h a 1straw that causes the employee to quit if the event is consistent
with previous judgenients On the other hand, if the event is inconsistent with previous judgements,

the event may result m mild concern on the part of the employee.

AU psychological contract terms are mterconnected with other oblïgatory terms that result
fiom the employee's perception of the exchange of promises between the employee and employerThe third stage in the process would Eely involve consideration of the fulfillment or violation status

of the ternis that are mterconnected to the tennbeing assessed as a result of a work place event. The
ensuing judgement of the fulfillment or violation of one terrn lïkely acts as a stimulus for the
retrieval of mtercomected temis frommemry. Attaclied to these other terms, as part of each tends
knowledge structure, would be an evaluation as to whether these te=

were bemg fulfilled or

violated and the degree of obligation the other party had for fulfilling the terms. Employees wodd
then be expected to include information on the status of mtercomected terms with the judgements

related to the fûEknent or violation of the term made salient by the work event. For example, an
event that triggered a judgement that the employee's employer was fulfilling an obligation to the
employee, would cause the employee to retrieve and consider how well he or she has fulfilled or
vio lated the employee's reciprocal obligation to the employer. lncluding this reciprocal term status
information may m o d Q the emotionai, attitudinal and behaviourai responses elicited in stages one
and two.

The fourth and final stage of the process of assessmg the fulfùlment or violation of a person's
psychological contract would be a review of the overall status of the contract. In employees' minds,
bo th the organization and the employee have a set of contract obligations. Frorn tirne to tirne,
employees are Likely to review whether they and their organizations are substantially fulfllling or

vioIatuig their total contract obligations and the implications that this has for them This review is

kely to corn as a result of a work place event as discussed above. Of necessity this review would
appear to involve two calçulations to arrive at an overd assessment of whether the employee and
the organization are f d f ï h g or violating their set of obligations and a consideration of the results

of the assessment. The fïrst calculation would nivolve mdividual contract tenns within either the
as to
organization's or the employee's set of obligatory t e m . An employee's overall judge~~ient

whether each specific term was being fulnled, neither m e d nor violated, or violated would be
combined with the employee's belief about the term's level of obligation for fulfillment. The exact

nature of this calculation remains speculative at this point as there has been vimiaily no research
done on this issue.
Robinson (1996) suggested one fonn of calculation by subtracting the degree of fulfillrnent
from the level of obligation- As discussed earlier this calculation has the under1yÏ.q assumptions
that over fulliument is judged po sitively and fulnllment of a high obligation term is judged neither
positively nor negatively by employees. 1woulcl propose another calculation based on the followîng
assumptions: fbHhnent of a hi& obligation term on the part of either party is judged by employees
as positive to their wen being; violation of a hi&

obligation term on the part of either party is judged

by employees as negative to their well bemg; -nt

or violation of a low obligation tenn by

either party is judged by employees as neither positive nor negative to thek well king; and, an
obligatory term for either party which an employee believes has not been either fdfilled or violated
is judged by employees as neither positive nor negative to their well bemg.
A representation of these assumptions on employee judgements of fuifihxmt or violation

to their well k i n g is as follows:

Figure 2-2 Assumptions Regard-

Obligation Fulfïkmnt

High Obligation

Neither Fulfjlled nor
Violated

Violated

I

I

Low Obligation

- -

Positive

Neither Positive nor Negative

Neither Positive nor Negative

Neither Positive nor Negative

Negative

Neiher Positive nor Negative

I

The second calculation would mvolve a summation of all the terms in each of the employee' s
and organization's obligation sets to form an overall assessrnent in the minds of employees as to
whether tbey and their organization have fidfilied or violated their psychological contracts. Based

on the assumptions discussed in the preceding paragaph, te-

havhg higher obligations, which

were being fulfjlled or violated, would have a significant positive or negative impact on the
assessment, whereas, t e m which were judged as neither full?lled nor violated or had a lower
obligation to fulfill attached to them would have a more limited impact. Thus, those terms which
employees would judge as xmst important to themselves and their organizations, and which they and
their organizations are most likely to rely upon the other party to cornplete, wodd have the greatest

relevance in judgmg the two components of the contract. One could expect, therefore, that
employees who believe they, or their employer, have substantidy W e d or will fulfiU the overall
contract will have more positive work outcomes than those who do not believe this.

As discussed earlier, researchers have suggested a number of negative emotional, attitudmal
and behaviour responses that might be anticipated as a resuit of empbyers violathg their portion of

employees' psychological contracts. 1have argued that employers can not only violate employees'
psychological contracts but c m fulfill them as well and that fulfillriY=nt would lead to positive

responses. 1have also ar&

that employees c m both fulfill or violate their portion of the contract.

It wodd be anticipateci that employees would experience both positive and negative affect depending
on their âssessment of the fdfïUment or violation of their contracts by their employer or by
themselves. This in tum would lead to positive or negative attitudes and behaviour. The attitudes
that have been dkussed m the literature are job satisfaction, trust m the employer and conmitnient

to the employer. Cornmitment codd take the form of affective or continuance cornmitment- It is
likely that affective cornmitment would Vary directly with fulfillment or violation of an employees

p sychological contract. Continuance cornmitment would more likely be unaffected by contract
fulfillrnent or violation. Employees have higher or lower continuance comrnitment dependhg on

their interpretation of their abIlity to fnid other work and not on the actions of themselves or their

employer. Behaviours that are considered important to discussions of psychological contracts are
performance, intentions to remain with the employer and civic virtue behaviour.

Hypothesis 4a. There win be a direct positive relationship between employees' beliefs that they have
W e d , on an overall basis, their portion of the psychological contract and their work outcomes of

positive affectivity, affective commient, job satisfaction, performance, intentions to remah, civic
W-tue, and trust. There will be a negative relationship between these employees' beliefs and

neg ative affectivity.

There w i71 be no relationship between these beliefs and continuance

cornmitment-

Hypothesis 4b. There will be a direct relationship between employees' beliefs that their employers
have fulfiued, on an overd basis, the employer's portion of the psychological contract and

employees' work outconw of positive affÏectivity, affective cornmitnient, job satisfaction,
performance, intentions to remain, civic virtue, and trust. There will be a negative relationship
between these employees' beliefs and negative afTectivity. Tbere will be no relationship between
these beliefs and continuance cornmitment-.

It is possible that interaction between employees' assessments of how weil they and their
employers have fullilled obligations will obscure the above relationships. It is likely that these two
assessri-ientswould be compared and the resuits of the cornparison would influence work outcomes.
The relationship between the cornparison of the two assessmmts and the resultmg outcoxnes can best

be explained by considering the violation o r fulfillment of employer and employee panions of the
psychological contract as dichotomies, These dichotomies can be characterized as employees'
beliefs that their employers have substantially m e d or violated their obligations to employees,
and employees' beliefs that they have substantially fulf7Ued or violated their obligations to

employers. The resulting two-by-two matrix is shown in Figure 2-3. Employees (group A), who
believe that bo th they and their employer have substantially fulfilled their obligations to each O ther,
will have positive affect, attitudes and behaviour toward their work as they will feeI both parties have

kept their side of the bargain. At the other extreme, empbyees (group B), who feel they have
substantially W e d their obligations to their employers but believe their employers have
substantially violated their obligations to them, will have negative affect, attitudes and behaviour.
They wiU feel betrayed as they have kept their part of the bargain but their employers have not.
Employees (group C), who believe bo th they and their employers have substantially violated their
respective obligations, will have neither positive nor negative affect, attitudes and behaviour as

neither party has kept the bargain.

Eniployees (group D), who believe theü employer bas

substantially fulfilled their obligations but the employee bas substantially violated hifier
obligations, will have neither positive nor negative affect, attitudes and behaviour as the positive
feelings about their eroployers actions will be offset by their negative feelings about not having kept
their side of the bargain.

Figure 2-3 Groupmg of Participants

Employer Fullilled Contract

Employer Violated Contract

Employee Fulfilled Contract

Group A

Group B

Employee Violated Contract

Group D

Group C

Hypothesis 5a. Group A employees will have si@cantIy

higher positive affectivity, trust,

cornmitment, job satisfaction, performance, mtentions to remain and civic virme behaviour and

Iower negative affëctivity than employees in groups B, C, and D.

Hypothesis Sb. Group C and D employees will have sigdicantly higher positive affectivity, trust,
commitrnent, job satisfaction, performance, intentions to rernaÎn and civic virtue behaviour and
lower negative affkctivity than employees m group B.

Hypothesk 5c. Group C enployees' positive affectivity, negative affectivity, trust, cornmitment, job
satisfaction, performance, intentions to remah and civic vimie behaviour wïü not be sienificantly
different fkom those of Group D.

Chapter 3

Method

Introduction

Ln this chapter, I will provide information on the subjects used in the study. 1 will then
discuss the methodology used in the study to test hypotheses. 1wïll start with the variables being
considered and the Ïnst~unientused to masure the variables. I wiil distinguish between instruments
developed by others and those developed for this study- In the case of instnumnts developed for this
study, the instrument development process will be outlined m some detail. In s o m cases, the data
was factor analysed to reduce the number of variables being used to test hypotheses.

the factor analyses is reviewed.

The results of

Foliowing the discussion of the variables and measurement

instruments, 1 wlll discuss the rnethods and statistical procedures that were used to test each of the
hypo theses.

Subjects
Subjects for this thesis were 123 new hires m ten oqanizations. The demographics of the
subjects were as follows: 53% were wonien; 56% were 31 years of age or older; 25% belonged to
a union; 57% were non-managerial, 23% were managers or supervisors, 20% were

technicaVprofessionaIs; 45% had worked less tha. 1 year m a full time job; and 25% held a
university degree.

The subjects had been hired by a food processor, three general retailers, a

mmufacturing Company, a university, a utility, a marketmg fïrm, a food retailer, ami an engineering
46

firm. Eqloyee' beliefs about work values, employee obligations and employer obligations were
rneasured within two weeks of hiring. Approximately 63% of the employees participated in an

orientation process and the questionnaires were completed d e r their orientation.
Senior Hurnan Resource petsons at each cooperatmg organization completed questionnaires

on employers' attitudes about employee and employer obligations. Hurnan Resource staff are m
contact with aU portions of the organization and normally are the authors of employment policies
and procedures. They are likely to have a broad general view of the obligations the organization
believes exist between the organization and its employees, These persons' attitudes are assuzied to

represent those of the organization. One Human Resources manager did not respond to the

quest iomaires after several requests, although six subjects did complete their questionnaires f?om
this organization.
Employee' beliefs about fulfillnu=nt of employer and employee obligations and outcome
variables were rneasured fi-om two to six months d e r hiring. The differences in the length of time
after hiring was a function of how long it took the employee to respond. In many cases, responses
came afier the third or fourth request. If an employee did not respond after the fourth request, it was
assumed they were no t gohg to respond. Sixty-three (63) subjects responded to the second set of

questionnaires for a response rate of about 51%.

The subjects rernainmg m the study for the second

phase of data collection were as follows: 57% were female; 40% were 31 years of age or older; 19%
were unionized; 46% were non-managerial, 25% were managers or supervisors, and 29% were
technicaVprofessiona1, 42% had less than 1 year of fuli t h e work experience; and 35% held a
university degree. Drop outs occwed because the subject had lefi the organization, the subject's
manager was not cooperative in p a s s e on the questionnaires or the subject did not respond. It was

not possible to accurately i d e n t e how many subjects were m each category- Where the Human
Resources contact person was willing to do so, questionnaires were forwarded to subjects who had
left. However, very few of these people responded.

With the exception of those who had Ieft, ali subjects were provided with a set of
questionnaires for their supewisors that measured their supervisors' beliefs about how well the
employee and the organization had fulfilled their respective obligations.

Only sixteen (16)

supenisors' responses were received Because of the small number, these responses were not used
in the data analysis.

Variables and Measurement Instruments

Demographics
A questionnaire measuring demographics was developed for this thesis and included the

person's sexy age, union membership, the classification of their position (non-managerial,
manager/supe~sor,t echnicaVprofessiona1),length of full time work, and education level.
See Appendix 1 for a copy of this instrument.

Work Values
There are several scales that have been constmcted to measure work values or preferred work
outcomes. These are the Work Vahies Inventory 0
(Super, 1968), the Survey of Work Vaiues
(SWV) (WoIlack, Goodaie, Wijtmg and Smith, 197l), the Work Aspect Reference Scale (WAPS)

(Prior, 1987) and the Minnesota Importance Questionnaire (MIQ) (Weiss, Dawis, England and

Lofquist, 1964). As can be seen fkom the foUow-ingtable, the varbus work value scdes masure

able 3- 1 Coqarkon of Work Value Instnirilents
WVI
S W
WAPS
Self-Development
Achievement

Physical Activity

Activity
Advancement

Striviag
Management

Management

Abllity Utilization

Achievement

Involvement
Activity

MIQ

Authority
Company Policies

Economic Returns

Money

Compensation
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Co-Workers

Co-workers

Creativity

Creativity

Creativity

Independence

Independence

Independence
Mord Values

Prestige

Recognition
Responsïbility

Pride
Security

Security

Security

Altruism

AltnWsm

Social Service

Prestige

Life-Stylemestige

Social Status
Supervision - HR

Supervisory Relations

Supervision - Tech
Variety

Variety

Smoundings

Surroundings

Way of Life

Detachment

Aesthetics
Lntellectual Stimulation

Workmg Conditions

similar values. The MIQ sale appears to measure a larger varïety of outcoms than do the Other
scales. In addition, the MIQ scale seerns to have k e n the most extensively used for research on
work values. These work values d e s m i what people expect a work position to ailow thern to

achieve or provide for them They are llkely related to many of the obligations authors have
theorked as important to employees.
The MIQ mstninrent was desiped to measure vocational needs. Super (1995) States that

a measure of values when judged on its content and constmct validation
this instrument is act~~ally
studies. Lofquist and Dawis (1978) suggest the scaie can be transformed mto value measures by
creating a srnaller number of factors fkom the 20 individual masures. Several studies have factor
analysed this instrur&entand have been reponed to consisteotly produce the sanie six factors (Keller,

Bouchard, Arvey, Segal and Dawis, 1992). These factors are: 1. Achievement incoqmatmg ability
ut ilization (MIQ1) and achievernent (MIQ2); 2. Cornfort mcorporatmg activity (MIQ3),
compensation (MIQ7), independence (MIQlO), security (MIQ14), variety (MIQ19), and working
conditions (MIQ20); 3. Stahis incorporating advancement (MIQ4), authority (MIQS), recognition
(MIQ12), and social status (MIQ16); 4. Altruism mcorporatmg CO-workers(MIQS), moral values
(MTQl l), and social s e ~ c (MIQIS);
e
5. Safety incorporates Company poliçies (MIQo), supervision

- human relations (MIQ17), and supervision - technicd (MIQ18); 6- Autonomy incorporates

meativity (MIQC)), and responsibility (MIQ13) (Keller, Bouchard, Arvey, Segal and D a w a
M e r complethg a cornparison of the various work values scales, it was decided to use the

Minnesota Lmportance Questionnaire developed by Weiss, Dawis, England and Lofquist (1964)to

masure eqloyees' work values. The aisnument is weli suited to this study as it measures peoples'
prefemd work outcomes based on their concept of an ideal job. This insaunient masures twenty

(20) important work outcomes with five questions used to masure each item It uses a five point
Likert type of scale ranghg fiom very important to very unimportant. Reliability studies mdicate

H o p reliability coefficients range £iom-77 to .94 using dflerent groups (Weiss et al). Cronbach's
alpha reliabdity cosfficient for these data ranged h m -64 to -87. The variables below -70were

Supervision - Human Relations (.66), Moral Values (.aResponsibility
),
(.66),and Supenision Technical (-65).Each of these variables had one question that had a low correlation to the other
questions. Delehg that question raised the reliability somewhat (Supervision - Human Relations

(-66to .69), Moral Vdues (-64 to .70), Responsibility (-66 to .70),and Supervision - Technicd (-65
to -67). The improvement in the reliability was not deemed sufficient to warrant changmg the
structure of the existing instrument and, therefore, the questions were not deleted-

For parsimony, exploratory factor analysis was used to create factors for use in t e s h g the
wdeL The factor analysis of these &ta produced four factors Hiitially with an eigenvalue of greater
than 1.O. Misskg values were deleted pairwise. A six factor solution was examined The loading
of variables in this solution did not resemble those reponed m the earlier studies. It is not k w w n
why the factor andysis of these data did not reproduce the six factors found m other studies.
Plausible reasons are that it may be due to an artifact of the number or nature of the subjects in this
study, or of the c h m g employment condition over the p s t Meen years. The studies that

produced the six factor structure were conducted m the 1970'sBarlett's test of sphericity produced an approximate chi-square of 1212.1 with a si-cance
of p c -001indicating that the population correlation matrix is not an identity. The Kaiser-Meyer0-

masure of sampling adequacy was -858. Both these tests indicate that factor analysis is

appropnate for these data (Norusis, 1988). The four factors are shown m Table 3-2:

'able 3-2 Factor Analysis of Employees' Work Values - Four Factor and Factor Loadings
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Responsibility for ones activities and work

Variety of tasks in my work
Creativity and implement new ideas
Authority to direct others
Independence and work by oneself
Activity on the job is hi&
Achievement, a sense of
Ability Utilization and the use of my skills
Supervision - Technical, competent supervisor
Company Policies are clear and faUCo-worker relations are good

-

Supemsion Human Relations
Social Service and of service to others

Working Conditions are good

Moral Values are preserved
Compensation is good
Advancement opportunities are good
Security in the job is good
Recognition for the work 1 do
Social Status of the job is good

The four factors contained 60.9'7% of the variance m these data As can be observed in Table

3-2, not all variables loaded cleanly on one factor. Mer examination of the factor structure for work
values and the factor structures for eniployee and employer obligations to be discussed later, three
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rules of thumb were established for creating factors from these data Firstly, a sufficiently hi&
loadmg on a factor was needed to ensure the variable m question could be considered a d e m g
characteristic of the factor. To this end, a cut-off of -450 was established for the factor loading of
a variable on a factor for that variable to be used as part of the factor- This d e was infomied by

Comrey and Lee (1992) who indicated that a loadhg of -71 was excellent, -63 was very good, -55
was go04 -45 was fair, and -30 poor* Comrey a d Lee's guidelines were mtended for those variables

which were used to interpret a factor. As aU factors had variables which loaded at -55 or greater
which could be used for mterpretation of the factor, it was deemed acceptable to include variables
with a loading of -450. Secondly, in order to retain the relative independence of the factors, a

requirement was established that there be at Ieast -150 di€ference between the loading on the
priuciple factor and other factors, for each variable for the variable to be retained in the factor. No
reference could be foumi to inform this d e of thumb. Most studies found usmg factor analysis do
not report the use of any d e s for detemiining which variables to include or exclude.

Fmally,

(Cornrey and Lee) have mdicated that factors with only one variable are considered poorly defined
and should not be used

As the fourth factor m the above factor analysis contained only the variable Statu, it was
decided to force a three factor solution, This was done and the loadings on the factors are shown m

Table 3-3. The three factors contained 55.6% of the variance in these data Ushg the variable
selection criteria fiom above, the three factors were identified as Motivators, Environment and
Career. The smallest difference between loadings on different factors was .186.

rable 3-3 Factor Analysis of Emplojlees' Work Values - Three Factor and Factor Loadmgs

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Responsibility for ones activities and work
Authority to direct others

Creativity and implement new ideas
Variety of tasks m my work
Independence and work by onesel€
Achievement, a sense of
Ability Utilization and the use of my skiils
Sociai Statu of the job is good
Recognition for the work 1do
Supervision - Technical, competent supervisor
Company Polides are clear and fair
Co-worker relations are good

-

Supervision Human Relations
Social Semce and of service to others
Workïng Conditions are good
Activity on the job is high

I Moral Values are preserved
Compensation is good
Advancement opportunities are good
-452
-587
No te: Bold words under the variables column are the variables identified in the MIQ instrument.
Bold vaIues in the factor columns indicate the variables which were included in the factor
Security

in the job is good

Factor 1 - Motivators, included the variables responsibility, authonty, creativity, variety,
independence and social status (achievenient, ab*ty utilization and recognition were dropped

because of the hi& loadmg on another factor). The items incorporated in this factor appear to be
items that would be motivational in nature. Cronbach's coefficient alpha reliability for this factor

was -83. Factor 2 - Environment, included s u p e ~ s i o n- technical, policies, CO-workers,
supervision-huri-ian relations and moral values (social service, working conditions and activity were

dropped because of hi@ loading on another factor). The items m this factor appear to be conditions

of work and items that would Influence general satisfaction on the job Cronbach' s coefficient *ha
reliability for this factor was -76. Factor 3 - Caner, mcluded compensation and advancement
(security was dropped because of hi&

loadmg on another factor). These items focus on the

immediate and longer tenn benefits of the job. Cronbach's coefficient alpha reliability for this factor

was -51. The relationship between work values and empbyee attitudes towards obligations was

examined ushg the three factor solution. It was noted that a number of variables were eliminated
that loaded highly on two factors. These variables wodd appear to be important to these subjects.
This wili be considered in the discussion section.

The MIQ instniment was administeredwithin two weeks of hire. See Appendix A for a copy

of the MIQ instrument.

Employer Obiigations
Employer obligations are those thïngs or benefits the employees believe their employer must
do, or owes to hem, as the employer's part of the employment bargain. They may corne kom

d e n docunients, verbaily fiom employer agents or other credïble sources or kom the eniployer's
behaviour. Roweau (1990) developed a survey form to capme employer obligations through
interviews of human resources p e r s o ~ e lfkom "over a dozen" firms.

Her survey includes

promotions, hi& pay, performance-based pay, üainbg, job securïty, career developmnt and support
for penonal problem. These items appear to be job aspects that would be verbally discussed during
the interview process. Employees are likely to search out information on facets of work which are

important to thern As such, employee' beliefs about employer obligations should reflect work
âspects employees find desirable and a broader range of obligations than proposed by Rousseau

The mstniment used to masure employee' attitudes about employer obligations was
developed in stages using a focus group, cwent organizational employees, factor analysis, and
reliability testing.

Focus Group: Nine volunteers with both diverse and extensive work experience were
recruited to participate in a focus p u p to determine employer obligations. The volunteers mcluded
a university lecturer, a president of a smaU business, a marketing manager, a lawyer, a structural

designer, a safety manager, a therapist, a consultant and an architect. They averaged 14.9 years of
work experience.
A nominal p u p procedure was used. Prior to the meeting, the group members were given

the following statement to read and consider:

'Thank you for ageeing to assist nie in developing a measurement instrument
on employer obligations.
1a m dokg a research project on Psychologkal Contracts. These contracts are

beliefs employees have about the obligations they and their employers have to each
O ther.

The contracts are unwrïtten and exist in the mind of the employee. They

define' for employees, the promises that employees believe they and their employer

have made to each other. Employer obligations are those &gs

that employees

believe their employer nmst do, or owes to them, as the employer's part of the
employment bargain.

These obligations may corne fkom statements made to

employees by managers, wrïtten documents such as p o k y manuals, commonly held
beliefs of employees, employee needs and values, or actions of the employer. The
purpose of this group is to develop a list of these obligations- A nominal group
process will be used where each person m tum will suggest an item until no more
items are forthcomïng. A discussion of the items wFU be held where they will be

clarified and modified. A vote will be held at the end to determine wbich items
should be inçluded m the list of employer obligations.
Please th-nkabout what employees, at différent levels m an organization, may
beiieve their ernployers are obligated to provide to them and write down as many as

you can think of"

The group was convened and each person proposed an cbligation in turn mtil no m e r
i t e m were forthcoming. A list of nhety-nine (99) items were developed. Because of the length of
the list of items, it w as iqractiçal to discuss each one mdividuaüy. The group was asked if anyone

felt any of the items should not form part of a list of obligations or required modification. The

group was in agreement that all items should be mcluded as presented.
A questionnaire was created fiom the Iist of above items for testing with employees m

organizations. The preamble asks employees to respond to the followmg: 'Renardless of what vour
emplover ma^ ~rorniseor commit to

vide, you may feel they are duty bound or obligated to

provide certain things to you- Consider the following statements. To what extent do you believe

your employer is obligated to provide these thing to you?". FoliowÏng the preamble, the items
developed fkom the above focus group were mdividually Listed and scored using a five pomt Likert
type scale anchored by 1. Not Oblïgated, to 5. Obligated.

Testing and Factor Analysis: As a single employer may have a fairly homogenous work
force, the questionnaire developed in the focus group was administered to groups of people in five
dif5erent cooperating organizations and a group of students who were currently worbg. In totd,
99 people responded to the questionnaire. The demographics of these people were as follows:
managers 24%, non-managers 57%, technicaVprofessional 14%;female 46%; age, 31 or older 45%;

unionized 31%; fidl time work experience of greater than five years 46%; hoiding a bachelor or
higher degree, 38%. Means and standard deviations were caiculated- Of the 99 questions, 45 had
a mean value above 4.0 with an average standard deviation of less than 1.0- This result would

suggest that there are a large number of employer obligations that are fairly universal across
employees. This likely indicates that these obiigations are infiuençed by societal obligations and
may be specific to Canadian society. For parsimony, these obligations were grouped by like
obligations into 12 groups. A smgle statement was developed to represent each of the groups. The
balance of obligations were factor analysed using Varimax rotation and they loaded onto 14 factors
having an eigenvalue of one or greater. A smgle statement was identïfied for each of the factors as

representative of the factor-

This resulted m 26 obligations for the employer obligations

questionnaire. This questionnaire was used to masure employees' attitudes regarding employer
obligations in this study and was administered to the subjects of this study.
For purposes of parsimony, the data collected f?om the study' subjects was factor analysed

using exploratory factor analysis. The factor analysis of these data produced seven factors initiaüy

with an eigenvalue of greater than 1.0. Missmg values were deleted pairwiseBarlett's test of sphericity produced an approximate chi-square of 1212.6 with a sigdicance
of p < -001 indicating that the population correlation matrix is not an identity. The Kaiser-Meyer-

Olkin masure of samphg adequacy was -820. Both these tests mdicate that factor analysis is
appropriate for these data (Norusis, 1988).

The seven factors are shown m Table 3-4. The seven factors contained 63.68% of the
variance in these data As c m be observed in the above table, not ail variables clearly loaded on one

factor. The same rules of th&

for the creation of factors as discussed unàer work values was used

with this factor analysis- These were a minimum loadmg of -450 and at least a difference of -150
between factor loadings for inclusion.
The slaee plot of eigenvalues versus components showed two distinct breaks in the direction
of the pIot line. The fïrst break was afier the second component and the second break afier the fourth
component. This indicates that either a two or four factor solution would be more appropriate for
these data A two factor solution would have capturedonly 38.5% of the variance whereas afour
factor solution would mclude 50.3% of the variance. In addition to presening as much of the
variance as possible, it was felt that utilizing four factors would define the constructs more clearly.
Therefore, a solution using four factors was extracted for these data This is shown m Table 3-5.

Table 3-4 Factor Analysis Of Employees' Attitudes About Employer Obligations - Seven Factor
Solution (note: the number before the statement is the instnuilent item number)
Employer Obligation variable
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

-

2 1. Respect privacy and ensure safe
20. Encourage harmony
14- Adhere to legislation and policies

7. Nothing immoral o r unethical
12. Clear communications

18. Provide training to do work
11. Performance based rewards

8. Incentives for hard work

10. Provide training to kcep up in field
2. Treat fairly
9. Cornpetitive salaries and benefits
6. Opportunity to influence decisions

5. Represent & support to upper mgmt3. Recognize stress of work
13 . Keep promises and support actions

25. Cover cost of associations
23, Freedom to do things as you want

22- Freedom to express views

24. Advise on maximum career potential

16. Have reasonable expectations
4. Comprehensive benefits
17. Realisîic career path
15. Recognize family cornes first
26. Able to be honest

1. Promote good social relations

19. Respect right
to join union
1 4
--Il0 -108 -191 -411
Note: Bold variable names and values indicate which variables are included in the factors.

-507

Table 3-5 Factor Analysis Of Employees' Attitudes About Employer Obligations - Four Factor
;O lution (note: the number before the statemmt is the insaunient item number)
Employer Obligation variable
F1
F2
F3
F4

8. Incentives for hard work
6. Opportunity to ifluence decisions

5. Represent & support to upper mgmt.
11. Performance based rewards

9. Competitive salaries and benefits
3. Recognize stress of work
12. Clear communications

13. Keep promises and support actions
10. Provide training to keep up in fieId

2 1- Respect privacy and ensure safe
14. Adhere to legislation and policies
20. Encourage harmony

18. Provide training to do work
7. Nothing immoral or u n e t h i d
2. Treat fairly

26. Able to be honest
23. Freedom to do things as you want

22. Freedom to express views

25. Cover cost of associations
15. Recognize family cornes nrst

17. Realistic career path
24. Advise on maximum career potential
4. Cornprehensive benefits

19. Respect nght to join union
1. Promote good social relations

16.Have reasonable expectations
-138
Note: Bold variable names and values indicate which variables are included in the factors-
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The factors were identified as Rewaràs, Respect for Employees, Freedom,and SafetyThe smallest difference between loadnigs of a variable on dBerent factors was -176. Factor 1 -

Rewards, included the variables incentives for hard work, opportunitty to influence decisions,
representation and support, performance based rewards, competitive salaries and benefits, and the
recognition of the stressfd nature of the work Factor 2 - Respect for Employees mcluded
obligations to respect employees' privacy and ensure their safety, adherence to legislation and
policies, encouramg employee harniony, providmg the tranMg to do the work, and not asking
employees to do anything illegal, immoral or unethical- Factor 3 - Freedom encompassed the
obligations to d o w employees to do things as they want and to express their views, to cover the
costs of associations, to recogùze an employee' s family conm first, and to advise them on reacbing
their maximum career po tential. Factor 4 - Safety included the variables to provide comprehensive
benefits, respect employees' right to jom a union, and to promote good social relations. Not included
in the factors were the obligations to provide clear conmiunications, to keep the organization's

promises and support employee' actions, to provide training to keep up m their field, to treat
employees fairly, to provide a job where employees can be honest, to provide a realistic career path,
and to have reasonable expectations of employees. The elimination of these variables will be

considered in the discussion section, Cronbach's coefficient alpha reliabilities were run for the
factors. The results were Rewards -80,Respect for Employees -72, Freedom .66,and Safety -55.
These factors were used to examine their relationship with other study variables.
Employer obligations were measured within two weeks of f i g . See Appendix B for a copy
of the instrument.

Employee Obligations
Employees' contribution to the employment relationship revolves around ho w they behave
on the job. Therefore, &y wîl reflect behaviour that is desirable to employers. The sa= procedure
for development of the Employer obligations Ènstnirrient was used for the d e v e l o p n t of this
instrument. As a starting pomt, a set of potential employer' expectations or employee obligations
was obtained iÏom the psychologid contract and organizational behaviour literature and arbitration

cases reported m the Canadian Industrial Relations and Personnel Development (CIRPD)
newsletters.
The organizational behaviour literature suegests the followmg expectations: expenditure of

extra time and energy m the job, assunie respom'bility for the work, and be committed to the success
of the group (Dansereau, Gram and Scandura, 19'75); contnîte beyond job requirements (Liden and

Graen, 1980) and collaborate (Graen and Scandura, 1986) to coqlete the work; be loyal to, support,
and trust ones supenisor (Graen and Scandura, 1986), and by extension the organization; be

innovative (Graen and Scandura, 1986); acceptance of the organizations' culture and ones
organizational role (van Maanen and Schem, 1979); accept the organization' s values (Chatman,
1991); attend organizational functions (Chatman, 1991).
Psychological contract literature suggests the followmg obligations: perform the job, will

l e m on the job, solve problems and innovate, communicate effectively, work productively with
groups, make good presentations, supervise others effectively, make good decisions, plan and
organize oneself and others' work, utilize one's tirne and energy for the organization's benefit,
subjugate oneself to organizational demands, sociaiize with other organizational members off the
job, confom to the organizational culture, further ones education, maintain a good public image of

the O rganization, accept organizational values and goals, initiate appropriate job action (Kotter,
1973); worlcbg extra hours, Ioyalty, volunteering to do non-required tasks, advance notice if t a b g
a job elsewhere, w i k p e s s to accept a transfer, rehisal to support the employer's competitors,
protection of proprietary infomiation, spendmg a mmmnmi of two years m the organization
(Rousseau, 1990; Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994).

The CIRPD cases are bemg used because they mvolve situations where employees have been
disciplined or had their employnient terminated as a result of employee behaviour that was
unacceptable to the employer. It c m be assumed that this behaviour on the part of employees fded
to meet minimm employer expectations. The cases fkom the past twelve years sugpst the
fonowing issues f
d to m e t employer expectations (note the two digit number m brackets afier each
item is the yea.(s) in which the citations occurred, ie. (98) is 1998: poor attendance (98), lateness

(87) and absenteeism (87). absent without leave (90), abusive behaviour towards supervisors and
O ther

employees (98, 89), lack of control of emotions (98), safety violations (96, 87), derogatory

public statements about the organization (96, go), refusal to submit to a medical exam (97), faiIure
to maintain communication (96), d e l i r a t e mis-communication (97),detenorating relationship with

the organization (87), poor judgement (97), hidïng evidence of a problem (94), falsification of

records (91. 88), theft (90), dn<g trafficking (89), fiaudulent acts (91). mishandhg fimds (88),
possession of a dangerous weapon (87), possession of stolen goods (87), insubordination (93, 89,
87), refusal to work (89), refusmg work assipment (87), refusal to accept alternate work (89).
disregardkg work mstructions (88), failure to attend meetings (87), poor citizenship behaviour
outside of work (93, unprofessional conduct (9 l), critiçizing a client (87), failure to foliow custorrier
niles (87), adhering to proscribed groorning, appearance and dress codes (93), sexual harassrnent

(9 l), breach of trust (9 l), leakmg information (89), working for a cornpetitor (9 l), deficiency m
decision making (9 l), incornpetence (89), gross negligence (89), carelessness (88),

poor

perfomiance (89,87), refusal to work extra hours (91), work stoppage (88), fdure to comply with
security provisions (89), drÏuking on the job (88), alcoholism (88).

The psychological contract and organizational behaviour literarure, and CIRPD cases kom
above suggest a number of employee obligations or expectations that employers rnay have of
employees. Through a combination of items, a list of twenty (20) potentîal employee obligations
was developed f?om the above infoxmation.

Focus Group: A focus group of ten people was convened to develop a list of employer
expectations. As a group they averaged 18.3 years of work experience and mcluded a CE0 of a
srnall busmess, a production worker, a councillor, a program coordinator, a marketing manager, a

consultant, a scientist, an RN, an investment advisor and an office manager. They were given the
following instructions prior to the meeting.

'Thank you for agreeing to assist nie in developmg a rneasurement mstniment
on employer' expectations.

I am dokg a research project on Psychological Contracts. These contracts are
beliefs employees have about the obligations they and their employers have to each
other. The contracts are unwritten and exist m the mind of the employee. They
defme, for employees, the promises that employees believe they and their employer
have made to each other. These obligations may corne from a number of sources.

One source is employer' expectations of employees. Erriployers rnay expect their

employees to do certain things or act m certain ways that are of benefit to the
employer. These expectations may be conveyed to employees through statements
made to employees, written documents such as policy manuals, commonly held

beliefs of employees about employer' expectations or actions of the employer. The
purpose of this group is to develop a list of these expectations. A nominal group
process will be used where each person m turn will suggest an item untll no more

items are forthcorning. A discussion of the items will be held where they will be
clarified and modified, A vote will be held at the end to determine whkh items

should be included in the list of employer' expectations.
Please think about what employers might expect of employees at different
levels in an organization and write down as many as you can thnik of"

The focus group agreed that if they were to develop a list of employee obligations, the same
list wodd result. The List of expectations and obligations suggested by the literature in conjunction

with the list of expectations identified by the focus group f o m d the bais for the questionnaire on
employee obligations.

Where the focus group suggested a similar obligation, the focus group

suggestion was used m the questionnaire. The List contained 112 items that were considered to be
potential obligations employees might believe they have to their employer. The employee obligation

questionnaire was administered to the sarrie employees as descriid under Employer obligations.
Employees were asked to respond to the fobwing: "Reeardless of what vow emlover rnieht exriect,
you may feel you are duty bound or obligated to your employer to do certain things. Consider the

list below of potential obligations you might have to your employer and indicate the extent to

which you believe you are obligated to do these tbings as an employee.". The obligations were
scored on a Likert type five pomt scale rangmg fiom (1) Not obligated to (5). Obligated-

Testing and Factor Analysis: Of the 112 questions, 37 had a mean value above 4.0 with

an average standard deviaMn of l e s than 1.0. As with the employers' obligation questionnaire, this
result would suggest that there are a large number of eniployee obligations that are fairly universal
across employees. This mely indicates that these obïigations are influenced by sonetal obligations
and may be specific to Canadian society. For parsimony, these obligations were grouped, by like

obligations, hto 14groups. A single statemnt was derived to represent each of the groups. Twelve
questions had a mean of less than 2.0 and an average standard deviation of less than 1.0. These
questions were discarded as these results mdicated that these were not obligations for employees.
The balance of obligations were factor analysed usmg Varirnax rotation and they loaded onto 19
factors having an eigenvalue of one or greater. A single statement was identified for each of the
factors as representative of the factors. This resulted in 33 obligations for the employees' obligation
questionnaire. This questionnaire was admmistered to the subjects m this study.

In order to reduce the number of variables, the data collected korn the subjects in this study
was factor analysed using exploratory factor analysis. The factor analysis of these data produced
eight factors initially with an eigenvalue of p a t e r than 1.0. Missmg values were deleted pairwise.
Bariett's test of sphericity produced an approximate chi-square of 1666.7 with a signifïcance
of p c -001 indicating that the population correlation matrix is not an identity. The Kaiser-Meyer-

OUun measure of sampling adequacy was -796. Both these tests indicate that factor analysis is
appropriate for these data (Norusis, 1988). The eight factors are shown in Table 3-6.

Table 3-6 Factor Analysis Of Employees' Attitudes About Eqloyee Obligations - Eight Factor
Mution (note: the number before the statement is the aistninient item number)
Employee Obligation Variable
18- Do work thoroughly
5. Respectfobey supervisor
2. Be punctual
21. Use time effectively
17. Act professionally

16. Follow instructions
7. Control Ernotions

33. Exercise good judgement

9. Be open & honest
4. Organizdattend events

1. Work extra time

32. Go the extra mile

6. Cive time r e g a r d e s of cost
19. Do work that is not your job
12. Adapt to culture

15. Maintain confidentiality

13. Represent org. favourably
14. Know the politics

30. Do not contradict org. position
20. Confonn to n o m
24. Provide service

8. Conform to instructions
27. Accept hazards

3 1. Flatter management

10. Make supervisor's job easier
25.Confom to preferenas

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

Table 3-6 (continueci) Factor Analysis OfEmployees' Attitudes About Employee Obligations - Eight
;actor Solution
EmpIoyee Obligation Variable

FI

F2

1 1. Constructively criticize

-346

-226 -352

26.Work with g r o q s

-195

F4

F5

F6

F7

FS

-231

-240

-.IO3 -453

-337

-142

-355 -.195 -441

--IO7

-209

-153

.779

_ 110

-134 -342 -199

-105

-246

.64û

-.223

-305 -128

-122

,426

-249

-273

-172

29. Maintain yourselfphysically

28. Continually upgrade skills

F3

23. Be flexible

22. Make do with resowms

-225

1 3. Be loyaV trust organization

-111

-246

-240 -217
-157
Note: The bold variable names and values indicate variables that are included in the factors.

The eight factor solution expIained 62.7% of the variance in these data

.576

--163

.567

-112
.570

As can be observed

in the above table, not all variables clearly baded on one factor. The same d e s for the creation of
factors as discussed under work values was used with this factor andysis.
Two of the above factors contaïned only one variable- An examination of the scree plot

suggests that three or four factors might be appropriate as there is a distinct break in the plot h e at
the fourth factor. Three and four factor solutions were examined. Both produced definable factors.

As there was a desire to preserve as nniçh of the explained variance in the data as possible, it was
decided to proceed with a fo-ar factor solution as shown in Table 3-7.

The four factor solution explained 48.1% of the variance m these data The smallest
difference in variable loading on the factors was -168. The factors were identified as Extra-Role

Behaviour, Coascientiousness, Confonnity, and Codidentiality.

Table 3-7 Factor Analysis of Employees' Attitudes About Employee Obligations to the Employer -

Employee Obligation Variable

32. Go the extra mile
12. Adapt to culture

23. Be flexible
19. Do work that is not your job

4. Orgnnizdattend events
P. Work extra time
25.Confonn to preferences
1 1. Constructively critiçize
26. Work with groups

10. Make supenisor' s job easier

28 ContinuaUy upgrade ski&

3. Be loyaü trust organization
22. Make do with resources

18. Do work thoroughly

21. Use time eEectively
16. Follow instnictions

5.Respecüobey supervisor
2. Be punctual

17. Act professionally
33. Exercise good judgenient
7. Control Emotions

20. Conform to norms
9. Be open & honest

F1

F2

F3

F4

Table 3-7 (contÏnued) Factor Analysis of Employees' Attitudes About Employee Obligations to the
Employer - Four Factor Solution

I

31. Fiatter management
6. Give time regardless of cost
24. Provide service

8. Conform to instructions
29. Maintain yourself physically
15. Maintain confidentiality
30. Do not contradict org. position
13. Represent org. favourably

1 14. KDow the politics

-382
-500
No tes: The bold variable names and values mdicate variables that are mcluded m the factors. The
number before the statement is the instrument item nuniber.
Factor 1, Extra-Rok BehaVio~f,included gohg the extra mile, adapting to the organizations
culture, king flexible, doing work that is not part of one's job, organizing and attendhg

O rg anizational

events, working extra tmie, coafoming to management preferences and w o r h g

effectively m groups. Factor 2, Conscientiousness, mcluded the variables domg one's work
thoroughly, using one's tirne effectively, following instructions, respecting and obeymg one's
punctual, and acting professiondy. Factor 3, Comformity, mcluded acceptmg
s u p e ~ s o rking
,

occupational hazards, flattering management, giving of one's time regardless of personal cost,
providing service despite one's job, conforming to instructions, and maintainhg oneself physicdy.
Factor 4, Conûdentiality, included maintabhg confidentid mforrnation and not providmg
information tbat contradicted the organization's stated position. The followbg variables did not load
sufficiently on one factor to be considered: constructively criticize; m a h g the supervisor's job
easier; contmually uppading ones skilis; bemg loyal and trustmg the organization; making due with
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existiug resources; exercismg good judgement; c o n t r o h g one's emotions; c o n f o ~ gto
organizationalnomis; bemg open and honest;represenüng the organization favourably to outsiders;
and knowi~gthe orgauizations politics.

As indîcated previously, eliminated variables will be

considered in the discussion section. Cronbach's coefficient alpha reliabilities for the factors were:
Extra-Role Behaviour -82, Conscientiousness -80, Conformity -74 and Confidentiality -64.
Employee obIïgations were measued withnl two weeks of hiring- See Appendix C for a
copy of this instrument,

ErnpIoyers' Attitudes about Employees9and Employem' Obligations
The same list of employer and employee obligations were used to measure employers'
attitudes about employer obligations and employee obligations. Employers may believe obligations
difter for different classes of employees. As a result, they were asked to complete separate masures
for manager/supe~sor,non-managerial and technicaL~professiona1
empb yees. A senior person m
the Human Resources deparment was asked to c o q l e t e these instruments. The introductory

paragraph was nmdified slightly to reflect that the questionnaires were directed at solicitmg the
organizations attitudes on obIigations. Employer' responses for each employment class were related
to employees based on the employee's report of their employnient class. In other words, employer'

obligation attitudes for manager/supe~soremployees were attached to employees of that employer
who reported their position as manager/supervisor.

These employer' data were grouped into factors that mirrored the factors created fkom the
employees' data In other words, the factors for employer or employee obligations created from the
employees' data were replicated usmg the employers' data The variables used m a given factor for

employees were also used for the employers' factors. Those variable which did not load adequately
into employees' factors were excluded îÏom employer' obligation factors. Thus sets of four factors
were created for employers' attitudes about employee obligations and for employers' attitudes about
employer obligations.

Employer' attitudes about enployer and employee obligations were measured during the tirst
phase of the study. See Appendix D for a copy of these instruments.

Fulfillment of Employer Obligations
Fulfillmnt of psychological contract ternis c a .range kom hilnlled to violated The terms
Fulfilled or violated suggest an active behaviour on the part of the employer. The term violated has

some serious normative connotations. It çuegests behaviour which is unethical, immoral or criminal
in nature. Bo th employers and employees rnay object to an instrument ushg tbis term. A more
b e n i p term which suggests wilful behaviour but does not have the same normative connotations as
violate is "will not fulfill."

If one assumes that employer behaviour c m range fkom wilfuUy not

fulfïlling a contract t e m to fdfilhg it, then a measmement scale can be ançhored by teîms that

reflect these behaviours.

Enrployees were asked to mdicate their belief as to the degree that their employers will fulliu
or will no t fuMl each of the employers' obligations to thern The sanie list of obligations used to

assess employer obiigations as discussed above was used to assess this variable. They were asked

to respond to the following: 'Emp1oyers are expected to fdfill certain obligations to their employees.
For each potential obligation below, indicate the extent to wbich you beiieve the employer will

fulfülor will not fiilnll this obligation to you. Items which you believe are not obÿpations should

be marked as 1 (will not fulfilT).

1 = Will Not FUEU, means the employer wïil not or does not intend to fûlfïll this obligation
2 = Likely Not FuifiIl, means it is likely that the employer wili not fulfil this obligation

3 = Either, means the employer may fultill or may not fulfill this obligation
4 = Likely Fulfill, rneans you expect the employer to fu161lthis obligation

5 = Will Fulfill, means the employer has already or wdl definitely fulfill this obligation m the
future"
These variables were masured fiom two to six months after hiring. See Appendix E for a
copy of the Fultïllment of Employer Obligations instrument.

Fii1R1Iment of Employee Obligations
Employees were asked to indicate their beliefs as to the degee that they have, or wili, fulfill
each of their obligations to their employer. The same list of obligations used to assess employee

obligations as discussed above was used to assess this variable. They were asked to respond to the
staternents: "At the tirne you were bired, you completed a form on which you indicated the
obligations you believed you owed your employer. Since that cinie, you may have done or mtend
to do things which lead you to believe you will fulfill or will not fulfill these obligations. For each

potential obligation below, indicate the extent to which you believe you will hilfillor will not
fidfU tbis obligation to your employer. Items which you believe are not obli~ationsand you do

not intend to fÜlfïIl should be marked as 1 (will not fulfill).
1 = Will Not Fulfill, means you will not or do not intend to fuifiil this obligation
2 = Likely Not F m ,means it is lùcely that you wül not fulfill this obligation
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3 = Either, means you may fulflIl o r may not fulfill this obligation
4 = Lïkely Fulfill, means you expect to fuifill this obligation

5 = Will Fulfill, means you have already o r are positive you will füifiü this obligation nithe future"

These variables were measured fkom two to six months afier hiring. See Appendix F for a
copy of the Fulfillrment of Employee Obligations instnurrent-

Employees' Overail Beliefs About the Fulfinment of Employer and Employee Obligations
Employee' beliefs about the fulfTUment of obligations were measured on a single item or
overd basis in the event that the* fu-nt

beliefs are in the form of a gestalt. They were asked

to respond to the followhg statenient: 'Fundamental to the employment relationship are the
obligations employers and employees owe to each other- Consicîer for a moment the obligations your
employer owes you. On an overd basis, is your employer fulfilling its obligations to you?
CircIe the number that k s t represents how you feel.
Not At ALl

Not Sure

Completel

1
and

No w consider your obligations to your employer. O n an o v e d basis, are you fuifilling your

obligations to your employer? Circle the nmber that best describes how you feel.
Not At All
1

Not Sure

2

3

4

Completely
5

6

7

They were then asked '7s there a specific Incident or several incidents that cause you to feel
this way? Please d e s m i them"

These variables were measued two to six months after biring See Appendix G for a copy
of this instrument.

Supervisor's Beliefs About the FuiMment of Obligations
Supervisors of the subjects were asked to complete instruments measurine their beliefs about
the extent to which the employer and the employee have fulfiIIed their respective obligations. With

exception to a change ni the preamblle, the same instrument used by employees to îndicate their
beliefs about the f d f i b e n t of obligations was used. As the information b e i . coilected involved

employees, ernployees were given the supenisors' questionnaires and asked to pass them on to their
supervisor if they did not object to tkir supervisor providing this mformation. They were also asked

to s i p and r e m a document mdicating whether or not they objected Although most employees
indicated they did not object to having their supervisor complete the questionnaires, only sixteen

supervisor responses were received.

These variables were measured two to s i .months afier hiring. See Appendk H for a copy
of this instrument.

Outcome Variables

The foUowmg scales were used to masure employee outcomes. With the exception of the
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affect, the variables from the scales were mUed m a smgle IIY:aSuTermnt instrument and measured
iwo to six mnths after hiring. Affect was meamred separately from the remahder of the outcome
variables. See Appendix K for a copy of the outcome variables m s m n t .

Affect
The siffective disposition masure used in this study was the Positive and Negative M e c t

Scale (PANAS) (Watson, Clark and Teiiegen, 1988). This scale involves 10 adjectives that desçfl'be
positive (PA), and 10 adjectives that descrii negative (NA), feelings and emotions. These
adjectives are considered to be pure markers of positive and negative Sectivity (Watson, Clark and

TeUegen). Intemal consistency (Cronbach's correlation alpha) reliabïhty coefficients for the general
method of meastuernent have k e n found to be for PA -88 and for NA -87.The mter-correlation
between scales was 4 7 . Test-retest reliabîlity was found to be -68 and -71 for PA and NA
respectively, with no significant differences (Watson, Clark and Teilegen). These scales have also
been subjected to validity tests as reported m Watson, Clark and Tellegen.

As 1was interested in the state or short termdisposition of the subjects related to their work
situation, they were asked to rate, on a five (5) pomt scale, the positive and negative adjectives based
on how they felt in general about their job over the past month- Reliability for these data was -89
for positive affectivity and -76for negative affectivity. The correlation between the two scales was
-.275 which was significant at p = -029- This masure was administered two to six months after

employees have been hired. See Appendix J for a copy of this instrument.

Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction was rneasured m two ways. The first was with a single item staternent:

"Overall 1 am satisfied with my job." The second masurenient was Hackman and Oldham's (1980)
general satisfaction measure from their Job Diagnostic Survey- This measure involves five
statements which masure generai satisfaction. The reliabdïty of this msaunrent has been reported
to have a Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of .82 (Hogan and MarteIl, 1987)- These variables
were nieasured on a f i e point Likert type scale ranging tiom (1) Disagree to (5) A p e . Cronbach's
aIpha reliabïiity coefficient for this study on the general satisfaction rneasure was -71.
The relationship between the smgle item masure of satisfaction and the general satisfaction

scde was examined, It was found that there was a correlation between these two measures of -71
which was si@cant

at p < -001. As a result, the single item measure was mcorporated mto the

general satisfaction scale and one measure of jo b satisfaction used for this study. Cronbach's alpha
reliability coefficient of tais combined scale was -78.

Cornmitment
Allen and Meyer (1990) identified three components of organizational commitment,

aective, normative ancl continuance commitment.

Primarily the affective and continuance

commitment measures have been used in research (AUen and Meyer) and were adopted for this
study. Employees with a strong affective commitment are believed to remain with an organization

because they want to. Employees with a strong continuance cornmitment remain because they have
to. Hackett, Bycio and Hausdorf (1994) note that studies "have demûnstrated acceptable intemal
consistençy reliabilities" and ''have supported the existence of at least three distinpishable facets

of this model" They also noted that there has k e n some debate about a fourth compnent whereby
the contmuance commitment scale may break down mto two distinguishable scales mvolving
personal sacrifice and lack of job alternatives. On testÎng this proposition, they found that the three

factor model was supported.

Reliabilitty for the two scales has been reported as: affective

cornmitment -87 and continuance commiment -75 (Allen and Meyer, 1990). Cronbach's alpha
reliability coefficient m this study for these scales was affective c o ~ t m e n -80
t and continuance
commitment -74.
Affective and contmuance commitment were measured usmg the instruments developed by
Meyer and Anen (1990). Each =ale involves eight (8) items and is scored on a five point Likea type
scale rang& f?om (1) Disagree to (5) Agree.

Civic V i e
Robinson and Morrison (1995) state that of the five organizational citizenship behaviours
identified, civic vime is the one most clearly directed at the organization. This snidy incorporated
this variable as a measure of ernployee extra-role behaviour usmg an instnirrient developed by

Mackenzie, Podsakoff and Fetter (1991). This inst-nt

involves three statements: 'Xeeps up"

with developments in the agencykompany; Reads and keeps up with the agency/company

announcements, messages, memos, etc.; Attends functions that are not required, but that help the
agency/company image. These statements were modified slightly to fit an agree/disagree response
format- Employees were asked to respond to these statements on a five point Likert type =ale

ranging iÏom (1) Disape to (5) Agree. Cronbach's alpha reliabïiity coefficient in this study for this

scale was -57. The reason for the Iow reliability is not known.
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Intention to Remain
Employees were asked to respond to the following four statenients: 1) 1would prefer a job
other than the one 1 am in; 2) 1have thought about chmghg !km smce beginning to work for my
firm; 3) If1 have my way, 1 wiü be working for this firm 3 years fromnow; and 4) I intend to remain

with this fiTm. These questions are an adaptation of questions developed by Chatman (199 1) and
used by Robinson (199@. Chatman did not report reliability idormation. Robinson reported a
Cronbach's alpha reliabiiity coefficient of -86, The statemnts were modified to fit an agreeldisagee

response fonnat. Intentions to rernain were measured on a five point Likert type scale ranghg fiom
( 1) Disagree to

(5) Agree. Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficient in this study for this scale was -80.

Tmst in Employer
Employees' trust m their employer was measured using the seven item scaie fiom Robinson
(1996). This masure reflects the dimensions of trust identified by Gabarro and Athos (1976)- Items

include '? believe my employer has high integrity" and "Ican expect my employer to treat me in a
consistent and predictable fashion." Trust was measured on a five pomt Likert type scde ranghg
from (1) Disa@ee to (5) Agree. Robinson reports Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficients of -82
and, -87 in rneasurermnts at two different thes. Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficient in this study

for this scale was -62.

Performance
Mannheim, Yehuda and Ta1 (1997) w te the dficulty in obtaining objective and reliable
performance data and the wncern about usmg self-rated mfomiation. They found m their study that

where they had supervisor performance ratïngs (n = 338), there was a -81 comelation with selfratings. They asked subjects to rank thek level of performance as a percenrile of CO-workersand as
a self-performance r a t a . They reported a mean of 88.4, a standard deviation of 6.74 and a

Cronbach's alpha reliability coeffiçientof -56. RobÏnson (1996) asked subjects ho w they would rate
their work perfûrmance and how they thought their employer would rate their performance. She

found the two masures to have a comelation of -84 and as a combined measue to have a mean of
4.45 on a five pomt scale with a standard deviation of -57-The hi&

means (88.4%and 89%

respectively) and relatively sm;ùl standard deviations of these two studies mdicate that people tend
to rate themselves on average just under the top 10% of the scale. With this in d d , three
statements on performance were utilized: 1) My performance would rank me in the top ten (10%)
percent compared to my CO-workers;2) 1 would rate my performance to be excellent, on a scale
ranghg fiompoor to excellent; 3) My supenisor would rank my perfomiance in the top ten (10%)

percent of the people reporting to hÏm or her. The subjects were asked to respond to these statements
on a five pomt Likert type scale m g h g h m (1) Disagree to (5) Agree. Cronbach' s dpha rehability
coefficient for this study on this scale was -80.

Testing of Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 1 States that there will be a set of obligations that will be shared by most
employees across a variety of organizations. This hypothesis was tested by examining the means and
standard deviations of employees' responses to each of the obligations m the two sets of questions.

Obligations wili be considered to be s h e d by empbyees where the results indicate that (based on
the mean minus 2 standard deviations) 95% of the population represented by this sarnple wouid score

these obligations at a three (3) or higher. For example, an obligation, where the responses resulted

in a mean of 4.0 with a standard deviation of -50, would be judged as shared by most employees as
this would mdicate that approximately 95% of the population represented by this sample would score

this question as king korn fairly obligated (3) to obligated (5).

Hy pothesis 2.
Hypothesis 2 predicts that there wiU be a sipificant relationship between employers'
attitudes about any given obligation and employees' attitudes about the conespondkg obligation.
This hypothesis cornes fiom curent theory which suggests employees' psychologïcal contracts are

"shaped by the organization" (Rousseau, 1995) and fkom belief theory which suggests beliefs are
influenced by externai authority. To test this hypothesis, each factor for employer and employee
obligations created as a result of the exploratory factor andysis of employees' attitudes about
obligations descrï'bed above was comparai to the corresponding factor for employers' attitudes about
employer and employee obligations- For example, factor 1 created fkom the factor analysis of
employees' attitudes about employer obligations wïll be compared with factor 1 fiom the employers'
attitudes about employer obligations. This factor, created fiom the two sets of data fkom employees

and empIoyers, contain the same group of obligations. It reflects employees' and their employers'

attitudes as to the level of obligation the employer has to fulfill this obligation factor. It is the
relationship between e q l oyees' and employers' attitudes about the sanie factor that w as exminedCorrelation analysis was used to examine this relationship. The correlation between employee' and

employer' attitudes about each factor was examnled separately.

Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 3 predicts that employees' work values vdl be sipificantly related to employees'
attitudes about obligations beyond what can be accounted for by employers' attitudes about
obligations. This hypothesis cornes fkom the argument that work values capture a person's direct
sensory experience, directly influence attitudes about obligations and influence a person's

perceptions of the promises and expectations of the employer.

To reduce the number of relationships king examined, the factors for work values, employer
obligations and employee obligations were used The three work values factors were used with the
four employee and employer obligation factors. In addition, as demographic characteristics may also

influence employee' attitudes about obligations, they were also utilized in the analyses.
Regession analysis was used to determine the influence of work values on employees'
attitudes about obligations, The analysis was run as a three step procedure. Each Obiigation factor
w a examined separately. Tbe regression equation m step one was as foliows:

ernployee's attitude about factor n (EEFn) = a,, + b,,demographic variables @Vn)

The second step was as follows:

employee's attitude about factor n (EEFn) = a,, + b, DVn + b, employer's attitude
about factor a (ERFn)

In the third step, the complete set of work value factors were added to each of the equations. The
regression equation m step three was as follows:

EEFn = % + b, demgaphiç variables + b, ERFn + b, work value 1 .... ..... + & work
value k

Ifemployees' work vahies nifluence their attitudes about obiïgations, work values should be
sigufïcantly related to employees' attitudes about each of the obligation factors over what can be
accounted for by demgaphics and employers' attitudes about the same oblîgation factor. The
significance of work value(s) and the change m R2 between step two and step three was used to
determine the influence of work values on employees' attitudes about employee and employer
obligations.

Hypotheses 4a and 4b.
It is a premise of this thesis that employees wïü judge the -nt

of psychological

contract tenns, where there is a hiph level of obligation to fuIf?ll the tenns, as beneficial to their weil
being. Tenns, c a . g a high obligation to fulfiu whiçh will not be W e d , would be judged by

employees as negative to thek weii king. Fulfillment or non-fulfillnient of terms where there is a
low level of obligation to füifïll wiil have lower or minimal impact of employees' sense of well
being. This thesis M e r proposes that it is the overail fultillment or violation of all of the terms

in each haK of the psychological contract (employers' obligations and employees' obligations) that
deterniines employees' work outcome of emotions, attitudes and behaviour.

Hypothesis 4a proposes there wiU be a direct relationship between employees' beliefs that
they have fidfïlled their portion of the psychological contract and their work outcomes. Hypothesis
4b proposes there will be a direct relationship between employees' beliefs that theu employers have

fulfiIled the employer's portion of the psychological contract and employees' work outcomes. The
variables in these hypotheses are OveraIl Fulfillnient of Employee Obiigations (4a), Overd
Fulfillment of Employer Obligations (4b) versus employees' work outcoms.

As we do not h o w how employees determine fulfillment or violation of their psycholo@cal
contracts, these hypotheses wiU be tested usmg two dBerent approaches for employees' beliefs
about the fulfillment of their contracts. The first approach assumes that overall fulfillnient is a
gestalt in that employees do not thmk about the full?llnient of individual contract terms but rather

detennine füEüment based on an integrated pattern of acts and experience. The second approach
assumes employees do think about and distiaguish between individual contract te-

and create an

overall stmmary in their minds of the fiilfillrrient of those terms.
The first approach used the single item or overall question mvolvnig their beliefs about the
f u m n t of obiigations by themselves and their employer as the basis for testmg the hypotheses-

This single item question related to employer obligations was asked as follows: 'Fundamental to the

employment relationship are the obligations empbyers and employees owe to each other. Consider
for a moment the obligations your employer owes you. On an o v e d basis, is your employer

fulnlling its obligationsto you?'' Employees were asked a similar question related to employees'
obligations to their employers. Employees' overall beliefs about how well theïr employers have
fulfilled employer obligations to them was correlated with each work outcome. A second set of

correlation analyses were nm ushg employees' overall belief about how well they have fulfilled their

obligations to their employers and employees' work outcornes.
The second approach is based on the proposition that substantial fulfilbnent or violation of
a person's psychological contract involves a function of the fbHlhmnt or violation of mdividual
contract teras and the level of obligation for each t e m As previously suggested, <bis function is
a summation of employees' beliefs about the level of obligation to fullill as nieasured at time 1

multiplied by their belîefs in regards to the depee each obligation has k e n fulfilled as measured at

time 2. This summation for employees' beliefs m regards to the extent employers have hiltilled the
employers' portion of employees' psycholo@calcontract was made as follows:

Fulfillment of Employer Obligations = SUM (ERO, x ERF, t ERO, x E q + - - - - - - -

+ ERO, x ERFJ
where: ER0 = Employer Obligation Score at tinie 1

ERF = Employer FulfillITient Score at time 2

A similar calculation was made for employees' beliefs regarding the fulfiIlment of their portion of
the psychological contract.

The basis for this summation is that psychological contract theory asserts that it is the overall

fullillment or violation of employees' psychological contracts that leads to their work outcornes
rather than the fidfïhent of specific individual terms in the contract.
The fulfillmentof obligation instrummts are scored on a s a l e ranging fkom 1 to 5. These
scores were converted to range from -2 to +2 to create positive and negative values for the te-.
The reason for these conversions is to ensure the resultnig calculations are consistent with the

propositions that fdtïlhent of hi& obligations is positive for employees, violation of hi@
obligations is negative, and that neither fulfillment nor violation of low obligations has minimal
Îapact. The score for fUiUment of each employee' obligation term nieasured at t k 2 ( two to six
months afier hire) was nniltiplied by the level of obligation nieasured at tirrie 1 (within two weeks
of hire). This calculation resulted in fulfZZlment of hi& obligation terms receivhg a cdculated score
of +IO, violation of high obligation temis receiving a -10, neither fulllllrnent nor violation received

0, and f d f ï h e n t or violation of ternis where there is no obligation to fulaU.ranged fkom -2 to +2.
Table 3-8 summarizes the possible results for each contract tena

Table 3-8 Calculated Contract Term Results

level of
obligation

The result s of these calculations for each contract term m the employee obiigation set of
terms was s m d . The ~~lllllliations
shodd result m a range of scores for overail fdfilbent o r

violation of employee obligations. E q l oyees, who are categorized with a negative summation, are
employees who believe they have, or w ill, violate their contract obligations to their eniployers.

E q l o yees, who are categorized with a positive summation, are employees who bekve they have,
or will, fÙlfill their contract obligations to their employer.
A smiilar calculation and sunimation was made for employer obligations. Ernployees, who

are categorized with a negative sumnation, are employees who believe their employer has, or wiU,
violate the employer's contract obligations to the employee. Employees, who are categorized with
a positive surumation, are employees who believe their employer has, or will, fulfill the employer's
contract obligations to the employee. The smmation of employees' beliefs about the fulfillment
of their obligations and their employers' obligations were used as variables m separate conelation
analyses with each of the outcorn variables.

Hypothesis Sa, 5b and Sc
It is a proposition of this thesis that employees' beliefs about the overall fullillment of both
components (empIoyee and employer obiigations) of the* psychological contracts interact with each
other and influence employees' emotions, attitudes and behaviours. It is also proposed that this
interaction is not a h e a r relationship. For example, employees who believe they have completely

fuW e d their obligations may experience either positive or negative work Outcomes depending on
their beliefs about how well their employers have W e d their obligations. It is expected that an

employee, who has not fulfilled hisher obligations but the employer either has or has not, will
experience work outcomes somewhere between these two extrexnes. As both employees and

employers can either fulollor violate their portion of employees7psychological contracts, employees
were categorized as f&g

into one of four groups.

Group A are employees who believe that both they and their eniployers have fùlfiUed their

obligations to each O ther. Group B are employees who feel that they have fulfilled their obligations
to their employer but their employer has violated its obligations to them. Group C are employees

who believe they and their employer have violated their obligations to each other. Group D are
employees who believe their employer has fidtïlled its obligations to them but they have violated
their obligations to the? employer.
Hypothesis Sa proposes that group A employees will have sipificantly higher positive
affectivity, twt, affective cornmitment,job satisfaction, performance, intentions to remab and civic

virtue behaviour, and lower negative affectivity than employees m groups B, C, and D. Hypothesis
5b proposes that group C and D employees wïü have si@cantly

higher positive affectivity, trust,

affective commiûmnt, job satisfaction, performance, intentions to remain and ci*

virtue behaviour

and lower negative affectivity than employees m group B. Hypothesis Sc proposes that group C

employees' positive Sectivity, negative afkctivity, trust, affective conmitment, job satisfaction,
performance, intentions to remain and civic virtue behaviour will not be siFrniflcantlydserent fiom
those of g o u p D. Note that positive and negative affectivity in this study were nieasured as a state
in that subjects were asked how they felt in general about their job over the past month.

Employees' beliefs about how well the two coqonents of their psychological contract has
k e n fidfilled on an overall basis was measured in two ways as d e s m i d under hypotheses 4a and

4b. This was done ushg the responses to the single item question and the scores resultmg fiom the
summation of individual terms. Only one employee reported having violated their employee
obligations on the overall question- This lack of reported violations may be the result of self-serving
bias, self-esteem or ego defence. No employees were found to have violated their obligations on the
calculated aeasure. Few employees reported violations by their employer on either masure. As

a result the above analysis could not be conductedAlthough the analysis could not be fonducted as proposed, it was decided that an
examination of relationships between employees experiencmg h i e r or 10wer levels of fidiïhmnt
might be fi-uitfiu- Employees were effectively assigned to groups by dichotomizgg the results of the

measures based on the mean values of employee scores for fiWhnent of their obligations and their
employers' obligations to them This was done using the scores from the overaii and calculated
(summation) masures of fulnllment. Two-way analysis of variance was used to test the hypotheses
for 'both sets of groups created through the overd and calculated measures of fulfillment and each
work outcome variable. A füil factorial mode1 was used as the prîmary h r e s t was m detennining
if there were interactions between the two mdependent varîables which moderated the dependent

variable. Where sigdicant interactions occurred the participants were assigwd to groups as
discussed on pages 44 and 45 and shown m figure 2-3 on p2ge 45. The contrasts procedure m one-

way analysis of variance was used to test whether the interactbn was as predicted.

Chapter 4

Analysis of Data and Hypotheses Testing

Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the data and hypotheses testing as
described in the preceding chapter. The chapter begins with an examination of relationships between
the demographic variables. Each of the hypotheses developed in Chapter 3 are tested using data
collected from the subjects of this study, concluding with the testing of hypotheses Sa, 5b, and Sc.
Data and statistical results tables are presented throughout the chapter. Discussion of the results of
the testing is presented in the following chapter.

Demographics
Information on sex, age, union membership, position, full time work experience, and
education level was collected for the subjects in this study. These data were either nominal or
ordinal in nature. The relationships beîween them were subsequently examined using the Crosstabs
procedure in SPSS 10 and the results are shown in Table 4-1.
There were four significant relationships between these variables. Women in this study were
more highly educated than men. Age was positively related to full time work experience and
education level. Education level was positively related to holding a higher level position.

Table 4- 1 Relationships Between Demographic Variables

- Variables

N

df

Chi'

Sig.a

Dep.

Sex/Age

Sex

SexNnion

Sex

Sex/Position

Sex

SexNorkexp.

Sex

SexEducation

Sex

Agemnion

Age

Age/Position

Age

Age/Workexp.

Age

Age/Education

Age

Union/Position

Union

UniodWorkexp.

Union

UnionEducation

Union

Position/Workexp.

Pos.

PositiodEducation

Pos.

Workexp./Education

tau

Error

Sigb

Wrkex

Note: Chi' = Pearson Chi-Square; Si8.a = asymptotic significance of Pearson Chi-Square; Dep. = dependent variable
in Goodman & Kniskal's directional test; tau = Goodman & Kruskiil tau; Error = asymptotic standard error; Sig+b=
significance based on chi-square approximation

Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 proposed that there would be a set of obligations shared by most employees
across a variety of organizations. Tables 4-2 and 4-3 show the minimum recorded score, mean and
standard deviation for employees' responses to employee and employer obligations. In ail cases, the
maximum recorded score was 5. As a result of missing data, the number of respondents for each
variable ranged from 116 to 123.

Based on the development of the employee and employer obligations instrument, it was
anticipated that up to fourteen employee obligation variables and up to twelve employer obligation
variables would be regarded as important by most ernployees across ernployers. These data indicate
that nine (9) employee obligations and three (3) employer obligations had means and standard

deviations such that, based on the rnean minus 2 standard deviations, 95% of the population
(represented by this sarnple) would score these obligations at a three (3) or higher. These obiigations
are highlighted with bold font. The resuits provide moderate support for hypothesis 1. It would
appear from the data that there are several obligations that employees believe are central to an
employment relationship.

Table 4-2 Minimum Recorded Score, Mean, and Standard Deviation for Employee Obligations
Ranked by Mean

Min

Employee Obligations

Mean

-

Std. Dev.
3

Do your work thoroughly, completely and accurately
Be punctual and in attendance a t work
Exercise good judgement and make good decisions
Use your work t h e effectively and work diligently during
working hours
Follow the instructions or directives of your supervisor or
other managers

Respect and obey your supervisor
Be open, honest and above board in al1 matters related to the
organization
Control my emotions and respect organizational members
and customers at al1 tirnes
Work effectively with, contribute and commit to the success
of groups and teams
93

J

Employee Obligations

Min

Maintain the confidentiality of information in al1 dealings inside
and outside the organization
Be flexible, show initiative and anticipate what needs doing and
do it
Act professionally inside and outside of work

Conform to organizational n o m s for dress, language and
behaviour
Continua11y upgrade your skills and knowledge
Make do with the resources you have
Do not reveal information which is contradictory to the
organizations stated position
Be loyal to, trust, support and promote the organization and
refuse to support cornpetitors

Maintain yourself physicalIy
Conform to managements preferences for reporting and
presentation styles
Represent the organization favourably to outsiders
"Go the extra mile" for the organization
Do things that make your supervisors job easier
Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and collaborate on
problems, work practices or changes
Work extra time, expend extra effort, learn new skills and
contribute beyond the job requirements
Adapt to the organizations culture, instill organizational values
in subordinates
Do work that is not part of your job and cover the work load of
absent employees
Know the politics of the organization and customers and how
politics affects your manager and group

94

Mean

Std. Dev.

EmpIoyee Obligations

Min

Mean

Std, Dev.

Conforrn to expectations or instructions even though they may
not be made clear to you

1

3.264

1.153

Help organize social events, attend al1 organizational fûnctions
and socialize with organizational members

1

3.016

1.116

Accept al1 occupational hazards

1

2.900

1.439

Provide services to customers or clients even though you may
not be qualified to do so

1

2.878

1.296

Give my time and energy to the benefit and needs of the
organization regardless of my needs or personal cost

1

2.853

1,164

1
2.051
1.156
Flatter, captivate, fawn on,or curry favour with management
Note: Variables highlighted in bold font - 95% of the population would score these variables at 3 or
higher on a 5 point scale
Table 4-3 Minimum Recorded Score, Mean, and Standard Deviation for Employer Obligations Ranked by Mean

Min

Mean

Std. Dev.

Treat you fairly and equitably and ensure there is no
favouritism or discrimination

2

4.520

0.7 16

Respect your privacy and ensure you are safe and can feel
safe in the workplace

1

4.512

0.657

Not ask you to do anything that is unethical, immoral or illegal
and punish employees who behave this way

1

4.462

0.957

Provide adequate training and resources to do the work

2

4.442

0.668

Provide training to help you keep up in your field and prepare
you for other opportunities

1

4.365

0.781

Encourage hannony, resolve disputes and ensure managers are
not oppressive, intimidating, dictatorial or manipulative

1

4.347

0.738

Provide you wi th a job in which you can be honest and maintain
your integrïty

1

4.3 19

0.964

Provide clear communication on orgmization goals, policies and
-changes

1

4.276

0,760

- Employer Obligations

Employer Obligations

Min

Mean

Std, Dev.
I

Stnctly adhere to employment legislation and its wrïtten policies
and procedures
Ensure managers accurately represent and support you to upper
management
Have reasonable expectations,job requirements, work Load and
hours of work for you
Provide a comprehensive benefit package

Ensure salaries and benefits are competitive with other
employers
Provide the freedom to express one's views
Provide the opportunity to participate in and influence decisions
which affect you
Provide incentives for hard or extra work
Provide rewards which are based on performance and
determïnedthrough properly done performance evaluations
Promote good social relations among employees
Provide you with a realistic career path and involve you in
detennining your career path
Recognize the stressful nature of your work and provide relief
Recognize that your family cornes f m t and be flexible with
employee' needs to attend to family matters
Keep its promises and support your actions regardless of the
circumstances
Respect your right to join a union
Cover the cost of belonging to associations related to your work
Tell employees when they have reached their maximum career
potential
Allow you the freedom to do things as you want or see fit
Note: Variables highlighted in bold font - 9 5 8 of the population would score these vari-ables at 3 or
higher on a 5 point scale

Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 proposed that there would be a significant relationship between employees'
attitudes about any gïven obligation and employers' attitudes about the same obligation. Table 4-4
shows the correlations between employees' and employers' attitudes about employee obligations for
the four (4) factor solution of employee obligations. The relationships of interest are the correlations
between employees' and employers' attitudes for the sarne factors.

These relationships are

highlighted with bold fonts. None of these factors were significantly related to each other.

Table 4-4 Correlations Between Employees' and Employers' Attitudes About Employee Obligation
Factors
Employees' Attitudes

1

2

3

4

5

1 Extra-Role
Behaviour

(-82)

2 Conscientious

.236*

(.80)

3 Conforrn

,475**

.234*

(-74)

4 Confidentid

202*

.418**

.310**

(-64)

-.O58

-145

.O52

.O71

-

-.393**

.O33

-.O38

-.121

-439**

6

7

Employers' Attitudes
5 Extra-Roie
Behaviour
6 Conscientious

-

* significant at p < 0.05, ** significant at p c .01, brackets in the diagonal indicates the
reliability; bold font indicates the correlations of interest for hypothesis 2

8

Examination of the individual variable correlations indicates five variables are related at the

p c -05 si-Mficance level. These relationships are shown in Table 4-5- It is noteworthy that two of
the five relationships are negative. This is not consistent with hypothesis 2 which was that
employees' and employers' attitudes about employee obligations have a positive significant
relationship.

Table 4-5 Correlations Between Employees' and Employers' Attitudes About Employee Obligation
Variables

1 EmpIoyee Obligation Variable

1

1
1

Corr.

Sig.

Be open, honest and above board in al1 matters related to the organization

-264

-004

Do thiigs that rnake your supervisors job easier

-.208

-024

Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and collaborate on problems,
work practices or changes

-263

,005

Represent the organization favourably to outsiders

-.298

-001

-261

-005

1 Maintain yourself physically

Table 4-6 shows the correlations between employees' and employers' attitudes about
employer obligations for the four (4) factor solution of employer obligations. Similar to the above,
the relationships of interest are employees' and employers' attitudes about the same factor. These
relationships are highlighted with bold fonts. Only one factor, Safety, was significantly related at
the p < 0.05 level. Examination of the individual variable correlations indicates three variables are
related at the p < 0.05 significance level. These relationships are shown in Table 4-7. It is noted that
one of the three relationships is negative. As above, this is not consistent with hypothesis 2.

Table 4-6 Correlations Between Employees' and Employers' Attitudes About Employer Obligation
Factors
Employees' Attitudes

1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

1 Rewards
2 Respect Employees
3 Freedom
4 Safety

Employers' Attitudes

5 Rewards
6 Respect Employees
7 Freedom

8 Safety
* significant at p < -05, ** significant at p < -01,the numbers in brackets are reliabilities; bold font
indicates the correlations of interest for hypothesis 2

I

Table 4-7 Correlations Between Employees' and Employers' Attitudes About Employer Obligation
- -

- ..

Employer Obligation Variable

Corr-

Sig.

Provide you with a realistic career path and involve you in determining your
career path

-.208

-025

Respect your right to join a union

-21f

.O24

Provide you with a job in which you can be honest and maintain your
in tegri ty

-187

-044

One concem with the above correlations was that the same employer's response was utilized
nurnerous tirnes for a given class of employees within any given employer's organization. This

violates the assumptions that the employers' data is nonnally distrïbuted and independent. This
suggests a nonparametric statisticai approach might be more appropriate.
99

Although there were no correlations between ernployees' and employers' obligation attitudes
as measured in Table 4-4, it was possible that employees and employers rnight rank their attitude
factors in a sirnilar way. To check for this, each employee obligation attitude factor was divided by
the number of variabies comprising the factor. This procedure standardized the factor values. The

factors were then ranked and Spearman's rank correlations run for the factors to compare employees'
and employers' rankings. Table 4-8 shows these correlations. Employers d l ranked employee
obligation factor 3 as their lowest rank across d l employees. Correlations could not be calculated
for this variable as it was a constant in the employers' data. As can be seen in this table, there were

no significant relationships between employees' and employers' rankings of the same obligation
factor.

Table 4-8 Spearman's Rank Correlations Between Employee and Employer Attitudes About
Ernployee Obligations

I

Employee Attitudes

1

2

3

4

5

6

I Extra-Role Behaviour
2 Conscientious
3 Conforrn
4 Confidential

Employer Attitudes
5 Extra-Role Behaviour
6 Conscientious
7 Conform

8 Confidential
* significant at p < 0.05, ** significant at p < -01, brackets in the diagonal indicates the
reliability; bold font indicates the correlations of interest for hypothesis 2

7

8

As above, Speannan's rank correlations were run on the data for employees' and
employers' attitudes about employer obligations- Table 4-9 shows these results. The results
were sirnilar to those achieved in the Pearson correlations analysis. Only the employees' and
employers' attitude of safety was significantly related to each other.

Table 4-9 Spearrnan's Rank Comelations Between Employees' and Employers' Attitudes About
Employer Obligation Factors
Employees' Attitudes

1

1 Rewards

-

2 Respect Employees

1 3 Freedom

2

423

-

--285**

--.O42

3

4

5

-

6

7

8

-

Employers' Attitudes

5 Rewards

.IO8

-.O95

-.148

.O80

6 Respect Employees

- 117

,070

-147

-.304**

.591**

-

7 Freedom

-187

.O00

-009

-.143

.707**

-.105

-

-.209*

-.O44

-.O71

.289**

.309**

-.526**

-.726**

1 8 Safety

-

* significant at p < -05, ** significant at p < -01,the numbers in brackets are reliabilities; bold
font indicates the correlations of interest for hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 is rninimally supported by these data.

Of the eight correlations of

corresponding employees' and employers' obligation attitude factors, only one factor, Safety, was
significantly correlated with the other. This factor contained three variables; promote good social
relations arnong employees, provide a comprehensive benefit package, and respect employees rights
to join a union. Analysing the data on a continuous and ranked basis produced these results.

In addition, on1y eight of a potential fifty-nine employees' attitudes about individual

obligation variables were related to employers' attitudes about the same variable. Three of the eight
relationships are in the opposite direction to that expected based on theory. It would appear that even
on individual variables there is little agreement between employees and employers on what
obligations are owed the other, at least in the very early stage of employment. Recent theory has held
an underlying assumption that employers influence employees' attitudes about mutual obligations

(Rousseau, 1995). These results would suggest that employers have minimal influence on the
attitudes employees hold at the time of hiring.
The lack of support for the proposition that employers influenced employees' attitudes about

obligations begged the question as to whether or not employees and employers were completely out
of sync with each others' attitudes. In order to examine this question, standardized means of the
attitudes of al1 ernployees and employers were calculated and ranked. Means were standardized by
dividing the mean by the number of variables compnsing each obligation attitude factor. Means,
standardized means and ranks are shown in Table 4-10.

Although there is minimal congruence between employers and their specific employees, as
can be seen in Table 4-10, ernployees and employers generally rank the importance of obtigations

in the same order.

Table 4- 10 Means. Standardized Means and Ranks for Employee and Employer Obligations
~~~~~

Employee
Mean

Employer
Mean

Standardized
Employee
Mean

Standardized
Employer
Mean

Extra-Role
Behaviour

30.2

28.8

3-78

3 -60

3

3

Conscientiousness

27.3

26.7

4-56

4.45

1

2

Confidentiality

8-4

8.9

4.2 1

4.47

2

1

Rewards

24.5

25.5

4.08

4.25

2

2

Respect for
Employees

22.0

22.9

4.40

4.59

I

1

Freedom

17-7

17.8

3 -54

3 -57

4

4

S afety

11.7

12.4

3.89

4-13

3

3

Employee
Obiigations

Employee

Rank
-

I

Employer
cank

-

Employer
Obligations

Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 proposed that employees' work values would be significantly related to
employees' obligation a t t i ~ d e sbeyond what could be accounted for by employers' attitudes.
Regression analysis was used to test hypothesis 3. As 1was interested in exarnining the influence
of employees' work values on their attitudes about obligations, the eight employees' attitude factors
about obligations (from the factor analysis of employee and employer obligations) were used as the
dependent variables in separate regression analyses. The demographic variables, the employers'
attitude factors which comsponded to that of the employees, and the three work value factors were

used as the independent variables in each regression analysis. 1 was particularly interested in

whether or not employees' work values influenced their attitudes aboiit obligations over what could
be accounted for by the corresponding employers' attitudes about obligations. In addition,
demographic variables may aiso explain employees' attitudes about obligations. To control for
demographics and employers' attitudes, the demographic variables were entered as the first step, the
related employers' attitude factor was entered as the second step and the three work value factors
were entered as the third step in the regression anaiysis.
The results of the regression analyses for employees' attitudes about employee obligations
are shown in Table 4-11.

Neither the demographic variables nor employers' attitudes were

~i~gnificantly
related to employees' attitudes about employee obligations. However, employees' work
values were significantly related to the employees' attitude factors of Extra-Role Behaviour and
Conscientious. The introduction of work values into the regression equations resulted in a
significant change in the F statistic and explained 12.4% and 13.7% of the variance in these two
factors. The change in R
' from work values was significant at p = -003and p = -001for Extra-Role
Behaviour and Conscientious respectively.
An examination of the ernployees' attitude factors and individual work value factors
indicated that the work value factor of environment was positively related (standardized beta = -325,
t = 2.941, p = -004) and the work value factor of career (standardized beta = -.283, t = -2.520, p =

.O13)was negatively related to the employees' obligation attitude of extra-role behaviour. In the case
of conscientious, the work value of environment (standardized beta = .339, t = 3.116, p = .002) was

positively related to this factor. These retationships are s h o w in Table 4-12.

m
m
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Table 4-12 Relationships Between Employees' Attitudes About Employee Obligations and
IndividuaI Work Value Factors From the Regession Analysis

7

Employee Attitude

Work Values

Extra-Role Behaviour

Environment
Career
Environment

-339

Conscientiousness

Standardized
Coefficient Beta

t

Significance
of t

-325

2.94 1

-004

-.283

-2.520

-013

3.1 16

.O02

The same approach, as for employees' attitudes about employee obligations, was used to test
the relationship of demographic variables, employers' attitudes and employees' work values on

employees' attitudes about employer obligations. The results of the regression analyses are shown
in Tables 4-13 for the four employer obligation factors.

Demographic variables were significantly related to the employees' attitude factor of safety.
Work experience (standardized beta = 4 9 9 , t = -1.961, p = -053) and education (standardized beta
= -.182, t = -1.738, p = -085) were negatively related to this factor. There were no signiticant
relationships between employers' attitudes about employer obligations and those of employees.
The introduction of employees' work values into the regression analyses of employer
obligations resulted in significant relationships with the four employee attitude factors. In al1 cases,

work values resulted in a ~ i ~ d f i c achange
nt
in the F statistic. The amount of variance explained by
work values ranged frorn 11-3%to 15.3%.
An examination of the individual work values factors indicated that the work value of

environment had a significant positive relationship with the employer obligation factors of
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rewards (standardized beta = -232, t = 2.069, p = .041), respect for employees (standardized beta =
-369, t = 3.384, p = .001), and safety (standardized beta = -333, t = 3.21 1, p = -002). These
relationships are shown in Table 4-14. It would appear that employees' need for a supportive
environment was highly influential of their attitudes that employers were obligated to provide good
work rewards, respect employees and to provide a safe environment. In the case of the obligation

factor freedom, the work value motivators (standardized beta = .293, t = 2.847, p = -005) was
significantly related to this obligation factor. Employees who value aspects of their work that
involve meeting their motivational needs believe employers are obligated to provide the freedom in
their jobs to meet those needs.

Table 4-14
Relationships Between Employees' Attitudes About Employer Obligations and
Individual Work Value Factors From the Regression Analysis

Employee Attitude

Work Values

Standardized
Coefficient Beta

t

Significance
of t

Rewards

Environment

,232

2.069

-041

Respect for Employees

Environment

-369

3.384

,O0 1

Freedom

Motivators

-293

2.847

-005

Safety

Environment

-333

3.21 1

.O02

These results support hypothesis 3. Work values would appear to be related to employees'
psychologïcal contracts as measured in this study. There were significant relationships between
employees' work values and both employees' attitudes about their obligations to their employer and
their employers' obligations to them. m e s e relationships appeared even when the analysis

controlled for demographic variables and employers' attitudes regarding obligations.

Hypotheses 4a and 4b
Hypotheses 4a and 4b proposed that there would be a relationship between employees'
beliefs regarding the fulfillment of obligations and their work outcomes. Prior to exarnining these
relationships, the relationships between demographic variables and outcome variables was
considered. As shown on Table 4-15, there are few relationships. Sex is related to self-reports of
performance. Men rated their performance higher than did women. Age was related to affective
comrnitment. Education was negatively related to intent to remain.
Hypothesis 4 was tested using correlation analysis. Two sets of variables were used to
indicate employees' and employers' fulfillment of their respective obligations. The first were two
single item questions which asked employees, on an overall basis, whether their employer was
fulfilling its obligations to them and whether they were fulfillïng their obligations to their employer.
The second set were variables for employees' and employers' fulfillment of obligations based on a

surnrnation of the fulfillment of individual obligations. This calculation involved the multiplication
of the importance of each obligation as measured at the time of hiring by its reported fulfillment as
measured several months after hirîng and the results surnmed (see the methods section for a
description of the calculation). These two sets of fulfillment variables were then related to outcome
variables. The results appea. in Table 4-16.
As can been seen in Table 4-16, the two measures of fulfillment are significantly correlated.
The question measurïng the overall fulfillment of employee obligations has a correlation of -306(p

<.05)with the caiculated measure of employee obligation fulfillment. There is a stronger correlation
(r = S06,p < -01)between the overall measure of the organization's fulfillment of its obligations and
the calculated measure of this variable. The scores for employee and employer hlfillment within

Table 4-15 Correlations Between Demographic Variables and Outcome Variables
Dernographics

Sex

Age

Union

Position

Outcornes

Work
Experience

Education

Job Satisfaction
Affective Cornmitment
Continuance Cornmitment
Civic Virtue
Performance
Intent to Remain
Trust
Positive Af fectivity
Negative Affectivity

a given measurement form were significantly correlated with each other at -296 (p c -05) for the
overall measures and -561 (p < -01)for the calculated measures.
It would appear, for these subjects, that people who rated their employers' fulfillment of
obligations as high or low also rated their own fulfillment of obligations high or Iow respectively.
These latter correlations may reflect employees' actual beliefs as to how well each party has done
in fulfilling their respective obligations.

Psychological contract theory would suggest this

relationship should occur as employees who believe their employers are fulfilling their obligations

would be more inclined to fulfill their own. These results may also corne frorn a tendency for some
portion of the subjects to rate dl variables at the higher end of the scales while others rate al1
variables at the lower end. There is no way of determining which has occurred.

Table 4-16 Correlations of Emnlovers' and Em~lovees'Fulfillment of Obligations and Outcoine Variables
eefg

erfg

empf

orgf

pa

na

satis

affco

contc

civic

perf

eefg

-

erfg

.296*

-

empf

.306*

.328*

-

orgf

.22 1

.506**

,561**

-

Pa

,206

,412"

,409**

,527"

(-89)

na

-.441**

-.274*

-.219

-.297*

-.275*

(.76)

satis

,228

.454**

.313*

.543**

.542**

-.219

(.78)

affco

.281*

.563**

.487**

,707"

.609**

-.330*

.603**

(,80)

contc

-,O78

,203

-.163

,080

,046

,194

,026

,139

(.74)

civic

.O23

,229

.377*

,242

.540**

-,IO1

,197

.390**

,061

(-57)

perf

.317*

,052

,289*

.124

,405**

--,126

,041

,185

-.IO7

.586**

((.go)

remn

,048

.293*

,182

.456**

.468**

-.191

.625**

.674**

,204

.284**

,097

remn

trust

(.80)

trust ,214
.444** .527** .643** ,560"
--.275* .601** .710** ,091 .340** ,131 ,399** (,@)
significant at p = .05, ** significant nt p = .Ol, parentheses on diagonal indicate variable reliability
kgend: eefg - fulfillment of employee obligations - overall question; erfg - fulfillment of employer obligations - overall question; empf fulfillment of employee obligations - cülculated; orgf - fulfillment of employer obligations - calculated; pa - positive affectivity; na negative affectivity; satis -job satisfaction; affco - affective cornmitment; contc - continuance cornmitmeni; civic - civic vinuc; p r f performance; remn - intent to remain; trust - trust Note: n sizes for the correlations ranged between 58 and 63.

The overall measurernent of employees' obligation fulfillment has a significant positive
correlation to the outcome variables affective comrnitment and performance, and has a negative
correlation to negative affectivity. The calculated measure of employees' obligation fulfillment is
sipificantiy and positively correlated to positive at-fectivity, job satisfaction, affective comrnitment,
civic virtue, performance, and trust- The calculated measure produced stronger results than did the
overall rneasure and, therefore, would appear to be a superior method of measuring employees'
fulfillment of their obligationsThe overall measurement of employers' obligation fulfillment has significant positive
comelations with the outcome variables positive affectivity, satisfaction, affective cornmitment,
intent to remain, and trust. Xt was negatively correlated to negative affectivity. The calculated
measure of employers' obligation fulfillrnent was also significantly correlated with these variables
at the same Ievels of significance. There were higher correlations between outcome variables and
the calculated measure compared to those with the overall measure. This would suggest that the

calculated measure may be superior to the overall measure in measunng employees' beliefs about
the fulfiliment of employer obligations.
As there were significant correlations between several of the outcome variables, multivariate

repession analyses were conducted using the measures for overali fulfillment and calculated
fulfillment of employer and employee obligations as the independent variable and the nine outcome
variables as the dependent variables. The four models were significant at the p =.O01 level based
on Pillai' s Trace. The significance of the relationship between the individual outcome variables and
the fulfillment variables were the same as those found in the correlation analyses. The results are

shown in Table 4-17.

Table 4-17 Muhivariate Regession Analyses of Fulfillment Variables and Outcome Variables
FulFillment
Overall
Employee
Obligation

Calculated
Employee
Obligation

Overall
Employer
Obligation

Calculated
Employer
ObIigation

Outcome Variable
Positive Affectivity
Negative Affectivity
Job Satisfaction
Affective Cornmitment
Continuance Cornmitment
Civic Virtue
Performance
Intent to Remain
Trust
Positive AfTectivity
Negative AfTectivity
Job Satisfaction
Affective Cornmitment
Continuance Cornmitment
Civic Virtue
Performance
Intent to Remain
Trust
Positive Affectivity
Negative Affectivity
Job Satisfaction
Affective Cornmitment
Continuance Cornmitment
Civic Virtue
Performance
Intent to Remain
Trust
Positive Affectivity
Negative Affectivity
Job Satisfaction
Affective Cornmitment
Continuance Cornmitment
Civic Virtue
Performance
Intent to Remain
Trust

Mean Sq.

R' (Adj R2)

F

Sig-

131-65
270.76
65.37
136.37
14.44
O. 13
21.O7
2-07
50.19

-042 (-026)
.194(.181)
.O52 (-036)
.O79 (-063)
.O06 (--010)
-001 (--016)
-101(-086)
-002 (-.O 14)
-046(-030)
-163 (.148)
.O47 (.030)
.O99 (-083)
-236 (-222)
-030 (-012)
-144(-128)
.O85 (-069)
.O35 (-018)
-278 (.265)
.168 (-154)
-075 (-059)
-207 (.194)
-316 (-304)
.O40 (-024)
.O53 (.037)
-003 (--014)
.O88 (-073)
-197 (.184)
.283 (-271)
.O89 (-073)
.295 (-283)
-501(-493)
.O07 (--010)
.OS8 (-042)
-015 ( - m l )
.208 (. 195)
-4021.3925

2.610
14.479
3.288
5.1 19
.392
.O32
6.749
- 145
2.870
10.880
2.773
6.177
17.305
1.711
9.398
5.2 14
2.025
2 1.530
12.092
4.839
15.666
27.693
2.507
3.352
-170
5.774
14.760
23.274
5.746
24.675
59.348
,400
3.653
-916
15.508
39.657

-111
<.O0 1
,075
-027
,533
.858
.O12

500.64

62.74
121.63
389.15
6 1-68
31-16
15-87
28.47
294.39
529.73
103-94
260.52
547.8 1
89.19
13.06
0.58
75-69
2 17.08
742.79
121.08
365.59
860.09
14.14
12.17
3.01
175.44
425-64

-705

.O95
-002
,101
.O16
<.O01
-196
.O03
.O26
- 160
<.O0 1
-001
.O32
<.O0 1
<.O0 1
-119
.O72
-682
.O19
<.O0 1
<.O0 1
.O20
<.O0 1
<.O0 1
-530
.O61
.342
<.O0 1
<.O1

Hypotheses 5a, 5b, and Sc
Hypothesis 5 proposed that there would be an interaction between the two cornponents of an
empioyee's psychological contract. Unfortunately, the data from the subjects in this study did not
Iend itself to this analysis. Ideally, 1needed a nurnber of employees to report scores below the mean
of the scale. For the overall measure, this would be scores below the mid-point of four, For the
calculated measure, this would be scores below zero, In the case of the overall measwements of
fulfillment of employer and employee obligations, six people reported scores of 3 or less on the
employer fuIfiIlment measure and one person on the employee fulfillrnent measure. For the
calculated measures of fulfillment, six people had calculated scores below zero for employer
fulfillment and no one had calculated scores below zero on the employee fulfillment calculation.
Part of the difficulty with obtaining adequate data was that almost al1 of the responders had remained

with the employer. 1 may have received more negative reports on employer fulfillment if 1 had
received data from more of those who had Ieft. This may have solved the problem regarding
employer fulfillment but not likely the problem with employee fulfiIlment. There is no reason to
believe those who had left would report employee fulfillment scores which would be different from
those who stayed. As a result, almost al1 employees were in the category of both parties fulfilling
their obligations with few if any employees in the other categories. A reasonable number of
employees had to be in each category to test hypothesis 5.
Although hypothesis 5 could not be tested as it was originally conceived, people who had
higher scores on the overall or calculated fulfillment of their and their employers' obligations were
compared to those who had lower scores. This was done in two ways. Fùst, regression analysis was
used to determine interaction effects of employer and employee fulfillment. Fulfillment by

employees and employas was treated as a continuous variable. Second, two-way analysis of
variance was used to examine interaction effects. This was done by dichotornizing emptoyees based

on the fulfillment of their obligations and again based on fulfillment of their employers' obligations.
They could then k categorized in groups as indicated in Figure 4-1 and relationshïps with work
outcome variables examined:

Figure 4- 1Employee Groups
Higher Employer Contract
Fulfillrnent

Lower Employer Contract
Fulfillment
- -

Group B

Higher Employee Contract
FulfiIZment
Lower Employee Contract
Fulfillrnent

I

Group D

I

Group C

This resulted in the following distribution of groups for the overall and calculated measures
of contract fulfillment as shown in Tables 4-18 and 4-19.

Table 4-18 Groups Created from the Overall (single question) Fulfillment Measure
Overall Fulfillment Measure

Higher Ernployee Contract
Fulfillment
Lower Employee Contract
Fulfillment

Higher Employer Contract
Fulfillment

1

I
;

Lower Employer Contract
Fulfillment

29

16

8

10

1

I

Table 4-19 Groups Created from the Calculated Fulfillment Measure
Higher Employer Contract
Fulfillment

Cdculated fulfillment
mesure

Lower Employer Contract
Fulfillment

Higher Employee Contract
Fulfillment
Lower EmpIoyee Contract
Fulfillment

1

As can be seen in Tables 4-18 and 4-19, the overdl measure produced a somewhat better
distribution of employees in the diffecent categones. One difficuky with the overall measure was
that most employees score their own fulfillment in the upper portion of the scaie. As a result, an
imbalance between the number of subjects in the higher employee contract fulfiihnent grwps versus
the lower employee contract fulfillment groups was produced when the employees were assigned
to different groups based on their fulfi1L.nent score. The range of scores on this measure was from
3 to 7. Thirty-two of sixty-three participants scored this measure at 6. As a result, these people, plus

those who scored the measure at 7, were placed into the higher fulfillment group leaving only
eighteen people for the lower fulfillment group. The high concentration of groups in the Group A
and Group C categories in the calculated fulfillment measure distribution may have occurred because
of a tendency for some people to score al1 variables high o r low. Although, if this was the case with

these subjects, it should w c u r in the overall measurement results as well.
There was a concem that the relationship between the interaction term and the work outcome
variables might not be Iinear. If this was the case, regression analysis would not be appropriate and
results would have to be treated with caution. The regression analysis did not produce any
significant interaction effects and, therefore, the above concern was moot.
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Two-way analysis of varÎance was used to test for interactions between ernployees' and
employers' fulfillment of their obligations and the individual work outcome variables, The SPSS

10 procedure of Univariate Analysis of Variance was used to detemine if there were any interactions
between the two independent variables that moderated the work outcome variables. The two-way

analysis of variance results for the overall or single item fulfillment measure is shown in Table 4-20.
The same analysis for the calculated fulfillment measure is shown in Table 4-21.

Table 4-20 Two-Way Anaiysis of Variance Between Employees' Overall Fulfillment, Employers'
-Overall Fdfillment and Work Outcome Variables
Wcrk Outcome Intercept & Independent Type III Sum df
Mean
F
Sig.
Variable
Variables
of Squares
Square
of F
F

Positive

In tercept

58839.38

1

58839.38

Affectivity

Employer Fulfillment

455.98

1

455.98

10.12

-002

Employee Fulfillment

4.78

1

4.78

-11

-746

ERF x EEF

6.83

1

6.83

.15

.698

2657.87

59

Error

-

- -

Negative

Intercept

Affectivity

Job Satisfaction

45.05
--

-

-

14124.59

1

Employer Fulfillment

159.31

1

159.31

9.13

-004

Employee Fulfillment

117.93

1

117-93

6.76

.O12

ERF x EEF

128.72

1

128.72

7.38

.O09

Error

1029.05

59

17.44

2 1310.97

1

21310.97

1405.5

c.001

Employer Fulfillment

269.24

1

269.24

17.75

c.001

Employee Fulfillment

4.36

1

4.36

0.29

-594

-65

1

-65

0-04

-836

894.58

59

15.16

30960.98

1

30960.98

1462.9

<.O01

Intercept

ERF x EEF

-

-

1306.1 <.O01

Error

14124.59 809.82

<.O01

Affective

Intercept

Cornmitment

Employer Fulfillment

433.86

1

433.86

20.50

c.001

Employee Fulfillment

14.95

1

14.95

0.71

-404

-

Type III Sum
of Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.
of F

78.59

1

78.59

3.71

.O59

1248-67

59

21.16

339 18.99

1

33918.99

933.8

<.O01

Employer Fulfillment

87.41

1

87.41

2.41

-126

Employee Fulfillment

14-96

1

14.96

0.41

-523

ERF x EEF

3.O7

1

3-07

0.09

-772

Error

2 142-95

59

36.32

Intercept

5 105.5

1

5105.5

1280.3

~.001

Employer Fu1fillment

11-15

1

11.15

2-80

-100

Employee Fulfillment

1.13

1

1.13

0.28

S95

ERF x EEF

-643

1

-643

0.16

-689

Error

235.27

59

3.98

Intercept

5 197.3 1

1

5197.31

Employer Fulfillment

0.11

1

0.11

0.03

-855

Employee Fulfillment

7.53

1

7.53

2.21

-142

ERF x EEF

0.36

1

0-36

0.1 1

-745

200.72

59

3-40

Work Outcome
Variable

Intercept & Independent
Variables

Affective

ERF x EEF

Cornmitment

Error

Continuance

Intercept

Commi tment

1

\

J

Civic Virtue

Performance

Error

--

-

Intent to

Intercept

Remain

895 1.43

1

8951.43

707.4

<.O01

Employer Fulfillment

102.19

1

102.19

8.08

.O06

Employee FulfilIment

1.81

1

1.8 1

0.14

-706

57.79

1

57.79

4.57

.O37

746-55

59

12-65

33730.95

1

33730.95

2426.8

<.O01

Employer Fulfi llment

262.30

1

262.30

18-87

<.O01

Employee Fulfillment

<.O 1

1

<.O 1

0.001

-976

ERF x EEF

14.49

1

14.49

1.04

-311

820.05

59

13.90

ERF x EEF
Error
Trust

1527-7 <,O01

Intercept

Error

As shown in Table 4-20, the interaction between employees and employers fulfillment of
their respective obligations, as measured as a single item, are related to two work outcome variables-

These were negative affectivity and intent to remain. Table 4-21 indicates there were no significant
interaction effects for the calculated fulfillment variables and work outcornes.

Table 4-2 1Two-Way Analysis of Variance Between Employees' Calculated Fulfillment, Employers '

Type III Sum
of Squares

df

Mean
Square

57703.64

1

57703.64

Employer Fulfillment

23 1.96

1

231.96

6.23

.O16

Employee Fulfillment

88.89

1

88.89

2.39

-128

ERF x EEF

6.24

1

6.24

-168

,684

Error

2008-47

54

37.19

Negative

Intercept

12063-43

1

12063.43 532.79

<.O01

Affectivity

Employer Fulfillment

19.64

1

19.64

0.86

-356

Employee Fulfillment

24.162

1

24.162

1.07

-306

1.O97

1

1.O97

0.05

-827

1222.67

54

22.64

2 1210.74

1

21210.74

Employer Fulfillment

246.07

1

246.07

15.93

<.O01

Employee Fulfillment

8.10

1

8.10

,525

-472

ERF x EE9

1.15

1

1-15

.O75

-786

54

15.44

Work Outcome
Vari able

Intercept & Independent
Variables

Positive

Intercept

Affectivity

ERFxEEF
Error
Job Satisfaction

Intercept

834.03

Error
-

Affective

Intercept

Cornrnitment

- -

F

Sigof F

1551.4 <.O01

1373.3 c-001

- ---

29497-28

1

29497.28

Employer Fulfillment

231.13

1

231.13

13.39

-001

Employee Fulfillment

173.23

1

173.23

10.04

-003

<.O 1

1

<,O 1

-004

-949

932.13

54

17.26

ERF x EEF
Error

1708.8 <.O01

Type III Sum
of Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.
of F

31533.42

1

31533.42

895.39

<.O01

Variable

Intercept & Independent
Variables

Continuance

Intercept

Cornmitment

Employer Fulfillrnent

35.88

1

35-88

1-02

-317

Employee Fu1fillment

68-00

1

68.00

1.93

-170

-382

1

-382

.O11

-917

Error

1901.74

54

35.22

Intercept

4754.32

1

4754-32

Employer Fulfillment

,260

1

-260

.O8

-775

Employee Fulfillment

5.7 1

1

5.7 1

1.81

-184

ERF x EEF

0.38

1

0.38

0.12

-729

170.12

54

3.15

5062.9 1

1

5062.91

1673.8

<.O01

Employer Fulfiilment

,786

1

-786

0.26

.612

Employee Fulfillment

4.734

1

4.734

1.56

-216

ERF x EEF

6.24

1

6.24

2.06

-157

163.33

54

3.O3

8360.18

1

8360.18

760.58

<.O01

Work Outcome

ERF x EEF
Civic Virtue

Error
Performance

htercept

Error
-

-

1509-1 <.O01

-

Intent to

Intercept

Rernain

EmpIoyer Fu1f i llment

164.85

1

164.85

14.99

c.001

Employee Fulfillrnent

4 . 01

1

4.0 1

-007

-936

ERF x EEF

4 - 01

1

4.01

-001

-974

Error

593.55

54

10.99

3 1695.80

1

31695.80

2485.5

<.O01

Employer Fulfillment

76.68

1

76.68

6.01

.O17

Employee Fulfillment

105.28

1

105.38

8.25

-006

-28

1

-28

.O2

-881

688.60

54

12.75

Trust

Intercept

E R . x EEF
Error

A test of hypotheses Sa, 5b and Sc was in order for the interactions found for negative

afYectivity and intent to remain using the overall fulfillment measure. Participants were placed into
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groups as indicated in figure 4-1 on page 115 and the groups distinguished in a single variable. Oneway analysis of variance was m n individually for the outcome variables with the group variable as

the factor variable. Three contrasts were asked for: (1) comparing group A to groups B, C and D;
(2) comparing group B to groups C and D; and (3) comparing group C to D. The contrast matrix is

shown in figure 4-2. The contrast tests are shown in Table 4-22.

Figure 4-2 Contrasts for the One-Way Analysis of Variance
Overdl

FulfiIIment

Groups
1

"

Contrast

A

B

C

D

1

1

-.33

-.33

-.34

2

O

-1

-5

-5

3

O

O

1

-1

TabIe 4-22 Contrast Tests for Negative Affectivity and Intent To Remain

1

Value of
Contrast

Std. Error

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

1

-19

-92

-209

59

-835

2

.74

1.23

-609

59

-550

3

-5 .O3

1.69

-2.978

59

-004

Variable

Contrast

Negative

1

Intent To
Remain

Based on the contrast test results for negative aectivity, it appears that hypothesis 5a is
supported. Whereas hypotheses Sb and Sc are not supported. It would appear from these results that,

for negative affectivity, Group A has significantly lower negative affectivity than do the other

groups. In the case of contrast 2 related to hypothesis 5b, it would appear that group B has lower
negative affectivity than do groups C and D. This is contrary to what was proposed. Group C would
appear to be significantly different than group D with a higher level of negative affectivity. This is

also contrary to what was proposed. The contrast results for intent to remain do not support any of

the hypotheses. Groups A and B do not appear to be significantly different from the other groups
to w hich they were contrasted. Group C appears to have a sipificantly lower intent to remain than

does group D.
In order to explore the interactions more fully, group means were examined and post hoc tests

were run on the two outcome variables and the grouping variable. Bonferroni's multiple cornparison
test was used to examine the differences in the groups. Group means are shown in Tables 4-23 and
4-24 and the post hoc tests in Tables 4-25 and 4-26 for negative affectivity and intent to remain

Table 4-23 Group Designation and Ce11 Means for the Work Outcome Variable Negative Affectivity
Overall Measure of
fulfillment

Higher Employer Contract
Fulfillment

1 Higher Ernployee Contract 1
FuifiIlment

1

Lower Employee Contract
Fulfillment

1

Lower Employer Contract
Fulfillment

Group A
15.14

Group B
15*50

Group D

Group C
2 1.80

15.00

1

I

Table 4-24 Group Designation and Cell Means for the Work Outcome Variable htent to Remain

Overall Measure of
fulfillment

Higher Employer Contract
Fulfillment

Hi gher Employee Contract
Fulfillment

l

Lower Employee Contract
Fulfillment

1

Lower Employer Contract
Fuifillment

Group A
13.59

Group B
12.88

Group D
16.13

Group C
11.10

Table 4-25 Post Hoc Test for Negative Affectivity (Bonferroni' s Multiple Cornparison)
I Group 1
Group J
Mean Difference (I-J)
Std. Error
Significance
A

B

-0.362

1.300

1-00

Table 4-26 Post Hoc Test for Intent T o Remain (Bonferroni's Multiple Cornparison)
Group J
Mean Difference (14)
Std. Error
Significance
Group 1

1

These data do not support hyptheses 5a, 5b, and Sc. It was anticipated that there would be
an interaction between employees' and employers' fulfillment which would moderate work outcome

results. Interactions occumed in only two cases involving the single variable measure and those two
interactions were not as proposed. It was proposed i n hypothesis Sa that employees' and employers'
fulfillment would interact in such a way that, where both parties were seen as fulfilling their
respective obligations (group A), employees would experience work outcomes which were
significantly better than the outcomes of the other three groups (group B, employee hilfillsemployer
violates; group C, both violate; and group D, employer fulfills- employee violates). Although it
appeared that was the case in the one-way analysis of variance with the contrasts procedure for
negative affectivity, further ânalysis indicated that this did not occur in either of the two cases where
interactions were prevalent. In the case of negative affectivity, group A had outcomes that were

superior to those of employees in group C . Group A's outcomes were not different than those of the
other two groups, however, including the group where employees believed they had fulfilled their
obligations but their employer had not. In the case of the outcome variable intention to remain,
employees in group A had outcomes that were not significantly different than those of groups B, C,
and D. It was also proposed in hypothesis Sb that group B employees would experience significantly

poorer work outcomes than groups C and D. This did not occur in the two cases where interactions
occurred. Hypothesis Sc proposed that the outcomes of groups C and D would not be signïficantly

different. In both cases, these two groups were significandy different.
These results indicate that employees, who experience violation or at least a lower level of
fulfillment of obligations by both themselves and their employers, experience significantly higher
levels of negative affectivity than d o other employees with different experiences. In addition, it is
the employees, who report that their employers are fulfilling employers' obligations while they are
not fulfilling their obligation, that have significantly higher intentions to remain than do employees
where both parties are not fulfilling their respective obligations.

Chapter 5

Discussion

Introduction

This study extends the psychological contract literature in a number of areas. First. it takes

a step ionvard in providing a comprehensive instrument for measuring psychological contracts.

Second, it increases Our understanding of the source of psychological contracts. 1will discuss the
influence of societal obligations, demographic variables, employer obligation attitudes and employee
work values on the development of an employee's psychological contract. Third the study examines

the role of fulfillment of obligations by both employees and employen on work outcomes. Fourth,
it examines the extent to which employer and employee fulfillment or violation of their respective

obligations interact to predict employees' work outcomes. Finally, the study suggests some
interesting avenues for future research.

Sources of Psychologid Contracts

Measurement Instrument
Past empirîcal research has tended to rely upon an instrument developed by Rousseau,
(1990). The instrument was developed utilizing the input of Human Resources Managers. 1have

argued that this instrument has two pnmary weaknesses. Firstiy, there are relatively few variables

in the instrument. The number of obligations that may exist between an employer and an employee
would appear to be much p a t e r than the number contained in that instrument. Secondly, these
variables are relatively explicit in nature in that they would appear to be the issues discussed in the
employment inteniew. These weaknesses likely occurred as a result of the perspective of the people
used in the instrument development and the author's view of psychological contracts as an exchange
of promises. The instrument items would appear to be pnmary concerns of human resource
managers.
The discussions of Levinson et al. (1963) and Schein, (1965 & 1980) suggest that the

obligations which employees' believe exist between themselves and their employers may be more
extensive, diverse and, in some cases, more subtIe in nature than proposed by Rousseau. The
idiosyncratic nature of these contracts would aiso suggest a diversity of potential contract terms. An
instrument that reflects a broad range of employees' attitudes regarding their employment
relationship would appear to be needed to capture the scope of employees' psychological contracts.

In the design of this study, it was deemed important to go beyond the few explicit obligations
researchers have considered in the past and attempt to identiQ a broader range of potential
obligations. The development of the instruments used to measure the two components of employees'
psychological contracts in this study involved employees and managers in the initial questionnaire
development, and employees in their refinement. The two lists of obligations developed for this
study include items which may be discussed during the employment process as well as items which
are not likely discussed but are, nonetheless, important to employees. As a result, the instruments

should better reflect the issues that are important to employees than do currently available alternative

instruments.

The content of Rousseau's instrument, may have also led to the development of the
transactional/ relational dichotomy of employees' psychological contracts. Because of the explicit
nature of the items and their relatively srnail number, they may have naturally clustered into what
would appear to be short term monetary items and longer term socio-emotional items. Although not
part of this study, a two factor solution was exam-ned for these data. For employee obligations, the

fint factor appeared to represent the extra-role behaviours of going wyond the job requirements.
It was defined by variables such as 'going the extra mile', 'working extra timefexpending extra

effort', 'adapting to the organization's culture', and 'doing work that was not part of the person job'.
The second factor was related to k i n g conscientious and conforming to the job requirements, of
doing the job well. It included variables such as 'using one's tirne effectively'. 'doing one's work
thoroughly, completely, and accurately', 'exercising good judgement/maki-ng good decisions', and
'following the instructions of one's supervisor'.
In the case of employer obhgations, the first factor reflected the organization's treatment of
its employees. This included the employer's obligations to 'treat employees fairly and equitably',
'providing clear communication', ' not asking employees to do anything unethical, illegal or
immoral', and 'ensuring managers accurately represent and support subordinates'.

The second

related to employees' nceds on the job. It included obligations for the employer to 'allow employees
the freedom to do things as they see fit', 'provide employees with realistic career paths', 'provide
the freedom to employees to express their views', and 'cover the costs of belonging to associations'.
In the cases of both employee and employer obligations in this study, there did not appear to be a
short / long term nor an instrumental / socio-emotional dichotomy to the factors.

There are some limitations to the two instruments developed for this study which will be
discussed later in the paper, Despite limitations, however, the instruments do appear to capture a
broad range of employee concerns. These instruments represent a good step towards a more
comprehensive measurement instrument of psychological contracts but they need additional
development.

Sources Introduction
The sources of employees' psychological contracts proposed in this study were societal
obligations, the ernployers' obligation attitudes and employees' work values.

In addition,

demographics were controlled in the analysis as factors such as gender or age rnight explain some
of the relationships. Of the potential sources identified in this study, only one set of variables were
clearly related to employees' psychological contracts. This was ernployees' work values. Significant
relationships were found between employees' work values and their attitudes regarding both their
obligations and their employers' obligations. The relationships between societal obligations,
employee demographics and employer obligations, and employees' psychological contracts was
minimal. Based on this study and these data, it appears that ernployees' work values influence the

development of employees' psychological contracts whereas employers' attitudes, societal
obligations and demographics have minimal influence on this development.

Societal Obligations
Consistent with hypothesis 1 and suggested by Rousseau (1995)' societal obligations appear
to influence employees' attitudes about obligations. Based on the critena that societal obligations

would be deemed to influence employees' psychological contracts, if ninety-five percent of the
population represented by this sample would score the importance of an obligation at three or higher

on a five point scaie. nine employee obligations and three employer obligations would fit this
criteria. Using a more stringent criteria, based on the percent of the population represented by this
sarnple who would score these variables at a four or five, it would appear that only six employee
obligations and two employer obligations would be scored at these levels by more than 50% of the
population. These results would suggest that societal obligations have an influence on ernployees'
psychological contracts but that this influence may not be particularly strong.

Employer Attitudes
There was virtually no support for hypothesis 2 which proposes that employers' attitudes
about obligations will influence employees' attitudes. This study found only one significant
correlation between employers' and employees' attitudes factors. This was the safety factor. This
result was consistent across the two methods of data treatment, continuous and rank. The factor

safety consisted of the obligations to provide comprehensive benefits. to respect employees right to
join a union, and to prornote good social relations. Considering the relatively low reliability of this
factor and the relatively high variability of employees' responses for each of the component
variables, the relationship is surprising. These data would indicate that employers and employees
seem to have congruent attitudes about these issues. However, the relationship between the
employers' attitude and that of the employees for this factor was not significant in the regression
analysis. Demographic variables were significantly related to employees' attitudes about their
employers' obligation to provide a safe environment and accounted for most of the explained

variance in the regression mode1 that included demographics and the employer's attitude. The
correlation between employees' and employers' amtudes on safety would appear to be a function of
the nature of the people that the employer hired rather than the influence of the employer on
employee attitude formation.
As it was possible that there may be a number of core obligations that are generally agreed
to and accepted by al1 parties within a given organization, correlations were run on the individual
obligztion variables. The results of this analysis indicates that there is minimal agreement between
the organizational agent's view of individual contract terms and the view of the employees k i n g
hired. There were only eight significant relationships and three of them were in the opposite

direction to that which was predicted. This would suggest some of the positive relations might be
spurious. Based on this study, employers' attitudes regarding employer and employee obligations
do not appear to be a source of employees' psychological contracts.
Considering the theoretical position of many psychological contract scholars that employers'
promises and expectations influence employees' psychological contract attitudes, the lack of support
for this proposition is surprising. These findings bring into question the explicitly stated assumption
underlying much of the psychological contract literature that employees' attitudes about mutual
obligations result from some form of understanding or negotiation with the employer during hiring.
It also brings into question the prescriptions for management denved from that assumption. It has
been suggested that if managers want to change the employment arrangement, they can do so by
negotiating a new deal with employees (for examples see Rousseau, 1995, 1996; Harriot and
Pemberton, 1996;Hendry and Jenkins, 1997). This may not be the case. Al1 employees in this study
completed their questionnaires after starting with the orgmization, and in many cases, went through

an orientation w ith the organization. Organizational agents had ample opportunity to reject
applicants whose attitudes did not conform to those of the organization. They aiso should have had
ample opportunity to align the attitudes of those they did hire with the organization's attitudes. The
fact that this study indicates there is minimd conpence between the organizations' and new hires'

obligation attitudes, casts serious doubt on whether the organization has much, if any, influence on
employees' psyc hological contracts, at least in the short term.
One weakness in the measurement of employers' attitudes towards obligations was that the
questionnaire was completed by only one person in each organization. These people may have
conveyed their own biases on obligations rather than a representation of the organizations' attitudes.
However, these people were senior people in their organization's Human Resource department. As
such, they interact with managers in al1 functional areas, establish human resources policies, and are

involved in the recruiting, hiring, and employee orientation processes. Consequently, one wouid
expect them to have a fairly representative view of their organization's attitudes. They should also
exert influence on who is attracted to the organization and ultimately hired. On the other hand, the
responses of these managers to obligation questions would cover a broad spectrum of employees.
Their views may represent an average organizational attitude that covers a quite diverse group of
employees and departments. An attempt was made to control for this problem by asking the
managers to complete questionnaires for three different classes of employees. This may not have
been adequate.
The combined responses from a broader range of managers rnight have resulted in a truer

representation of the organization's attitudes towards obligations. However, if the organization is
going to be seen as the other party to the contract, and not organizationai agents, the organization's

attitude about any given obligation term or factor would have to be a single response. If the
organization's attitudes are a prime determinant of employee' attitudes, the responses of al1 or most
employees should correspond to the organization's attitude. One possible reason there is minimal
significant relations between organizational and employees' attitudes is that the responses from
ernployees in any given organization in this study are quite variable. A survey instrument that
exactly captured the organization's attitude about obligations would not likely result in a greater
number of significant relationships between organizations' and employees' attitudes due to the
variability in employees' attitudes. This appeared to be the case for both obligation factors and
individual variables.
Al t hough there was minimal agreement between employers and employees w ithin

organizations, the ranking of obligation factors by al1 employers and employees was virtually the
same. Employers and ernployees ranking of conscientiousness and confidentiality were reversed.
However, the employers' rnean of these two factors were almost identical and with more employer
data could easily be reversed. This would bring them in line with employee rankings. These results
wouId indicate that on an overail basis employers and employees have the same attitudes about the
importance of different types of obligations. Employers and employees would appear to be in sync
with each other and are not operating in different worlds.

Demographics
Although not proposed in the body of this paper, another potential source of psychological
contracts relates io an individual's demographic background. It was found, in this study, that only
two demographic variables were significantly related to employees' attitudes about obligations.

Work experience and education level were negatively related to the employer's obligation to provide
a safe environment. Increased work experience and education rnay result in higher levels of selfefficacy. This rnay lead to less need for protection from the organization, other employees or Iife's
contingencies. Employees with greater work experience or education rnay view their work from the
perspective of a career. They rnay be better paid or rnay believe they have better prospects of
advancement and higher pay. Promotion of good social relations or unions rnay be seen as a bamier
to their ability to advance in their career.

Work Values
Consistent with hypothesis 3, employees' work values were a source of psychological
contracts. Employees' work values were significantly related to their attitudes regarding ail
employer obligations in this study. Work values were also significantly related to two of the four
attitude factors regarding employee obligations to their employer. These significant relationships
occurred despite controlling for demographics and employers' influences and the fact that
employees' obligation attitudes were measured d e r they started working for their employer.
The work values instrument used in this study involved desired work outcomes or what one

gains from one's work. In this context, it is not surprising that there is a significant relationship
between employees' work values and their attitudes regarding employer obligations. Fulfillment of
obligations by the employer would be expected to produce those desired outcomes. The nature of
the work values instrument rnay also account for why there is not as strong a relationship between

employees' work values and their attitudes towards their own obligations. Employee obligations are

what employees' contribute to their employer. Psychological contract theory suggests a reciprocal
relationship between employee and employer obligations. It may be that employee obligations and
the work values used in this study are related through employer obligations. In other words,
employer obligations operate as intervening variables between employee obligations and empioyees'
work values. Although these results indicate there is a connection between employee obligations
and employees' desired work outcornes, it appears to be less direct than in the case of employer
obligations.
Of the relationships between individual work value factors and employees' obligation attitude

factors, the work value factor of environment was found to be very important. The value employees
placed on a supportive environment, involving the favourable work aspects of supervision, policies,
coworkers and moral values, was related to most of their obligation attitudes. Employees' attitudes
about their obligations to go beyond the job requirements and to do their job well were directly

influenced by their need for a supportive environment. These results would suggest that employers

who wanted employees to feel a strong obligation to do their job well and go beyond the job
requirements need to pay particular attention to creating a positive work environment for employees.
The work value factor of environment was also significantly related to employers' obligations
to provide rewards, respect for employees and safety in the work place. These results indicate there

is a relationship between what employees want in terms of a job environment and what aspects they
believe their employers are obligated to provide within that environment.
The negative relationship between the career work value factor and employees' attitudes

about their obligations to go beyond the job requirements was surprising. This result is counter
intuitive. One would expect that employees who wanted higher pay and advancement opportunities

would feel obligated to perfonn extra-role behaviours. A possible explanation is that employees
hi& in the career work value are intemally focussed. They may be primarily interested in their own
welfare. Employees low on this work value may be more extemally focussed* They may be
interested in how they c m contribute. Another possibility is that employees high on this work value
may intend to provide extra-role behaviours in exchange for higher pay and advancement but do not

feel they are obligated to do so. Employees were asked to report on their attitudes about obligations
and not on their work intentions. Further analysis is needed to understand the stability of these
findings and their explanation-

The final relationship of note was between the work value of motivators and the employer
obligation to provide some freedom on the job. These results indicate that people who are looking
for work that they find motivational expect employers to provide them with some level of freedom
in the job.
Work values would appear to strongly influence employees' psychological contracts. What
is not clear from these results is whether one set of beliefs, work values or psychological contract
attitudes, precedes the other. Both work values and psychological contracts were measured at the
same point in time. Levinson et al. (1963) and Schein (1965, 1980) suggest that psychological
contracts change over time as a person's needs change. BeIief theory suggests that values are, or

rnay, be the prernises from which attitudes are derived (Bem, 1970). This would suggest that work
values precede psychological contracts. On the other hand, although work values explain a
reasonable amount of the variance in employees' psychological contracts, the selected variables
failed to capture a large portion of the variance in these data. Therefore, a number of variables

critical to the development of employees' psychological contracts were not identified in the study.

Other variables may influence psychological contracts in ways that cause people to change their work

values to conform to their obligation attitudes. Additional work is required to find other variables
that are related to employees' psychological contracts and work vaiues- A study which utilized more
related variables and tracked employees over a number of years would likely clan@ the cause and
effect relationship between work values and obligations. Other potential variables will be considered

later under future research.

Surnmary of Sources
The results of this study indicate that employees' psycholo~caicontracts corne from within
themselves and are based on each employees' individual needs or values. Employer and societal
influences appear to have minimal effects on the development of newly hired employees'
psychological contracts. This would appear to be consistent with Martin, Staines and Pate' s (1998)
examination of the employability thesis versus an employee-driven demand thesis to explain why
an employer provided training. Their observations were that training was expected by employees.

Where it was not provided, employees considered the employer to have Molated their psychological
contracts. In other words, it was what employees expected from their employer that was important
and not what the employer was inclined to offer.
The results from this study aiso suggest an explanation to Robinson and Rousseau's (1994)

findings that, after two years of employment, most employees believe their employer had violated
their psychological contract. They had suggested the results indicated that, in order to attract
employees, employers may have knowingly made promises to employees that they could not keep.
This may have been the case in their study as it involved recent MBA graduates. It is equally likely

that employers had completed what they believed were their obligations to their employees. These
fulfilled obligations just rnay not have been the ones that employees believed existed Psychological
contracts are theorized to be idiosyncratic. The results from this study indicate that this is the case.
Employers who, in good faith, endeavour to fulfill the obligations they believe exist between
themselves and their employees are still likely to have a large number of employees who believe the
organization has violated their contracts.

It was interesting that employees would seem to beiieve that they have a greater number of
required obligations to their employers than do employers to them. This rnay be a function of the
newness of the employment relationship. New employees rnay feel a need to complete their side of
the employment bargain before they can hold the organization responsible for completing its side.
Research by Robinson, Kraaatz and Rousseau (1994) would suggest that over a p e n d of time
employees feel less obligated to their employer and the employer more obligated to them. A second
explanation rnay relate to employees' perception of the power relationship between themselves and
their employer. New employees rnay regard their employer as having a greater level of power in the
relationship resulting in employees believing that they have a larger number of required obligations
to their employer than does their employer to them.

An issue not addressed in this study is the extent to which employers hire employees, or

employees enter an organization, with a clear understanding of the incongruence in their attitudes.

It rnay be that in order to fulfill immediate needs, employers hire employees, and employees accept
offers from employers, knowing that their attitudes regarding obligations are not aligned. It may be
sufficiently dificult for employers to find employees and employees to find employers where there
is congruence between obligation attitudes that both parties accept the rnisalignment and the

potential turnover that results.
In addition, an area not examined in this study was whether, despite the disagreement on
obligations, employees and employers understood each others views of obligations. Although
obligations were reported for thi--eedifferent classes of employees, the employer7representatives who
responded to the questionnaires on obligations would be representing views that covered a broad
range of employees and functions. Employees only needed to report on their personal attitudes.

Levinson et al (1963) suggest that, on entering an employment relationship, employees and
employers tacitly accept the others expectations. It may be that, although there is not an explicit
agreement between employers and employees on obiigations, there is an understanding by the parties
of the others' perspective.
The socialization literature suggests a converse explanation, Employees enter organizations

only to find that a number of their expectations are not met by the organization (Louis, 1980). They
go through a surprise and sense-making process in coming to grips with the reality of the
organization (Louis, 1980). An extensive literature exists that is intended to help us understand the
concept of met expectations and its effects on attitudes and behaviours (Wanous, Poland, Premack
and Davis, 1992). Orientation of new employees to the organization is considered an important part

of newcomer adjustment to organizational Iife and most organizations now use forma1 orientation
training as part of the process of socializing newcomers (Saks and Ashforth, 1997).The socialization
literature cIearly indicates that employees enter organizations with beliefs about the organization,
what they can expect from the organization, and what the organization expects from them. A central
theme of this literature is that, in most cases, both parties may not be aware that their expectations
and attitudes are incongruent. Similar to the socialization literature, these findings indicate that

organizational agents and employees may not be aware that employees' psychological contracts are
not con,onient with the attitudes of the organization.

Variables Not Considered
As was noted in the results section of this thesis, there were a number of variables which

loaded strongIy on two factors. This occurred in the factoring of work values as welI as in the
factoring of employee and employer obligations. These variables were not included in the factors

as there was a desire to retain some level of independence between the factors. These variables are
clearly important to employees and need to be retained in future research. A larger subject base rnay

have resuIted in data that differentiated these variables sufficiently that they would have been
included in specific factors.

FulfWent and Outcornes

Fulfillment Measurement Instmments
Two methods were employed to measure the fulfillment of employees' psychological
contracts, These two methods were consistent with what has been used in the past. The first was

a single item question or overall question which asked employees, on an overail basis, if they and
their employer had fulfilled their respective obligations (see Robinson and Rousseau, 1994). The
second method involved asking employees to indicate the level of fulfillment of each obligation,
rnultiplying that response with the level of obligation and surnming the results (see Turnley and
Feldmm., 1999). The two measures were moderately comlated with each other. This would appear

to indicate that to some degree they measured the same construct. It also indicates that the
calculation method of measuring obligation fùlfillrnent is a valid method of measurement and it does
provide a measure of overall contract fuIfillment,
The calculation method did result in more and stronger significant relationships between the
fulfillrnent of each portion of employees' psychological contracts and the outcome variables. When
the subjects were placed in groups to examine the effects of employer and employees fulfillrnent in

combination, the results were similar but not identical. In some cases, the significant relationships
were with different outcome variable or between different groups. This suggests the two methods
measure psychological contract fulfillment somewhat differently.
Both methods of measurement appear to be satisfactory. Nevertheless, I would judge the
single or overall question method of measurement as superior to the calculated measure. First, it is
simpler for both the subjects and researchers. Second, it may be a more conservative method of
measurement owing to the fact that the associations it produced with other variables were fewer and
weaker than associations resulting from the calculated measure. It is less likely, therefore, to result
in type 1 errors (faise positives) but may produce type II errors (false negatives). Third, the single

question measure appeared to produce a somewhat better distribution of subjects into groups and
may be less prone to the problem of subject response bias. One weakness of a single item measure
is that reliability of the measure can only be determined through a test-retest cornparison. Further

work is required to determine if this measure of a person's psychological contract is reliable.

Demographics and Outcornes
There were very few relationships between dernographic variables and the outcornes

experienced by these subjects. Sex was positively related to self-reports on performanceApparently men are more inclined to rate their performance high versus the ratings provided by
women. Age was positive1y related to affective cornmitment. Older employees appeared to have
a positive sense of cornmitment to their employer. Intent to remain was negatively related to
education. People with lower education Likely do not see themselves as k i n g as mobile as those
with higher levels of education.

Employer Fulfillment
Consistent with the psychological contract literature, hypothesis 4a proposes that employer
fulfillment of employees' psychological contracts will be related to employees' work outcornes. The
two methods of measunng employees' beliefs regarding fulfillment, as indicated above, were
employed in this study,
The findings of this study indicates that higher levels of employees' beliefs that the

organization was fulfilling or would fulfill its obligations to employees results in greater positive
affectivity, job satisfaction, affective cornmitment, intentions to remain and trust in the
organizations, and lower negative affectivity. No significant relationship was found between
employees' beliefs regarding organizational fulfillment and continuance cornmitment, civic virtue
and performance. With the exception of civic virtue and performance, these results support
hypothesis 4a and previous theoretical and empuical work (Tumley and Feldman, 1999: Cavanaugh
and Noe, 1999; Larwood, Wright, Desrochers and Dahir, 1998; Robinson and Morrison, 1995;

Robinson, 1996). Employees who believe their organization is fulfilling its part of the employrnent
relationship are happier, more satisfied, trusting and committed to the organization.

Civic vi~tueand performance are the two behaviour measures in this study. They were highly
correlated (r = -59, p c .001). Considenng that Mannheim, Yehuda and Ta1 (1997) found a high
correlation between employees self-ratings of performance and those of their supervisors, employee
self-reports of their civic virtue and performance likely represent their actual behaviour. The lack
of a significant relationship with civic v h e and performance indîcates that fulfillment of employer
obligations does not appear to induce employees to go beyond the requirements of the job. In the
case of civic virtue, this conclusion needs to be tempered by the fact that the reliability of the
instrument used in this study was quite low. The failure to find a significant relationship may have
come as a result of this low reliability. In addition, the result for civic vutue is contradictory to the
results found by Robinson and Momsson (1995). They found a direct relationship between
employers' fulfillment of employer obligations and civic virtue. The different results may well come
from the use of different measurements for both civic virtue and fulfillment of employer obligations
in the two studies. If this is the case, it points to the need to standardize the measurement of these
constmcts.

It was expected that employers' fulfillment of its obligations would not be related to
employees' continuance commitment. This was confirmed. These results indicate that employees'
beliefs about this form of commitment are not affected by the degree to which organizations fulfill
their obligations. Employees with high continuance cornmitment apparently feel they have to remain
in the organization regardless of what the employer does.

Employee Fulfillment
Hypothesis 4b proposed employees' outcomes would be related to employees' fulfillment

of their portion of their psychological contracts. As above, fulfillment was measured using a single
item and a calculated measure. The two measures produced somewhat different results. The single
item measure was significantly related to affective commitment and performance and negatively
related to negative afTectivity. The calculated measure was significantly related to positive

affectivity, job satisfaction, affective commitment, civic virtue, performance and trust. Not retated
in either case was employees' continuance commitment and intent to remain- These results would

suggest that people who are happy in their job also bdieve they are fulfilling their side of the
employrnent bargain. It was noteworthy that those people who believe they are doing a better job
of fulfilling their obligations also report higher scores for civic virtue and performance. This result
was particularly strong for performance as both measures picked up this relationship. These results

suggest that employees who believe they are fulfilling their obligations may also tend to go beyond
the job requirements. Whatever factor drives employees to be better organizational citizens and

higher performers may also drive them to be better employees overall. One might expect that
employees who felt they had no other employment alternatives would be more inclined to fulfill their
obligations to their employer to help ensure their continued employment. As expected, however, this
was not the case. Whether or not people believe they have alternative employment options does not
appear to affect their fulfillment of obligations. It was interesting that employees who believe they
are doing better at fulfilling their obligations are no more inclined to rernain with their employer than

are those who are doing less well.

Fulfillment Interactions
It was disappointing that hypotheses 5a, 5b and Sc could not be tested. This study asked

subjects to rate their own performance in ternis of how well they had done or would do in fulfilling
their obligations. As researchers studying self-ratings of job performance have discovered in the
past, people tend to rate their performance well above average- With the exception of one brave
soul, no one in this study rated their fulfiilrnent of obligations on either the single item question or
through the calculated measure as k i n g below the midpoint of the scale. The one person who did
rate his/her performance below the midpoint of the single item scale indicated, in the space ailowed
for a written comment, that the organization was not allowing him to fulfill his obligations. The low
response rate in the second phase undoubtedly exacerbated the problem. However, based on the
results 1 received, it is unlikely that even if I had received a one hundred percent response rate that
1woutd have been able to test these hypotheses as proposed. In retrospect, it is probably not possible
to find a group of people who would report violating their obligations. in addition, few employees

reported violations by their employer. This may have been a function of; (A) employees not k i n g
employed for a sufficient p e n d of time to have developed a strong opinion about employer
violations, or (B) a11 the unhappy people had left and 1was unable to get their responses, or (C) the
employers in this study had not severely violated employees contracts. Monitoring employees over
a longer follow-up perïod and obtaining questionnaires from employees who had left the
organization may have helped achieve a greater diversity of responses on employers' fdfillment.
Although very few people reported violations either by themselves or their employer, I was
able to examine the differences in outcomes for people who experienced higher or lower levels of
fulfillment. It was expected that there would be a direct relationship between employees' reports of
their employers fulfillment of their obligations and employees positive work outcomes. This was
the case in these data, It was also expected that there would be some level of moderation of these

relationships by employees' beliefs as to how well they had fulfilled their obligations. Only two
interactions between employees' and employers' fulfillment, as measured by the single item
question, were significantly related to employees' work outcome variables,

There were no

significant interactions using the cdculated fulfillment measure. This would indicate, at least for
these participants, that interactions between the fulfillment of the two components of their
psychologïcal contracts are not a major influence on their affect, attitudes o r behaviours.
One interaction found was with employees' negative affect towards their job. Employees,
who believed both they and their employer were fulfilling their respective obligations at a lower
level, reported significantly higher negative affect than did other employees. This result was a bit
surprising. Psychological theory would suggest that employees would experience negative affect
where they believed that their employer was violating its' portion of the contract. 1have argued that
the people who would experience the greatest negative affect would be those who believed they had
fulfilled their portion of the contract while their employers had violated the employers' portion. 1
further argued that employees negative affect would be moderated by employees' beliefs that they
were also not fulling their portion of the contract. These results are the opposite of what was
expected.
One possible explanation for this result cornes from Shore and Barkdale (1998). They found
that employees could be categorized into four groups based on their perceptions of the level of
obligations for employees and employers. The majority of employees saw their employment
relationship as k i n g in balance. Employees believed the relationship was in balance as both parties
had either a high or low level of obligation to each other. Relationships where there was an

imbalance such that one p a q had a high level of obligations while the other party had lower levels

of obligations was considered to be transitory Shore and Barkdale theorized that these relationship

would evolve to a balanced relationship over time. The results for negative affectivity rnay be
explained in a similar way. Employees who report that both they and their employers are fulfilling
obligations at a lower level rnay see themselves in a balanced situation. They rnay not see the
likelihood that the situation will change in the future. Those employees who report that one of the
parties is fulfilling obligations at a higher leveI while the other party is fulfilling obligations at a
lower level, rnay see the situation as temporary and changeable in the future. If employees believed
that low Ievels of fulfillment was to be the long term n o m , they may develop higher negative
affective emotions towards their work thm would employees who believed the situation was
transitory.
Another explanation rnay revolve around employees' negative affective disposition.
Employees who have a high general negative affective disposition are more likely to experience ongoing uneasiness even in the absence of overt stressors, are more introspective and are inclined to
dweII on the negative side of themselves and their situation (Watson & Clark, 1984)- They also tend

to be distressed, agitated, pessimistic and dissatisfied (Levin & Stokes, 1989). Employees general
affective disposition was not measured. It rnay be that persons having a high negative affective
disposition would report lower contract fhlfillment by both themselves and their employers because

of their general tendency to view their world from a negative perspective. This explanation requires
further exploration.
The second interaction found was with employees' intentions to remain. In this case,
employer fulfillment appeared to moderate the relationship for employees who were reporting lower
fulfillment of their obligations. Employees who believed theü employer was fulfilling its obligations

had a significantly higher intention to remain than were employees whose employer was reported
to be fulfilling its obligations at a Iower level. Employees who reported that they were fülfilling their
obligations also reported their intentions to remain to be at levers between those of the previous two
groups regardless of their beliefs about their employers' fulfillment levels. Intent to remain was
significantly and positively correlated to positive affectivity, job satisfaction, affective commitment,
civic virtue and trust (see Table 4-13). It would appear that employees who report lower fulfillment

of their obligations, while believing their organization is fulfilling its obligations, recognize they are
in a good situation and intend to remain in that situation. Al1 other employees are equdly likely to

Ieave.
A limitation to the above is the fact that there were few people who reported that their
employer had violated their contracts. There also was only one person who reported violating his

contract, Whether or not the relations reported here would hold under conditions of violation rather
than varying degrees of fulfillment is not known.

Limitations and Future Research

Measurement of Psychological Contracts
As indicated earlier there were some limitations to the instruments used to measure
employees' psychological contracts. The list of variables in the questionnaires is likely not
exhaustive. Firstly, there may be a number of variables that should be in the instruments but were
absent. For exarnple, in the employer obligation instrument, there is no variable related to job
security. Further exploration of additiond employer obligations is needed. Secondly, there may be

variables that are not appropriate, are poorly worded or cover more than one concept. Most of the
wording of the variables was as presented in the focus groups. More careful evaluation of these
issues should be addressed in future studies. In addition, in attempting to reduce the focus group
ideas to a manageable set, some variables may have ended up too broad in scope. Furrher refinement
of the questionnaires should attempt to develop items more sensitive to differences in attitudes.
Thirdly, the people in the focus groups were Canadians of primarily European decent. People w ith
different cultural backgrounds may have different attitudes about employee and employer
obligations. Future work on instrument development would benefit from a more diverse group.
Fourthly, there was a srnaIl sample size dwing the refinement stage. Thus, restriction of range in

organizational levels, backgrounds, industries and geographical regions may have prevented
identif9ng the attitudes of various groups. Applicability of the instruments to more diverse groups
needs to be addressed in future.
Further development of a comprehensive instrument to measure employees' psychological
contracts is needed. Rousseau (1990) identified 7 employer obligations and 8 employee obligations
from interviews with Human Resources Managers. Harriot, Manning and Kidd (1997) identified 12
employer obligations and 7 employee obligations using a critical incident technique. Tumley and

Feldman (1999) developed a 16 item employer obligation instrument developed from a survey of
employment relations research literature. This study used a 33 item employee obligation instrument
and a 26 item employer obligation instrument developed using focus groups. Although it is not
unusual for severd instruments to be developed to measure a given constmct, the instruments
deve'loped to-date do not appear to be sufficiently comprehensive to fully capture employees'
psyc hological contracts. Development of a comprehensive instrument that is applicable to al1 types

of employees in a diversity of organizations and locations is needed to uni@ the research on
psychological contracts.
One potential problem with a more comprehensive instrument might be its length.
Psychological contracts are idiosyncratic. This may mean there are an unlimited number of potential

terms. This may be of particular concem as more international studies are conducted. It would
appear from this study that the two sets of obligations, employee and employer, factor into a smaller

sub set. It is likely that a set of variables based on broad general categorîes may serve equaily well
for research purposes as do individual, specific variables. Development of this form of an instrument

may prove most useful.

Individually Based Variables
A limitation of the study was the relatively low R square values found between the

psychological contract source variables and employees' psychologicaI contracts. The selected
variables faïled to capture a large portion of the variance and, therefore, a nurnber of variables
critical to the development of employees' psychological contracts were not identified in the study.
This study indicates that individual variables are related to and influence the development of

employees' psychological contracts.

Further study of the relationship between employees'

psychological contracts and individually based variables would likely be fniitf'ul.
Demographics measured in this study were the cornmon items such as age and sex. Other
individual life experiences or demographic variables more closely aligned with a person's
psychological contract, beliefs about relationships or work attitudes are likely worth investigating.
Although work values are derived h m direct experience, they do not capture al1 of a person's direct

experience beliefs. Work values relate to a person's beliefs about an ideal job. It is Iikely that new
empioyees approach work pragmatically, and, that other factors related to their past experience have
an influence on their attitudes towards obligations.

An examination of a person's family

background or experience, peer group attitudes or previous work experience may lead to variables
that have a significant impact on beiiefs regarding obligations. These might be items such as marital

history and family status, work history including lay-offs, terminations or restnicturing, dependance
on their income, and the centrality of work to the individual.
This study indicates that factors internat to the person are likely to be important in the
formation of a person's psychological contract. This suggests that the relationship between
emp1oyees9psychological contracts and other personal characteristics such as personality might be
worth exploring. Up to this point, personaiity has not k e n considered in relationship to a person's
psychological contract. It is likely that a number of aspects of a persons' personality would relate
to their contracts. Personaiity characteristics which influence peoples' relationships, work habits
or work attitudes such as the "Big Five" personality characteristics, Machiavellianism, locus of
control or people with type A or B personalities should be considered in future studies.
The work values chosen for this study measured employees' preferred work outcomes. As

was found in this study and by the nature of the instrument, these variables more closely relate to
employer obligations than they do employee obligations. A set of work values that may better relate
to employee obligations are employees' Protestant work ethic. Protestant work ethic measures those
aspects that deal with the meaning that an individual attaches to his or her role at work (Wollack et
al., 1971). There is likely a strong relationship between an employees' Protestant work ethic beliefs

and their attitudes about their obligations.

These results support Levinson et d 7 s(1963) and Schein7s(1980) proposition that many
psychoIogical contract terms relate to a person's needs. Levinson et al. (1963) also indicated that

many psychologicd contract obligations predate employment with the organization to which the
obligations are ultimately connected. This would appear to be the case in this sîudy. Each employee
reported his or her unique sets of attitudes about the parties respective obligations to the other at the
time they entered the employment relationship. As employees' attitudes were different from those
of the employer and other employees, one would have to conclude their attitudes had developed pnor
to their k i n g hired. This study was not designed to determine the extent to which, and how far prior

to employment, employees formed their attitudes about obligations. This would be an interesting
question for future research,

External Influences
The fact that employers' attitudes do not appear to influence employees' psychological
contracts at the tirne of hiring does not mean there are no extemal influences. Extemal factors such

as national, ethnic or organizational culture may play a role in influencing the development or change

of employee contracts. It is fairly clear fiom the socialization literature that employees' abilities to
obtain good information about an organization and their jobs are lirnited. An examination of sources
of information and employees' beliefs about the reliability and credibility of sources may lead to
other variables of interest. Employees may also receive information fiorn their direct supervisor that
is different from the information received by other employees or from other organizational agents.

Employees' and their supervisors' attitudes about obligations may be closely aligned as employees
rnay have more in common with their supervisor than they would with the general management

population in the organization. An examination of the relationship between the attitudes of
employees and their direct supervisors would be interesting. If there were strong relationships, it
would change Our perceptions of the other party in the relationship. Similarly, Thomas and
Anderson (1998) found that newcomers' expectations changed over time to more closely resemble
those of experienced soldiers in the British Army. Co-workers are likely to have a significant
influence on employees' psychological contracts over time. How this process evolves and the extent
to which CO-workersinfluence the evolution of employees' psychological contracts needs to be
studied.
Over time employees' psychological contracts can be expected to change. Several acadernics
have predicted a change in employees' psychological contracts due to violations by the employer
(Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994: Shore and Tetrïck, 1994). There would appear to be other
factors that may cause change to employees' sontracts. Employees appear to enter an employer's
organization with disparate attitudes to those of the employer and other employees. Belief theory
would indicate that information from extemal authonty sources will cause employees to change their
beliefs and attitudes over time. For employees, the most tikely extemal authority sources would
seem to be the organization's managers and CO-workers. Schein (1965, 1980) suggests employees'
psychological contracts change over time as their needs, their managers' needs and the organizations'
needs change. The questions are whether or not employees' psychological contracts change over
time, in what manner and under what conditions do their contracts change, or do employees, whose
contracts are incongruent with the attitudes of the organization and other employees, leave the
employment relationship.

Employee Fulfiïlment and Violation
This study indicates employees' beliefs regarding their level of fulfillment of their obligations
has an impact on their work outcomes. Vimially ail employees in this study reported hilfilling their

obligations. As a result, 1 could only examine the ciifferences between employees who fulfilled their
obligations at higher or lower levels. Whether it is possible to find employees who will admit to
violating their obligations is not known. A Iaboratory expenment could probably be set up to create
conditions whereby subjects violated obligations, but ethical considerations may be a problem.
Despite the limitations. exploring employee fulfillment of obligations rates consideration by
researchers.

Common Method Variance
One limitation with the results for both employer and employee fulfillment of obligations
versus employees' outcomes is common method variance. Employees reported on both their own
and their employers level of fulfillment as well as their work outcomes. The significant results may
be partially explained by the fact that people who are happier and more satisfied with their situation

rnay be inclined to report higher levels of fulfillment by themselves and their employer, and better
outcomes. This is a problem that ptagues research on subjectively based emotion or attitude
variabIes. It was intended that a more objective view of employee and employer obligation
fulfillment might corne from their supervisors. Substitution of employees' supervisors beliefs for
those of employees may have changed the relationships and ameliorated the common method
variance problem. However, because of the low response rate from supervisors, this was not
possible. There was no incentive for supervisors to respond to my questionnaires. My day to day

contact was typically with a fairly junior member of the Human Resources department who had no
influence with other department supervisors. For future research, either some form of incentive is
needed to elicit responses from supervisors or the cornmitment from the employer to assist in the
study needs to corne from a fairly high level in the organization.

Performance Variables
In a desire to avoid the problem of employees rating their performance in the top quintile of
the performance scale, the scale items were worded in a way that may invoke only a yes or no

answer. Despite this problem, this scale was used in the analysis but the results must be interpreted
with caution-

Drop-Out Rate
A fairly serious problem in this study was the hi@ drop out rate between the first and second

phase of data collection. As a result, t-tests were m comparing the demographic variables of those

who responded to the second phase of data collection to those who did not respond. For purposes
of the t-test, the variable position was recoded to combine the technicaYprofessionaI category with
that of rnanager/supervisor. These tests indicated that there were no significant differences between

the groups on the variables of sex (p = .332), age (p = .458), union status (p = -464) and work
experience (p = .306). However, there were significant differences on the variables position (p =

-015)and education (p = .006).The subjects who responded to the second phase had on average,
higher level positions and were better educated. This was not surprising as the drop-outs were
px-ïmmïly lower rank plant personnel, many who had left the organization. AIthough the subjects

remaining in the study did not differ rnarkediy from those who dropped out, the loss of half of the
subjects may bring the findings related to fulfillment and outcomes into question. One problem 1
had in contacting subjects for the second phase of data collection was that the contact was through
the Human Resources Department. In some cases, my contact person became less than enthusiastic

about distributing questionnaires for the third or fourth time and sending questionnaires to those who
had left. It is fairly clear that, if 1had gotten home addresses from subjects during the fmt phase of

data collection allowing me to follow-up with them directly, the response rate may have k e n better.

P a of my problem with the drop out rate was that the first set of questionnaires was k i n g done as
part of the sign-up procedure. The second set was being fonvarded through the persons department

and the person was on his or her own to complete and retum them. In addition to contacting subjects

directly, having some form of monetary incentive for people who responded would likely have
helped significantly in increasing the response rate in the second phase.

Cause and Effect
Another limitation with this study is that, because of the cross sectional nature of these data,
it can not be determined if there is a cause and effect relationship between employees' beliefs
regarding fulfillment and their beliefs about outcomes and, if there is, the direction of the
relationship.

Employees may believe their outcomes are better because they are experiencing

positive fulfillment or their fulfillment is better because they are experiencing positive outcomes.
The cause and effect relationship between fulfillment or violation of employees' psychological

contracts and employees' outcomes or contributions to the employer is an area that requires further
exploration.

Robinson found that breach or violation of the contract by employers at one measurement
period was negatively related to the employees' contributions of performance, civic virtue and
intentions to remain several months later- However, as discussed earlier, the measure of contract
breach used in this study may not have adequately captured the relationships. Turnley and Feldrnan
(1999) reported relationships between exit, voice, neglect and loyalty and violations of employer
obligations. This study was cross sectional and, therefore, a cause and effect relationship cannot be
made. A sirnilar problem exists for the current study. Although longitudinal data was used to
calculate fulfillment, outcomes were measured at the same time as employees reported on
fulfillment. It is assumed in the psychological contract literature that fulfillment or violations of
ernployees psychological contracts cause positive or negative outcomes but no study has adequately
demonstrated this relationship.

Conclusions

In many respects the study of psychological contracts is still in its infancy. On the surface
the construct seems relatively straight forward and self-evident. Intuitively, people understand that
obligations exist between employers and employees. They also understand that, if employers violate
their obligations, employees are likely to be upset To date there has k e n minimal testing of the
theories generated by these understandings of the employrnent relationship. Thus to a large extent
we have theories rather than knowledge. if psychological contract theory remains in this relatively
elementary state, it is likely to be dismissed as a minor organizational behaviour construct. Guest
(1998) has aiready attempted to d o so.

The purpose of this snidy was to contribute to Our understanding of psychological contracts
and to broaden Our view of this constmct. This study makes several important contributions to the

psychoIogical contract Merature. First, it indicates that employees' psychological contracts likely
involve a much broader set of variables than have k e n considered in the past. This study takes a

step towards the development of a comprehensive measurement instrument. Second, this is the first
empirïcal study, of which the author is aware, to explore the question of the source of employees'

psychological contracts. It provides some interesting insights into the factors which affect the
development of employees' psychological contracts. The study results bring into question the extent
to which the organization actually influences the formation of these contracts. This implies that the
validity of the extensive body of literature based on the above underlying assumption needs to be

addressed. The observations indicate that work values, and potentially other personal dispositions
or characteristics, significantly impact the formation of psychological contracts. Third, this study
indicates that employees' beliefs about the fùlfillment of their obligations to their employer have an
impact on their work outcornes. Findly, this study indicates that employees' psychological contracts
may be much more complex than previously believed and suggests a number of strearns of research

which may help us understand more fully the behaviour of people at work.
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Important Aspects of Your Ideal Job

The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out what you consider important or unimportant to have in
your ideal job. Please answer the following statements in terms of how important or unimportant it is
to you in determinhg an ideal job. Circle the number next to each statement that best describes how
important or unimportant it is to you.
1 = Very Unimportant, not at al1 essentiai to an ideal job, you can easily do without it2 = Not Important, not essential to an ideal job
3 = Neither Important nor unimportant to an ideal job
4 = Important, it is essential to an ideai job
5 = Very important, absolutely essential to an ideal job, you cannot do without it.

On my ideal job, how important i s it that

....
Not

Impt

Neither

1- The job would have gocd physical working conditions-

2

3

2. My pay would be fair for the amount of work 1do.

2

3

3 . 1 could feel secure about the job.

2

3

4. 1could have varïety in my work.

2

3

5.1 could have other emptoyees look to me for direction-

2

3

6.1 could do work that is well suited to my abilities.

2

3

7. The job would carry high social position with it.

2

3

8. The Company would have defmite policies towards its
employees.
9. My supervisor and 1would understand each other.

2

3

2

3

10.1 could be active much of the tirne.

2

3

I l . 1could do things that don? go against my religious beliefs.

2

3

12.1 could be responsible for planning my own work.

2

3

13.1 would be noticed when 1do a good job.

2

3

14.1 coufd see the results of the work 1do.

2

3

15.1 could advance on the job.

2

3

O n my ideal job, how important is it that

....

16. My supervisor would have a lot of technical "know-how-"
17. The people 1 work with would have a good spirit of
cooperation18.1 couId be of service to others.
19.1 could do new and original things on my own.
20.1 could work by myself21. The job would have good working conditions.
22.1 could make as much money as my friends-

23. The job would provide for a secure future24.1 could do different things from time to time.

25.1 could tell other employees how to do things.
26.1 could d o the kind of work 1 do k t .

27.1 could be "somebody" in the cornrnunity28. The Company would administer its policies fairly.
29. My supervisor would handle his subordinates weU.
30.1 could be "on the go" al1 the time.
3 1.1 could d o things that don't go against my conscience32.1 could make decisions on my own.
33.1 would get full credit for the work 1do.
34.1 could take pnde in a job well done.

35. 1could get ahead on the job.
36. My supervisor would make good decisions.
37.1 could develop close friendships with my CO-workers.

38.1 could be of semice to other people.
39.1 could try something different on my own.

40.1 could work alone on the job.

Very
Unimpt

Not
Impt

Neither

hpt

impt.

VW

1

2

3

4

5

O n my ideal job, how important is it that

.,

4 1. Working conditions would be pleasant42. My pay would compare with that for similar jobs in other
companies.
43. The job would provide for steady employment.
44. My work would not be routine or repetitive.

45.1 could supervise other people.
46.1 could do something that makes use of my abilities.
47.1 could "rub elbows" with important people-

48. The Company wodd keep its employees infonned about
Company policies.
49. My supervisor would back up his/her subordinates (with top
management).
50.1 could be busy al1 the time.
5 1.1 could do things that don't hum other people.
52- 1 could be responsible for the work of others.

53. They would tell me when 1do my job well.
54. 1 could do something worthwhile.

55. Promotions would be gîven out fairly on thejob.
56. My supervisor would delegate work to others.
57. M y CO-workerswould be friendly.
58. 1 could help people.

59.1 could develop new and better ways to do the job.
60.1 could be alone on the job.

6 1. The job would have good physical surroundings.
62. The amount of work 1 do would be reflected in my pay.

63. It would be a steady job.

64. 1could do something diffèrent every day.
65.1 could tell people what to do.

Very
Unimpt

Not
hpt

ver^
Neiiher

hpt

Impt

O n my ideal job, how important is it that

.,

66. 1could make use of my abilities and skills.
67.1 could have a dermite place in the community.
68. The company would put its policies into practice fairly69. My supervisor would take care of cornplaints brought to
h i d h e r by subordinates.

70.1 could be doing something much of the tirne.
7 1.1 could d o the job without feeling 1am cheating anyone.
72.1 could be free to use my own judgment.
73.1 could get recognition for the work 1do.
74.1 could do my best at al1 times75. The job would provide an opportunity for advancement.
76. My supervisor would provide help on hard problems.

77. My CO-workerswould be easy to make fnends with.
78.1 could do things for other people.
79.1 could uy my own methods of doing the job.
80.1 could work independently of other people81. The working conditions (heating, lighting, ventilation, etc.)
on the job would be good.
82. My pay would compare well with that of other employees-

83. The job would avoid layoffs and transfers84. 1 could d o rnany different things on the job.
85. 1couId tell others what to do.

86.1 could use my best abilities.
87. The job would give me importance in the eyes of others.
88. The company would treat its employees fairly.

89. My supervisor and h i s h r subordinates would have a good
persona1 relationship.
90. 1 could stay busy.

Very
Unimpt

ver^

Not

Impt

Neither

hpt

lmpt

On rny ideal job, how important is it that

.,

9 1 . 1 could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.
92-1could have a very responsibIe job-

93- 1 could get praise for doing a goodjob.
94. The job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.

95- There would be chances for advancement,
96. My supervisor would train his/her subordinates well,
97. My CO-workerswould get d o n g with each other.

98.1 could be of some small service to other people.
9 9 . 1 could try out some of my own ideas.
100.1could be away fiom other ernployees.

Not
Impt

Very

Neither

Imptr

Imptr

Appendix B

Employer Obligations
Regardless of what your employer may promise or commit to provide, you may feel they are duty
bound or obligated to provide certain things to you. Consider the following statements. To
what extent do you beiievs your employer is obligated to provide these things to you?
Please circle the number which applies next to the statement.
1 = Not Obligated, your employer has no obligation to do this at al1
2 = Slightly Obligated, your employer should d o this from time to time
3 = Faïrly Obligated, your employer should d o this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, your employer should do this most of the time
5 = Obligated, your employer should d o this, without fail, al1 of the time

How obligated is your employer to

.....

Not
Obtig.

Stight
Oblig-

Fairly
Oblig-

Oblig.

1. Promote good social relations among employees

1

2

3

5

2.Treat you fairly and equitably and ensure there is no
favouritism or discrimination

1

2

3

5

3. Recognize the stressful nature of your work and provide relief

1

2

3

5

4. Provide a comprehensive benefit package

1

2

3

5

5.Ensure managers accurately represent and support you to
upper management

1

2

3

5

6.Provide the oppoaunity to participate in and influence
decisions which affect you

1

2

3

5

7. Not ask you to do anything that is unethical, immoral or
illegal and punish employees who behave this way

1

2

3

5

8. Provide incentives for hard or extra work

1

2

3

5

9. Ensure salaries and benefits are cornpetitive with other
employers

1

2

3

5

10Provide training to help you keep up in your field and prepare
you for other opportunities

1

2

3

5

How obligated is your employer to

.....

11. Provide rewards w hich are based on performance and
determined through properly done performance evaluations
12. Provide clear communication on organization goals, policies
and changes
13. Keep it's promises and support your actions regardless of the
circumstances

14.StnctIy adhere to employment legislation and it' s written
poiicies and procedures
15. Recognize that your family cornes f m t and be flexible with
employee' needs to attend to fami1y matters
16. Have reasonable expectations, job requirements, work load
and hours of work for you
17. Provide you with a realistic career path and involve you in
determining your career path
18. Provide adequate training and resources to do the work
19. Respect your rïght to join a union

20. Encourage harmony, resolve disputes and ensure managers
are not oppressive, intimidating, dictatorial o r manipulative
21. Respect your privacy and ensure you are safe and c m feel
safe in the workplace

22. Provide the freedorn to express one's views

23. Allow you the freedom to do things as you want or see fit

24. Tell employees when they have reached their maximum
career potential
25. Cover the cost of belonging to associations related to your
work

26. Provide you with a job in which you can be honest and
maintain your integrity

Not

ObEg*

Slight
Obüg

Fairly
Obüg

Very
Obtig.

Obiig.

Appendix C

Employee Obligations
Regardless of what your employer might expect, you may feel you are duty b u n d or obligated to
your employer to do certain things. Consider the list below of potential obligations you might
have to your employer and indicate the extent to which you believe you are obligateà to do
these things as an employee. Please circle the number which applies next to the statement.
1 = Not Obligated, you have no obligation to do this at al1
2 = Slightly Obligated, you should do this ffom time to t h e
3 = Fairly Obligated, you should do this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, you should do this rnost of the time
5 = Obligated, you should do this, without fail, dl of the time

......

Not
Oblig.

Fairly
Oblig.

Very
Oblig-

Ob&

Oblig-

1

2

3

4

5

2. Be punctual and in attendance at work

1

2

3

4

5

3. Be loyal to, trust, support and promote the organization and
refuse to support cornpetitors

1

2

3

4

5

4. Help organize social events, attend al1 organizational
functions and socialize with organizational members

1

2

3

4

5

5.Respect and obey your supervisor

1

2

3

4

5

6. Give my time and energy to the benefit and needs of the
organization regardless of my needs or personal cost

I

2

3

4

5

7. Control my emotions and respect organizational members and
customers at al1 times

1

2

3

4

5

8. Conform to expectations or instructions even though they may
not be made clear to you

1

2

3

4

5

9.Be open, honest and above board in al1 matters related to the
organization

1

2

3

4

5

10. Do things that make your supervisorsjob easier

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated are you to

1. Work extra time, expend extra effort, l e m new skills and

Siight

contribute beyond the job requirements

How obligated are you to

......

Not
Oblig-

11. Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and
collaborate on problems, work practices o r changes

1

12. Adapt to the organizations culture, instill organizational

1

values in subordinates
13. Represent the organization favourably to outsiders

1

14. Know the politics of the organization and customers and
how politics affects your manager and group

1

15. Maintain the confidentiality of information in al1 dealings
inside and outside the organization

1

16. Follow the instructions or directives of your supervisor or
other managers

1

17. Act professionally inside and outside of work

1

18. Do your work thoroughly, completely and accurately

1

19. Do work that is not part of your job and cover the work load

1

of absent employees
20. Conform to organizational n o m s for dress, language and
behaviour

1

2 1. Use your work time effectively and work diligently during
working hours

1

22- Make due with the resources you have

1

23. Be flexible, show initiative and anticipate what needs doing
and do it

1

24. Provide services to customers or clients even though you
may not be qualified to do so

1

25. Conform to managements preferences for reportïng and
presentation styles

1

Slight

Obtig.

Eurly
Obiig.

......

Fairly

Not
Obtig*

Stight
Obhg

Very
Obtig-

Oblig,

Obtig-

26. Work effectively with, contribute and commit to the success
of groups and teams

1

2

3

4

5

27. Accept al1 occupational hazards

1

2

3

4

5

28. Continually upgrade your skills and knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

29. Maintain yourself physicdly

I

2

3

4

5

30.D o not reveal information which is contradictory to the
organizations stated position

1

2

3

4

5

3 1. Flatter, captivate, fawn on, or curry favour with management

1

2

3

4

5

32. "Go the extra mile" for the organization

1

2

3

4

5

33. Exercise good judgement and make good decisions

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated are you to
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Employee Obligations manager/supervisor employees
As part of the employment relationship, organizations may feel employees are duty bound or
obligated to the organization to do certain things. Consider the Iist below of potential obligations
employees rnight have to the organization and indicate the extent to which you believe they are
obligated to do these things as a manager/supervisoremployee. Please circle the nurnber
which applies next to the statement.
1 = Not Obligated, employees have no obligation to do this at d l
2 = Slightly Obligated, employees should do this from time to time
3 = FairIy Obligated, employees should do this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, employees should do this most of the time
5 = Obligated, employees should do this, without fail, al1 of the time

......

Obiig.

Slight
Oblig.

Fairly
Oblig.

1. Work extra time, expend extra effort, l e m new skills and
contribute beyond the job requirements

1

2

3

2. Be punctud and in attendance at work

1

2

3

3. Be loyal to, trust, support and promote the organization and
refuse to support cornpetitors

1

2

3

4. Help organize social events, attend ali organizational

1

2

3

5.Respect and obey their supervisor

1

2

3

6. Give their time and energy to the benefit and needs of the
organization regardless of their needs or personal cost

1

2

3

7. Control their emotions and respect organizational members
and customers at all times

1

2

3

8. Conform to expectations or instructions even though they may
not be made clear to employees

1

2

3

9.Be open, honest and above board in al1 matters related to the
organization

1

10. Do things that make their supervisors job easier

1

I l . Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and
collaborate on problems, work practices or changes

1

How obligated are employees to

Not

functions and socialize with organizational members

......

Not
ObIig.

Slight
Obiig.

FaÜly
Ob@

Very
Oblig.

Oblig.

12. Adapt to the organizations culture, instill organizational
values in subordinates

1

2

3

4

5

13. Represent the organization favourably to outsiders

1

2

3

4

5

14. Know the politics of the organization and customers and
how politics affects their manager and group

1

2

3

4

5

15. Maintain the confidentiality of information in al1 dealings
inside and outside the organization

1

2

3

4

5

16. Follow the instructions or directives of their supervisor or
other managers

1

2

3

4

5

17. Act professionally inside and outside of work

I

2

3

4

5

18. Do their work thoroughly, completely and accurately

1

2

3

4

5

19. Do work that is not part of their job and cover the work load
of absent employees

1

2

3

4

5

20. Conforrn to organizational noms for dress, language and
be haviour

1

2

3

4

5

2 1. Use their work time effectively and work diligently during
working hours

1

2

3

4

5

22. Make due with the resources they have

1

2

3

4

5

23. Be flexible, show initiative and anticipate what needs doing

1

2

3

4

5

24. Provide services to customers or clients even though they
may not be qualified to do so

1

2

3

4

5

25. Conform to managements preferences for reporthg and
presentation styles

1

2

3

4

5

26.Workeffectivelywith,contributeandcommittothesuccess
of groups and teams

1

2

3

4

5

27. Accept al1 occupational hazards

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated are employees to

and do it

......

Slight
Obtig.

Eiirly
Obiig.

Very

Oblig.

28. Continually upgrade their skills and knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

29. Maintain themselves physically

1

2

3

4

5

30. Do not reveal information which is contradictory to the
organizations stated position

1

2

3

4

5

3 1. Flatter, captivate, fawn on, or curry favour with management

1

2

3

4

5

32. "Go the extra mile" for the organization

1

2

3

4

5

33. Exercise good judgement and make good decisions

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated are employees to

Not

Oblig.

Obiig

-

Employee Obligations technicaVprofessiona1employees
As part of the employrnent relationship, organizations may feel employees are duty bound or
obligated to the organization to do certain things. Consider the List below of potential obligations
employees rnight have to the organization and indicate the extent to which you believe they are
obligated to do these things as a techniC8Vprofessional employee. Please circle the number
which applies next to the statement,
1 = Not Obligated, employees have no obligation to do this at al1
2 = Slightly Obligated, employees should do this from time to time
3 = Fairly Obligated, employees should do this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, employees should do this most of the time
5 = Obligated, employees should do this, without fail, al1 of the time

......

NOK
Ob@

Süght
Oblig.

Fairly
Ob@.

Very
Obtig.

Obtig.

1. Work extra time, expend extra effort, l e m new skills and
contribute beyond the job requirements

1

2

3

4

5

2- Be punctual and in attendance at work

1

2

3

4

5

3. Be loyal to, trust, support and promote the organization and
refuse to support cornpetitors

1

2

3

4

5

4. Help organize social events, attend al1 organizational
functions and socialize with organizational members

1

2

3

4

5

5.Respect and obey their supervisor

1

2

3

4

5

6. Give my time and energy to the benefit and needs of the
organization regardless of my needs or personal cost

1

2

3

4

5

7. Control my emotions and respect organizational members and
customers at a11 times

1

2

3

4

5

8. Conform to expectations or instructions even though they may
not be made clear to you

1

2

3

4

5

9.Be open, honest and above board in al1 matters related to the
organization

1

2

3

4

5

10. Do things that make their supervisor's job easier

1

2

3

4

5

11. Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and
collaborate on problems, work practices or changes

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated are employees to

How obligated are employees to

mm.mee

Not
Obu-g.

12. Adapt to the organizations culture, instill organizationai
values in subordinates

1

13. Represent the organization favourably to outsiders

1

14. Know the politics of the organization and customers and
how politics affects their manager and group

1

15. Maintain the confidentiality of information in al1 dealings
inside and outside the organization

1

16. Follow the instructions or directives of their supervisor or
other managers

1

17. Act professionally inside and outside of work

1

18. Do their work thoroughly, completely and accurately

1

19. Do work that is not part of their job and cover the work load
of absent employees

1

20. Conform to organizational noms for dress, language and
behaviour

1

2 1. Use their work time effectively and work diligently during
working hours

1

22. Make due with the resources they have

1

23. Be flexible, show initiative and anticipate what needs doing

1

and do it
24. Provide services to customers or clients even though they
may not be qualified to do so

1

25. Conform to managements preferences for reporting and
presentation styles

1

26. Work effectively with, contribute and commit to the success
of groups and teams

1

27. Accept al1 occupational hazards

1

Slight
Oblig.

Miy
Oblig.

Very
Oblig

......

Not
Obiig-

Slight
Ob@

Obiig-

Fairly

Very
Obiig.

Obiig.

28. Continually upgrade their skills and knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

29. Maintain themselves physically

1

2

3

4

5

30. Do not reveal information which is contradictory to the
organf zations stated position

1

2

3

4

5

3 1. Flatter, captivate, fawn on, or curry favour with management

1

2

3

4

5

32. "Go the extra mile" for the organization

1

2

3

4

5

33. Exercise good judgement and make good decisions

1

2

3

4

5

How obügated are employees to
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Employee Obligations non-managerial employees
As part of the employrnent relationship, organizations may feel employees are duty bound or

obligated to the organization to do certain things. Consider the list below of potential obligations
employees might have to the organization and indicate the extent to which you believe they are
obligated to do these thiags as a non-managerial employee. Please circle the number which
applies next to the statement.
1 = Not Obligated, employees have no obligation to do this at al1
2 = Slightly Obligated, employees should do this from time to time
3 = Fairly Obligated, ernployees shouId do this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, employees should do this most of the time
5 = Obligated, employees should do this, without fail, al1 of the time

......

Not
Obiig.

Stight
Oblig.

Fairly
Obfig.

Obtig-

1. Work extra time, expend extra effort, l e m new skills and
contribute beyond the job requirements

1

2

3

4

5

2. Be punctual and in attendance at work

1

2

3

4

5

3. Be loyal to. trust, support and promote the organization and
refuse to support cornpetitors

1

2

3

4

5

4. Help organize social events, attend al1 organizational
functions and socialize with organizational members

I

2

3

4

5

%Respect and obey their supervisor

1

2

3

4

5

6. Give their time and energy to the benefit and needs of the
organization regardless of their needs or personal cost

1

2

3

4

5

7. Control their emotions and respect organizational members
and customers at ail times

1

2

3

4

5

8. Conform to expectations or instructions even though they may

1

2

3

4

5

9.Be open, honest and above board in al1 matters reiated to the
organization

1

2

3

4

5

10. Do things that make their supervisor's job easier

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated are employees to

Very

Obiïg.

not be made cIear to employees

11. Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and
collaborate on probiems, work practices or changes

How obligated are employees to

......

Not
Obtig.

12. Adapt to the organizations culture andor instill

organizational values in subordinates

13. Represent the organization favourably to outsiders

1

14. Know the politics of the organization and customers and
how politics affects the manager and group

1

15. Maintain the confidentiality of information in al1 dealings

1

inside and outside the organization
16. Follow the instructions o r directives of their supervisor or
other managers

1

17. Act professionally inside and outside of work

1

18. Do their work thoroughly, completely and accurately

1

19. Do work that is not part of their job and cover the work load
of absent employees

1

20. Conform to organizational n o m s for dress, language and
behaviour

1

21. Use their work time effectively and work diligently during
working hours

1

22. Make due with the resources they have

1

23. Be flexible, show initiative and anticipate what needs doing
and do it

1

24- Provide services to customers or clients even though they
may not be qualified to do so

1

25. Conforrn to managements preferences for reporting and

1

presentation styles

26. Work effective1y with, contribute and commit to the success
of groups and teams

1

27. Accept al1 occupational hazards

1

Slight
ObEg

Fdy
Obtig.

Very
Obtig.

......

Nor

Sligbt
Obiig

Fairly
Oblig.

Very
Oblig

Oblig.

Oblig.

28. Continua11y upgrade their skills and knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

29. Maintain themselves physically

1

2

3

4

5

30. Do not reveal information which is contradictory to the
organizations stated position

I

2

3

4

5

3 1. Flatter, captivate, fawn on, or CUIT^ favour with management

1

2

3

4

5

32. "Go the extra mile" for the organization

1

2

3

4

5

33. Exercise good judgement and make gooci decisions

1

2

3

4

5

How obiigated are employees to
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Employer Obligations managedsupervisor employees
As part of the employment relationship, an employer may feel it is duty bound or obligated to
provide certain things to employees. Consider the following statements. To what extent do
you believe the employer is obligated to provide these things to manager/supewisor
employees? PIease circle the number which applies next to the statement.
1 = Not Obligated, the employer has no obligation to do this at al1
2 = Slightly Obligated, the employer should do this fiom time to time
3 = Fairly Obligated, the employer should do this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, the employer should do this most of the time
5 = Obligated, the employer should do this, without fail, al1 of the time

How obügated is the employer to

..,

Not
Oblig.

Slight

Oblig.

very

Oblig.

Oblig.

1. Promote good social relations arnong employees

1

2

4

5

2.Treat employees fairly and equitably and ensure there is no
favountism or discriniination

1

2

4

5

3. Recognize the stressful nature of their work and provide relief

1

2

4

5

4. Provide a comprehensive benefit package

1

2

4

5

5. Ensure managers accurately represent and support employees
to upper management

1

2

4

5

6 .Provide the opportunity to participate in and influence
decisions which affect employees

1

2

4

5

7. Not ask employees to do anything that is unethical, immoral
or illegal and punish employees who behave this way

1

2

4

5

8. Provide incentives for hard or extra work

1

2

4

5

9. Ensure salaries and benefits are competitive with other
employers

1

2

4

5

10.Provide training to help employees keep up in their field and
prepare h e m for other opportunities

1

2

4

5

11. Provide rewards which are based on performance and
determined through properly done performance evaluations

1

2

4

5

How obligated is the employer to

.....

12. Provide clear communication on organization goals, policies
and changes

13. Keep it's promises and support their actions regardess of the
circumstances

14.Strictly adhere to employment legislation and it's written
policies and procedures
15. Recognize that their family cornes first and be flexible with
employee' needs to attend to family matters

16. Have reasonable expectations, job requirements, work load
and hours of work for employees
17. Provide employees with a realistic career path and involve

them in determining their career path
18. Provide adequate training and resources to do the work
19. Respect their right to join a union

20. Encourage harmony, resolve disputes and ensure managers
are not oppressive, intimidating, dictatorial or manipulative
21. Respect their privacy and ensure employees are safe and c m
feel safe in the workplace

22. Provide the freedom to express one's views

23. Allow employees the freedom to do things as they want or
see fit
24. Tell employees when they have reached their maximum

career potential
25. Cover the cost of belonging to associations related to their
work

26. Provide employees with a job in which they c m be honest
and maintain their integrity

Not

Stight

Oblig.

Oblig-

Fairiy
Obfig.

Very

Ob@

Obiig.

-

Employer Obligations technicaUprofessionaIemployees
As part of the employrnent reiationship, an employer may feel it is duty bound or obligated to
provide certain things to employees. Consider the following statements. To what extent do
you believe the employer is obligated to provide these things to technicaYprofessiona1
employees? Please circle the number which applies next to the statement.
1 = Not Obligated, the employer has no obligation to d o this at ail
2 = Slightly Obligated, the employer should do this from time to time
3 = Fairiy Obligated, the employer should do this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, the employer should do this most of the time
5 = Obligated, the employer should do this, without fail, all of the time
How obligated is the employer to

...,,

Not
Oblig.

SIigllt
Oblig-

Fairly

Oblig.

very
Oblig.

Oblig.

1. Promote good social relations among employees

L

2

3

4

5

2.Treat employees fairly and equitably and ensure there is no
favouritism or discrimination

1

2

3

4

5

3. Recognize the stressful nature of their work and provide relief

1

2

3

4

5

4. Provide a comprehensive benefit package

1

2

3

4

5

5. Ensure managers accurately represent and support employees
to upper management

1

2

3

4

5

6.Provide the opportunity to participate in and influence
decisions which affect employees

1

2

3

4

5

7. Not ask employees to do anything that is unethical, immoral
or illegal and punish empIoyees who behave this way

1

2

3

4

5

8. Provide incentives for hard cr extra work

1

2

3

4

5

9. Ensure salaries and benefits are cornpetitive with other
employers

1

2

3

4

5

10.Provide training to help employees keep up in their field and
prepare them for other opportunities

I

2

3

4

5

11. Provide rewards which are based on performance and
determined through properly done performance evaluations

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated is the employer to

.....

Not
Oblig-

12. Provide clear communication on organization goals, policies
and changes

1

13. Keep it' s promises and support their actions regardless of the
circumstances

1

14.Strictly adhere to employment legislation and it's written
policies and procedures

1

15. Recognize that their family cornes fmt and be flexible with
employee' needs to attend to family matters

1

16. Have reasonable expectations, job requirements, work load
and hours of work for employees

1

17. Provide employees with a realistic career path and involve
them in determining their career path

1

18. Provide adequate training and resources to do the work

1

19. Respect their nght to join a union

1

20. Encourage harmony, resolve disputes and ensure managers

1

are not oppressive, intimidating, dictatorial or manipulative

21. Respect their privacy and ensure employees are safe and can
feel safe in the workplace

1

22. Provide the freedorn to express one's views

1

23. Allow employees the freedom to do things as they want or
see fit

1

24. Tell employees when they have reached their maximum
career potential

L

25. Cover the cost of belonging to associations related to their
work

1

26. Provide employees with a job in which they c m be honest
and maintain their integrity

1

Stight
Obtig.

Eairiy
Obtig.

Very
Obtig.

Obtig.

Appendix D

Employer Obligations

- non-managerial employees

As part of the employment relationship, an employer may feel it is duty bound or obligated to
provide certain things to employees. Consider the following statements. To what extent do
you believe the employer is obligated to provide these things to non-managerial employees?
Please circle the nurnber which applies neit to the statement.
1 = Not Obligated, the employer has no obligation to do this at al1
2 = Slightly Obligated, the employer should do this from time to time
3 = Fairly Obligated, the employer should do this about half the time
4 = Very Obligated, the employer should do this most of the time
5 = Obligated, the employer should do this, without fail, al1 of the time

How obligated is the employer to

.....

Not

Stight

Fairly

Oblig.

Oblig*

very
Oblig.

Oblig.

Oblig.

1. Promote good social relations arnong employees

1

2

3

4

5

2.Treat employees fairly and equitably and ensure there is no
favouritism or discrimination

I

2

3

4

5

3. Recognize the stressful nature of employees' work and
provide relief

l

2

3

4

5

4. Provide a comprehensive benefit package

1

2

3

4

5

5. Ensure managers accurately represent and support employees

1

2

3

4

5

6.Provide the opportunity to participate in and influence
decisions which affect employees

1

2

3

4

5

7. Not ask employees to do anything that is unethical, immoral
or illegal and punish employees who behave this way

1

2

3

4

5

8. Provide incentives for hard or extra work

1

2

3

4

5

9. Ensure salaries and benefits are competitive with other
employers

1

2

3

4

5

10.Provide training to help employees keep up in their field and
prepare employees for other opportunities

1

2

3

4

5

11. Provide rewards which are based on performance and
determined through properl y done performance evaluations

1

2

3

4

5

How obligated is the employer to

.,

12. Provide clear communication on organization goals, policies
and changes

1

13. Keep it's promises and support employees' actions
regardless of the circumstances
14.Strictl y adhere to employrnent legislation and it's written
policies and procedures

1

15. Recognize that employees' family cornes first and be flexibIe
with employee' needs to attend to family matters

1

16. Have reasonable expectations, job requirements, work load
and hours of work for employees

1

17. Provide employees with a redistic career path and involve
employees in determining their career path

1

18. Provide adequate training and resources to do the work

1

19. Respect employees' right to join a union

1

20. Encourage harmony, resolve disputes and ensure managers
are not oppressive, intimidating, dictatorial or manipulative

I

2 1. Respect employees' privacy and ensure employees are safe
and can feel safe in the workplace

1

22. Provide the freedom to express one's views

1

23. Allow employees the freedom to do things as they want or
see fit

1

24. Tell employees when they have reached their maximum
career potential

1

25. Cover the cost of belonging to associations related to
employees' work

1

26. Provide employees with a job in which they can be honest
and maintain their integrïty

1

Appendix E

Fullilment of Employer Obligations
Your Narne
Employers are expected to fulfill certain obligations to their employees. For each potential
obligation below , indicate the extent to which you beiieve the employer will fulfi1I or will
not fulfill this obligation to you. Items which you believe pe not o b l w t i o n s should be marked
as 1 (will not fulfill).
1 = Will Not Fulfill, means the employer will not o r does not intend to fulfill this obligation
2 = Likely Not Fulfill, means it is likely that the employer wiil not fulfil this obligation
3 = Either, means the employer may fulfill or rnay not hilfill this obligation
4 = Likely Fulfill, means you expect the employer to fülfill this obligation
5 = Will Fulfill, means the employer has already or will detinitely fulfill this obligation in the
future

Will the employer fulfiU its obligation to

.....

Will
Not

fulfiU

Likely
not
hitfil1

Likely
f ifiil

1. Promote good social relations among employees

i

2

4

2.Treat you fairly and equitably and ensure there is no

1

2

4

3. Reco,pïze the stressful nature of your work and provide relief

1

2

4

4. Provide a comprehensive benefit package

1

2

4

5. Ensure managers accurately represent and support you to

1

2

4

6.Provide the opportunity to participate in and influence

1

2

4

7. Not ask you to do anything that is unethical, immoral or

1

2

4

8. Provide incentives for hard or extra work

1

2

4

9. Ensure salaries and benefits are cornpetitive with other

1

2

4

10.Provide training to help you keep up in hidher field and

1

2

4

11. Provide rewards w hich are based on performance and

1

2

4

Will the employer fuifiil its obligation to

.....

12. Provide clear communication on organization goals, policies

and changes
13. Keep it's promises and support your actions regardless of the
circumstances

14.Strictly adhere to employment legislation and it' s written
policies and procedures
15. Recognize that your family cornes first and be flexible with
your needs to attend to family matters

16. Have reasonable expectations, job requirements, work load
and hours of work for you
17. Provide you with a realistic career path and invoive you in
determining your career path

18. Provide adequate training and resources to do the work
19. Respect your right to join a union

20. Encourage harmony, resolve disputes and ensure managers
are not oppressive, intimidating, dictatorial or manipulative
2 1. Respect your privacy and ensure you are safe and can feel
safe in the workplace

22. Provide the freedom to express one's views
23. Allow you the freedom to do things as you want or see fit
24. Tell employees when they have reached their maximum
career potential

25. Cover the cost of belonging to associations related to your
work
26. Provide you with a job in which you can be honest and
maintain your integrity

Will

Likeiy

Not

not

WLU

hilfill

Eitùer

tikefy

fulfill

WiU
FulîïU

Appendix F

FuKiIrnient of Employee Obligations
Your Name
At the time you were hired, you completed a form on which you indicated the obligations
you believed you owed your employer. Since that time, you may have done or intend to d o
things which lead you to believe you will hilfill or will not fulfill these obligations. For each
potential obligation below, indicate the extent to which you believe you wü1 fulfdl or WW not
fulfill this obligation to your employer. Items which you believe jve not obligations and you
do not intend to fulfill should be marked as 1 (will not fulfill).
1 = Will Not Fulfill, means you will not or do not intend to fulfill this obligation
2 = Likely Not Fulfill, means it is likely that you will not fulfil this obligation
3 = Either, means you may fulfill or may not fulfill this obligation
4 = Likely Fulfill, means you expect to fulfill this obligation
5 = Will Fulfill, means you have already or are positive you will fulfill this obligation in the
future

....

fither

Likely
FufiU

Will
FulfiU

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

3. Be loyal to, trust, support and promote the organization and
refuse to support cornpetitors

1

2

3

4

5

4. Help organize social events, attend ail organizationai
functions and socialize with organizational members

1

2

3

4

5

5.Respect and obey your supervisor

1

2

3

4

5

6. Give my time and energy to the benefit and needs of the
organization regardless of m y needs or personal cost

1

2

3

4

5

7. Control my emotions and respect organizational members and

1

2

3

4

5

Will
Not
FulfiU

Likely
Not

1. Work extra time, expend extra effort, learn new skills and
contribute beyond the job requirements

1

2. Be punctual and in attendance at work

Will you fulfiIl your obligation to

customers at al1 times

FulCiU

iikely

Either

Wi11

tikely
FulfiU

Fulfiii

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

13. Represent the organization favourably to outsiders

1

2

3

4

5

14. Know the politics of the organization and customers and
how politics affects your manager and group

1

2

3

4

5

15. Maintain the confidentiaiity of information in al1 dealings
inside and outside the organization

1

2

3

4

5

16. Follow the instructions or directives of your supervisor or
other managers

1

2

3

4

5

17. Act professionally inside and outside of work

1

2

3

4

5

18. Do your work thoroughly, completely and accurately

1

2

3

4

5

19. Do work that is not part of your job and cover the work load
of absent employees

1

2

3

4

5

20. Conform to organizationai noms for dress, language and
behaviour

1

2

3

4

5

21. Use your work time effectively and work diligently dunng

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Not

Not

Fuifiil

Fuifül

8. Conform to expectations or instructions even though they may
not be made clear to you

1

2

9.Be open, honest and above board in ail matters related to the
organization

1

10. Do things that make your supervisorsjob easier

11. Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and
collaborate on problems, work practices or changes

Will you fulfill your obligation to

....

12- Adapt to the organizations culture and/or instill
organizational values in subordinates

working hours
22. Make due with the resources you have

....

Either

tikefy
FulfiU

Wiii
Fulfiff

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

30. Do not reveal information which is contradictory to the
organizations stated position

1

2

3

4

5

3 1. Flatter, captivate, fawn on, or cumy favour with management

1

2

3

4

5

32. "Go the extra mile" for the organization

1

2

3

4

5

33. Exercise good judgement and make good decisions

1

2

3

4

5

tikely

Wiii
Not
FuifïU

Not

28. Continudly upgrade your skills and knowledge

1

29. Maintain yourself physically

Will you fulfill your obligation to

Fdfill

23. Be flexible, show initiative and anticipate what needs doing
and do it
24. Provide services to customers or clients even though you
may not be qualified to d o s o
25. Conform to managements preferences for reporting and
presentation styles

26. Work effectively with, contribute and commit t o the success
of groups and teams
27. Accept al1 occupational hazards

Appendix G
Your Name
Fundamental to the employment relationship are the obligations employers and employees owe
to each other. Consider for a moment the obligations your employer owes you. On an o v e d
basis, is your employer CuWlling its obügations to you? Circle the number that best represents
how you feeI.
Completely

Not Sure

Not At AU

1s there a specific incident o r several incidents that cause you to feel this way? Please describe
them. Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

Now consider your obligations to your employer. On an overdl basis, are you fulfdling your
obligations to your employer? Circle the number that best describes how you feel.
Not At Al1

1

Not Sure

2

3

4

Cornpletely

5

7

1s there a specific incident or several incidents that cause you to feel this way? Please describe
them. Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

Appendix H

FuIfhent of Employer Obligations - Supervisors beliefs
Narne of employee
Employers are expected to fulfill certain obligations to their employees. For each potential
obligation below, indicate the extent to which you believe the employer will fulfnll or will
not fulfill this obligation to the above employee. Items which you believe
not obligations
should be marked as 1 (will not fulfill).
1 = Will Not Fulfill, means the employer will not or does not intend to fulfill this obligation
2 = Likely Not Fulfill, means it is likely that the employer will not fulfil this obligation
3 = Either, means the employer may fulfi11 or may not fulfill this obligation
4 = Likely Fulfill, means you expect the employer to fulfill this obligation
5 = WilI Fulfill, means the employer has already or will fulfill this obligation in the future

Will the employer fulfill its obligation to

.....

Wi

Not
tülfill

iikeiy
not
fulfill

Either

Likely
fulfill

1. Promote good social relations among employees

1

2

3

4

2.Treat this employee fairly and equitably and ensure there is no
favouritism or discrimination

1

2

3

4

3. Recognize the stressful nature of this employee's work and
provide relief

I

2

3

4

4. Provide a comprehensive benefit package

1

2

3

4

5. Ensure managers accurately represent and support this
employee to upper management

1

2

3

4

6.Provide the opportunity to participate in and influence
decisions which affect this employee

1

2

3

4

7. Not ask this employee to do anything that is unethical,
immoral or illegal and punish employees who behave this way

1

2

3

4

8. Provide incentives for hard or extra work

1

2

3

4

9. Ensure salaries and benefits are cornpetitive with other
employers

1

2

3

4

10.Provide training to help this employee keep up in his/her field
and prepare this employee for other opportunities

1

2

3

4

WilI the employer fulfill its obligation to

.....

11. Provide rewards which are based on performance and
detemiined through properly done performance evaluations

12. Provide clear communication on organization goals, policies
and changes

13. Keep it's promises and support this employee's actions
regardless of the circumstances
14.Strictly adhere to employrnent Iegislation and it's wntten
policies and procedures
15. Recognize that this employee's family cornes fmt and be

flexible with employee' needs to attend to family matters

16. Have reasonable expectations, job requirements, work load
and hours of work for this employee
17. Provide this employee with a realistic career path and
involve this employee in determining this employee's career
path

18. Provide adequate training and resources to do the work
19. Respect this employee's nght to join a union
20. Encourage harmony, resolve disputes and ensure managers
are not oppressive, intimidating, dictatorial or manipulative

21. Respect this employee's privacy and ensure this employee is
safe and can feel safe in the workplace
22. Provide the freedom to express one's views

23. Allow this employee the freedom to do things as he/she
wants or sees fit

24. Tell this employee when he/she has reached hislher
maximum career potential

25. Cover the cost of belonging to associations related to this
employee's work
26. Provide this employee with a job in which helshe can be
honest and maintain his/her integrity

WIN
Not
fdfill

tikely
not

hilfill

Either

Likly
hilftU

WiU

Fulfill

Appendix H
Fuifilment of Employee Obligations - Supervisors beliefs
Narne of employee
Employees are expected to fulfill certain obligations to their organization. For each potential
obligation below, indimte the extent to which you believe the above employee will fulfii or
will not fulfiii this obligation to the orgaaization. Items which you believe are not obligêtions
should be marked as 1 (will not fulfill).
1 = Will Not Fulfill, means the employee will not or does not intend to fulfill this obligation
2 = Likely Not Fulfill, means it is likely that the employee wil not fulfil this obligation
3 = Either, means the employee may fulfill or may not fulfill this obligation
4 = Likely Fulfill, means you expect the employee to fulfill this obligation
5 = Will Fulfill, means the employee has aiready or will fulfill this obligation in the future

....

WiU
Not
Fuifiii

tikely
Not
Fulfiii

Either

1. Work extra tirne, expend extra effort, l e m new skills and
contribute beyond the job requirements

1

2

2. Be punctual and in attendance at work

1

3. Be loyal to, trust, support and promote the organization and
refuse to support competitors

tikely
Fuifiii

Fuffiii

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

4. Hel p organize social events, attend al1 organizationd
functions and socialize with organizational members

1

2

3

4

5

5.Respect and obey you

1

2

3

4

5

6. Give hisher time and energy to the benefit and needs of the
organization regardless of hisher needs or personal cost

1

2

3

4

5

7. Control hisher emotions and respect organizational members
and customers at al1 times

1

2

3

4

5

8. Conform to expectations or instructions even though they may
not be made clear to him/her

1

2

3

4

5

9.Be open, honest and above board in al1 matters related to the
organization

1

2

3

4

5

IO. Do things that make your job easier

1

2

3

4

5

Will the employee fulfill the obligation to

Wüi

Will the employee fulfill the obligation to

....

L 1, Provide constructive criticism, be innovative, and
collaborate on problems, work practices or changes
12. Adapt to the organizations culture a d o r instilI

organizational values in subordinates
13. Represent the organization favourably to outsiders
14. Know the politics of the organization and customers and
how politics affects hisher manager and group
15. Maintain the confidentiality of information in al1 dealings

inside and outside the organization
16. Follow the instructions or directives of you or other

managers
17. Act professionally inside and outside of work
18. Do hisher work thoroughly, completely and accurately

19. Do work that is not part of hisher job and cover the work
load of absent employees
20. Conform to organizational noms for dress, language and
behaviour
2 1. Use his/her work time effectively and work diligently dunng
working hours
22. Make due with the resources he/she have

23. Be flexible, show initiative and anticipate what needs doing
and do it
34. Provide services to customers or clients even though he/she
may not be qualified to do so

25. Confonn to managements preferences for reporting and
presentation styles
26. Work effectively with, contribute and commit to the success
of groups and teams

Wiii
Not
Fulfiii

iikely
Not
Fulfill

Either

Likely
Fultüi

Either

tikely
FU^

WU

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

3 1. Flatter, captivate, fawn on, or curry favour with management

1

2

3

4

5

32. "Go the extra mile" for the organization

1

2

3

4

5

33. Exercise good judgement and make good decisions

1

2

3

4

5

Will
NOK
FuIfiU

Liltely

28. Continually upgrade hisher skills and knowledge

1

2

29. Maintain himherself physically

1

30. Do not reveal information which is contradictory to the
organizations stated position

Will the employee fulfill the obligation to

....

Nor

FUI^

Fuifill

27. Accept al1 occupational hazards

Faculty of Management
The University of Manitoba
Thank you for agreeing to complete the following questionnaires. Please tell me something
about yourself. This will provide me with information on the people who have completed the
questionnaires and any difference that may appear in the responses. It will not be used to identiQ
you as an individual to your employer, managers or CO-workers.
Date:
Narne:
Please note, 1need your name in order to match this set of questionnaires with a set to be
completed later. Your employer will never see or be aware of your individual answers.

Organization:
Please mark the following with a check in the appropriate slot.
What is your sex? Female:

Male:

What is your present age? Under 20 years
,5 1 to 60 years

41 to 50 years

Union membership: yes

Y

,21 to 30 years

, 3 1 to 40 years

y

, greater than 6 1 years

no

How would you classify your position? Non-managerial
Technical/Professionai

,Manager/S upervisor

Y

, 1 to 5 years

How long have you been employed in full time work? less than 1 year
6 to 10 years
, 11 to 20 years
,greater than 20 years

What is the highest level of education you have achieved? Less than high school diploma
high school diploma
, some college
,college diploma
bachelors degree
graduate degree
y

,

,
,

Your Narne
This scale consists of a number of words that descnbe different feelings and emotions. Read
each item and then mark the appropriate answer in the space next to that word. hdicate to what
extent you have felt this way on average over the past month about your job and organization.
Use the following scaie to record your answers.

I
very slightly
or not at ail

2
a Iittle

3
moderately

4

quite a bit

interested

imitable

distressed

alerî

excited

asharned

upset

inspired

strong

nervous

guilty

determined

scared

attentive

hostile

jittery

enthusiastic

active

proud

afraid

5
extremely

Appendix K

Job and Organization Beliefs
We are interested in how you personally feel about your job. Each of the staternents below is
something that a person rnight Say about his or her job. You are to indicate your own personal
feelings about your job by marking how much you agree with each of the statements. Circle the
number which best describes your feelings.
1. - Strongl y Disagree
2. - Disagree
3. - Neither Disagree nor Agree
4. - Agree
5. - Strongly Agree

Overall, I am satisfied with my job

1 wouId be very happy to spend the rest of my career with this
organization
i don't think my organization treats me fairly
1 am not afraid of what rnight happen if 1quit my job without
having another one lined up

1 would prefer a job other than the one 1am in
1 keep up with developments in the organization
It would be very hard for me to leave my organization right now,
even if 1wânted to

I intend to remain with this organization
GeneraIly speaking 1am very satisfied with this job
1enjoy discussing my organization with people outside it
1believe my organization has high integrïty

1

2

3

4

5

1 do not feel like part of the family at this organization

1

2

3

4

5

It wouldn't be too costly for me to leave my organization now

1

2

3

4

5

My supervisor would rank my penormance as k i n g in the top ten
percent (10%) of the people reporting to him or her

1

2

3

4

5

1 do not feel a strong sense of belonging to my organization

1

2

3

4

5

1 frequently think of quitting this job

1

2

3

4

5

1really feel as if this organization's problems are my own

1

2

3

4

5

One of the few serious consequences of leaving this organization
would be the scarcity of available alternatives

1

2

3

4

5

1 read and keep up with the organization's announcements,

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Right now, staying with my organization is a matter of necessity
as much as desire

1

2

3

4

5

This organization has a great deal of personal meaning for me

1

2

3

4

5

1 am not sure 1 trust my organization

1

2

3

4

5

1 am generally satisfied with the kind of work 1do on this job

1

2

3

4

5

1think 1 could easily becorne as attached to another organization

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1 feel that 1 have too few options to consider leaving this

organization

messages, mernos, etc.
1would rate my performance to be excellent, on a scale ranging

from poor to excellent

as 1 am to this one
One of the major reasons I continue to work for this organization
is that leaving would require considerable personai sacrifice another organization may not match the overall benefits 1have
here

I ôttend functions that are not required, but that help the
organization's image
My organization is open and up-front with me
My performance would rank me in the top ten percent (10%)
compared to my CO-workers
Most people on this job are very satisfied with the job

I have thought about changing organizations since beginning to
work for this organization
My organization is not always honest and tmthful
One of the few serious consequences of leaving this organization
would be the scarcity of available alternatives
If 1 have my way, 1will be working for this organization 3 years
frorn now

Too much in my life would be dismpted if 1decided 1wanted to
leave my orgmization now

1 can expect my organization to treat me in a consistent and
predictable fashion
People on this job oflen think about quitting

1 do not feel emotionaily attached to this organization
In general, 1 believe my organization's motives and intentions are
good

